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~orton bill proposes 
federal tax exemption 
or District residents 
B) Jonathan Wharton 
H,lltOJ) StgJ!f Wt]te"'-r __ _ 
Dd Eleanor Holme, No, ton 
1 non-,oling member of the 
of Reprc,cn1a1i,c, fo1 the 
~i-1 of Columbia. ha, 
·c'\I lcgi,IOlion 10 m.11.c D.C. 
i,knt, exempt from p,1ying 
tQ} income 1a,c, Norton b,l'>ed 
~1,l.111011 on the ci!) ·, ,cry 
;rilreprc,cn1a11un in Cungrc". 
"Ill,, 11,,uld cure the invidious 
11nina1rnn thnt make, the 
:IL Eleanor Holmes Norton 
"' Columbia the only tax-
. LS. jurisdiction 1111hou1 
·.prc,cntation in the Senate 
'- Hou,e:· Norton ,aid. 
lcirlon\ bill would create a 1a,-
one 11hich would help the 
t pa, for ,1 .. 1e program, 
n• :\fodi,.1id - one of the 
planned 10 be cut in the 
budget. 
\l0,1 cities do not Pi'' anv 
1d co,1,. :fhc Di,mci pa), 
urc ,1a1e and local ,hare of 
..caid. The mo,,t efficient way 
build on e.,i,1ing preccden1. 
-t.ing 1he Di>tric1 10 join the 
Ii 1mi1orie, a; a non-federal-
'\j}ing juri,dictioo:· Norton 
,. 
But 'llorton's Bill 11ould face 
from Ash to Cash: 
-Jter a few momhs and a 
• -1 thousand bucks, more 
.lll half of the 
\-Building location of the 
':udent Accounts Office has 
-.:en renovated. Univen,ity 
fo:ials say the new office 
• ,uld be up and running 
1thin two \\eeks. 
: I C ,\:,.t PUS. ·\:?. 
The Doctor is ' listed ': 
1 
·:1 another one of Howard's 
,. <ed history professors hits 
:-c bestseller list with a her 
hol,. that sheds a verY, 
I :iferen1 light on the life of 
\irican-Amcrican domestic 
' ;orl,.ers in \VashinJ!IOn, D.C. 
1El PrOPI L B-
,, 
opposition III the Republican 
majori1y Congress. The House 
Appropriaiions subcommi11ee on 
1he Dis1ric1 and the D.C. 
subcomm111cc of Govcrnmenl 
Reform and Over-ighl will be the 
1wo chief commi11ees overseeing 
the bill since elimination of the 
District of Columbia Com111i11ee 
<luring early January. 
.. , ,uspec1 we' 11 en1er1ain lo1s of 
ideas 1ha1 will be considered fairly 
radical." said Rep. James Walsh 
(R-NY). chairman ol the 
Appropriations sub<:ommiuee of 
the Dis1ric1. 
Rep. Thomas Davis Ill, 
chairman of the Government 
Reform :111d Oversiglu Commiuee 
will plan 10 hold congressional 
hearings but 1101 un1il the Dis1ric1 is 
able 10 deal with !heir financial 
situation firsi. 
Norton is very op1imis1ic about 
1he bill pas;,111g the House. 
especially because of 1he recent 
S335 million over..pending found in 
lhe 1994 budge1. Wi1h an 
climina1ion of the fe<leral income 
mx, the ci1y would be able 10 raise 
it, own money for the deficit. 
--crea1ing a 1ax-free 1onc here 
would assure 1hn1 the crisis is 
pcrmanc111ly addrcssc<l w11hou1 
annual appenh for sharply 
escala1ing amounts of federal 
funds:· Nonon said. 
"Ghen 1he condition of the 
Db1ric1. I don·1 think any idea at 
this point is oul of the ques1ion," 
Wahh said. 
Congressional Republicans are 
so surprised by the amount of 
mone} the District owes. 1ba1 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R· 
Ga.) plans 10 have 1heir own 
independen1 audit of the District"s 
finance, and possibly 1ake-away 
home rule. 
--This is only a ci1y:· Gingrich 
said. '"This level of diwrganization 
and confusion is astounding. 
[Congress) is 10 D.C. as 10 what a 
Stale government is 10 a ci1y. We 
have an oversight responsibi lity 
Ihm any other slate would:· 
Free Speech in Eritrea: 
Four years after gaining its 
independence, the East 
African country of Eritrea 
is bui lding a free-pre~s 
system. The country s 
president says it"s part of an 
effort to establish a full 
democracy. 
SL[ INTPRN \TIONAI 
A7 
Back to Black Hands: 
After buying the onCee 
White-owned co~pan)\. s1~ 
brothas are now Holmng 
the profits _ga ined from 
HistoricallY. Black College 
~ara_phernalia. 
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Phis n,•,·I. 111 Black Ilisu,ry 
'lang.\lon Hughes. a major figure in 1he .. Harlem Renai ~sance;· 
o:mcd hi, first pri,c for poetry in I 925 from Oppor111mty 
~ga,inc. 
•Jackc Robinson former Brooklyn Dodgers star, became . 
\~1onal League balling champion in 1?49. Sports rnagazrne 
med him .. Mun of 25 yea,, in Spons. • 
-Gwr,:c White. ,1 Nor1h Carolina rcprescnl~tivc and the 11s1 of 
Rcc·on,trm:tion cm poli1icians. 111ud1.: hs hnnl speech be ore 
II ,,n,m-'~' . 
+Jnicn 1\mncll hcca111c 1he Jirsl blac~ caoch !n ,,,e. Na~n~ . 
"•~b.1ll lcaguc in !965. He was appo1n1ed lo ,lSSISl.lnl C cllSIVC 
I 
~,h fnr 1hc New York Gian!\ .. 
Look for the SJJecial 
Black History Section 
next Jveek. .. 
I , 
Sickle Cell treatnient provides 
ray of hope for adult patients 
:--.., ,.-
.__, 
'•if'' 
' 
Hydroxyurea 1hcrapy is the first 
effective 1rea1111e111 for 1his serious 
illness and may grea1ly imprm c 
the quality of life for sickle cell 
anemia patients:' 
Sickle cell anemia i, an inheritc<l 
disease which affcc1s primarily 
72.000 African Americans in the 
Uni1ed S1a1es. One in 12 African 
Americans carries 1he sickle cell 
trait. 
The study, in,olving 299 patient,. 
was ini1ia1ed in April. 1993 :md 
was scheduled 10 run for a year. Bui 
1he drug proved 10 be so effcc1i,c 
researchers Mopped 1he project on 
Jan. 14. four month, earlier 1h,111 
planned. 
Sickle cell patient cons ults with doctor a bout Hydroxyurea treatment. 
The results showed daily doses 
of Hydroxyurea reduced the 
frequency ot painful episode, and 
hospital admissions for crises by 
abou1 50 percen1. Crises, the mosl 
disabling feniurc of sickle cell 
anemia, are recurr ing painful 
episodes 1ha1 keep suflerers 
bedridden for long periods of1ime. 
By Elaine Lana Myada 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Sickle cell pa1ients who suffer 
from 'crises· can begin 10 breathe 
a sigh of relief thanks 10 1he first 
drug 1rea1mcn1 for ,evcre causes of 
1he oi,ease, which wa, announce<l 
by researchers l\londay. 
"This is a significant advance in 
the 1re:11111en1 ror aduhs wi1h sickle 
cell anemia:· Dr. Claude Lenfa111, 
direc1oroflhe Naiional lnsti1u1c; of 
Heal1h's Naiional Hearl, Lung anti 
Blood lns1i1u1e. said. 
Although ii is not a cure, 
Dr. Oswal<lo Cas1ro of 1hc 
Howard University Center for 
Sickle Cell Disease believes 1hc 
drug will be very beneficial for 
mainlaining a 1Jalicn1s heahh. 
See SI CKLE CELL. A3 
Students upset by empty shelves 
at Howard University Bookstore 
By Shonda Huery 
Hilhop Slaff Writer 
Jusi when m:my Howard 
Universi1y smdems though! they 
were finished with ttic long 
regisira1ion lines. many founil 
themselves back in another 
dilemna. 
Le» 1han a "eek away from the 
fir,,1 exams of 1he semester in many 
cla~ses. some s1uden1s are ,1ill 
wi1hou1 1ex1books. 
"First 1here were the long 
regis1rn1ion lines and now 1here 
aren'1 enough books:· Monica 
Davis. a third year speech 
pa1holo_gy major, said. "I don·1 
know if 1lS because of my major. but 
the bookiitore always has a problem 
with the books I need." 
Davi, said she was appalled by 
the number of book., lhe store did 
not have in s1ock. 
"Three of my classes this 
semester didn·1 have books until 
1hree week:. after 1he semester 
began. I don·1 understand what 1he 
problem is with the bookstore:· 
Davis concluded . 
According 10 a bookstore 
employee, who <leclined 10 give his 
name, the bookstore is 1101 at fauh 
for 1ex1books 1hai are out of siock. 
There are 1wo reasons why 1he 
boob1ore shelves arc empty. 
according 10 the employee. 
.. The lir.t is that many professors 
don·1 turn in their book adop1ion 
forms on 1ime, .. the employee said. 
a<lding 1ha1 professors arc given 
more tllan sixty days 101urn in I heir 
book orders. "When 1ha1 happens, 
e,-.:r) thing is delayed ... 
In acldition, the source ,aid 
ou1s1anding debts owed by the 
University 10 national 1ex1book 
si~pliers have caused orders 10 be 
wnhheld. 
"Many times invoices JUSI sil on 
lhe desk, in the Accounts Payable 
office and therefore the bills are nol 
paid on 1ime. And "hen the bills 
aren't paid on time. the book 
distributors will nol deliver on 
1ime." 
Accounts Payable Manager 
Patricia Shearin declined comment 
about the status of book More 
imoiccs. 
Bui Auxiliary En1erprises 
Direc1or Margo Vickers said 
om,ianding debls have had a lilllc 
impacl on the book orders. 
"My experience is 1ha1 one of 
1he maJor problems we have wi1h 
1ex1book orders b late book 
adop1ions from professors." 
Vickers said. "Wha1e,·er billing 
issues we may have had with book 
publisher- have been resolved. lt"s 
inconsequenlial." 
Bookstore Manager Andrew 
Thompson said there i, a way 
studen1s can gel the book, 1hey 
need within a 14-hour perio<l. 
.. We can ge1 books in here 
overnigh1 for students if they pay 
the overnight fee, .. Thompson said, said air freight is an opt inn. 
adding tha1 pan of 1he problem is "We only pay for air freighl if i1s 
1ha1 stu<lenis from 01hcr schools our faull. Ir book adoplions are late 
also come 10 the Universi1y and 1he depar1111en1 wani, lo pay for 
bool-s1ore to purchase books. ii, then 1ha1's fine. Bui we won·1 
"When we ha,c Trinity College and pay." he said. 
1he University of 1hc Dis1nc1 of Meanwhile. students are 
Columbia coming here 10 buy their ,uffering. 
books and there are 32 people per Ju111or Mu1honi Wambu, said 
class here 1ha1 need boo~. then after 1he founh week of school 
there', going 10 be a probl~m:· when the bookshehcs get 
Thompson added that lus office reslocke<l, she and many oilier 
an1ic1pates these po1en1ial problems Mudems are 0111 of money 10 buy 
and makes ad1us1111cn1s in 1he books. She added 1ha1 her en1ire 
orders placed by professors. poli1ical science class is opernling 
"\Ve au1oma11cally order extra on xeroxed copies 1ha1 the instructor 
copies. Generally. we say i1 takes a provides. "Despite 1101 having 
week 10 I0days for orders 1ocome a 1ex1book. my class is s1in 
in," Thompson said. In an functioning."" Wambu said. '·When 
emergency si1uation Thompson does the 111gh1111are end?" 
---'-~-------------, I 
"5-
-
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As midterms a pproach, empty book s helves at the 
University Bookstore have many s tudents worried. 
The following actions were taken 
by the Howard University Board of 
Trustees at its Jan. 28 meeting: 
•t,pproved the recommendatien of Interim Pre&iden& Dr. JoyceLadner of no undergraduate tuition increa,;e for the 1995·96 academic ~ear. 
•Approved an increa~ in houeing feee for &he &ehool year 1995·96. 
•Approved s new governance &tructure for the Howan:I Univerei&y HO!>pital ths& will e,;t:al>lieh the hO!lpitat so s wholly owned eul>eidi~ry of the 
Univer&ity with i&e own Board ofDirec&or&. 
•Approved reetructuring of the Colle1:1e of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Scienc" from the pretstnt five-departmental configur>1tion &o a two-
departmeni:.al configuration This org.anizatlon11I cl>llnge wtll en.,l>le the Coll~e &O l>e<:ome more efficient. 
•Approved changing the current- Colle1:1e of Phsrmacy and f'harmaceuticsl Sciences' academic policy pert81nlng &o &sndan:ls for .admle!llon 
- ,. 
con&ideration, promotion snd gradustlon of etudenu under the post·l>accalaureate and B.S.-Pharm.D. tracke from ?>.00 cumulative grade point 
aver.,ge to a minimum of 2.5 cumulative grade poin& overage. Thi& will allow uniform &tandan:le for grade point average requirement& for all receiving 
the eame Pharm.D. de,,Jru. 
•Approved the e&tal:>tiehnient of an M.D./Ph.D. de,,Jree training program. 
•Approved a coml>int<l five year early childhood te11eher certiflcstlon progr>1m granting the B.,chelor of Arte (B.A.) or Bachelor of Science (B.S.) 
degreee in &elected arte and oclence ma Jon;, and the Mat>ter of Education (M.Ed.) de1:1ree lnEDrly Childhood E.:lucation. The proer.1m will l>e offered l,y 
the College of Arte and Sc ence& and the School of Education and will l>ecome effective by Augu!l& 1, 1995. 
•The Board approved a non-refundal>le fee that will l>e depo&ited Into a re,;tricted departmental account that will be charged to undergraduate 
&tudente ($15.00) and graduate &tudente ($35.00) enrolled In reading , m11thematice. and diagno,;tic cour&ee offered by the Department of 
Curriculum and lm;truction, and all graduate &tudente enrolled in the a!l&e!lement cour,;e,; ($35.00} in the Department of Human Development and 
P&yr.hoeducatlonal Studle!l. School of Education. The fee, which vAII be u!led to cover the coete of expendal>le and non-expendable te&te whieh mu,;t, l>e 
rcpl11ced due to &tudent ueage, will be instituted no later than Augu,;t 1, 1995 . 
• 
==========================================================~ ~ 
' N a'iin Akbar 
-
Residence Life tells 
students to pay up 
or move out rooms 
By Randy Lewis 
Hilttop Staff Writer 
Howard University had a 
surprise for Meridian Hill Hall 
resident Jarrell Guest when he 
came back from Christmas break. 
The lock on his room had been 
changed. 
Why'/ 
Guest owed the Uni,ersity back 
tuition. He was one of 
approximately 50 students evicted 
from University housing for not 
par,ing their tuition last semester. 
'1 hve in Los Angeles, and when 
I came back from Christmas break 
the University changed my lock. I 
could not go back to 1.os Angeles,'' 
Guest sa id. ·•1 was told by 
[Meridian Hill Dorm Counselor (Rev. Mendenhal l) that my lock 
was changed and my (/!)SSessions 
were placed in storage.· 
His situatiun was not unique. 
The University has begun evicting 
any and all tuition-default students 
from its housing by packing and 
sending their belongings 10 
commercial storages in 1l1e city. 
Dean of Residence Life William 
Keene explained students are not 
here to live in University housing 
unless they have paid all their debts 
to the Umversity. 
"As hard as it is to accept, pack• 
out is in the interest of the student," 
Keene said. "We love our residents. 
We want them to continue their 
education. but we do 001 want them 
to contribute to a fi nancial 
impediment ... theX must face their 
financial realities.· 
In a leller sent during the 
Christmas recess to the homes of 
students with back balances, 
students were informed they were 
to leave their rooms by Jan. 3 -
three days before school started for 
the Spring semester. 
The University's Office of 
Environmental Manngement has 
hired a storage company to hold 
students· belongings. 
"We charge resi<lents' accounts 
$ I 00. This cnari:e covers one week 
of storage,' Director of 
Environmenta l Management 
Moll ie Hopkins said. "Perkins 
General Hau ling, 1730 17th St. 
N.E., holds students' possessions 
forthat one-week period. Aftcrthat 
period, the company charges the 
student a daily rate.' 
Guest said his financial 
difficulties were not entirely his 
fault. 
"I filed a loan with the Financial 
Aid Office last year. Then I 
declined it. However, the Financial 
Aid Office canceled my federal aid, 
and used the loan to pay for my 
tuition:· Guest said. 'The loan paid 
for some of my tuition. The rest I 
cou Id not pay for." 
Meridian Hall resident Kenya 
Heyliger, a sophomore COBIS 
maJor, found herself in the same 
pos ition as Guc·s1 when she 
returned this semeMer, much to the 
chagrin of her family members. 
"We knew that Kenya had an old 
balance, but we did not believe that 
the Uni,·ersity would lock her out 
of her room," Hcyliger"s Aunt 
Marva said, adding sne was not 
completely sure of ihe exact dollar 
amount of her niece·s balance. ··1 
was not aware of the amount of her 
back balance. I thought that one 
student loan would cover it. but I 
was wrong.'' 
For Sophomore engineering 
major Thomas Brown, one student 
loan would have been enough. had 
it not been rejected. 
"It was unfair the dorm 
housekeeping staff packed me out 
of my room in the Bethune Annex. 
I was not validated last semester 
because my loan application was 
reJected. It was not my fault," 
Brown said. "My parents want me 
to come home, but I am staying. I 
will get through this.'' 
"Pack out is expedient. For many 
years, studen t have avoided 
payment for services:· Dean of 
Special Student Services Rev. 
James Coleman said. "'The 
accountability system is good for 
students and the University overall. 
Pack out is the end of the problem." 
Some University housing staff 
members said they think some 
students should have the option 10 
work for the University in order to 
pay off their old balances and 
remain in school. 
"The University should have 
students work. and instead of 
paying them, put the mo ney 
towards their back balance," Linell 
Fennell, a dormitory receptionist 
sa id. "Students who have been 
given extensions and are not trying 
to pay their back balance shoufd be 
evicted." 
.... 
. -
calls for act101-
Br, Octavia Shaw 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The East Ballroom of Howard 
University's Armour J. Blackburn 
Center was full to capacity Tuesday 
night. Everyone waited a linle over 
an hour anxiously and patiently to 
hear the words, thoughts. ideas. and 
teachings of internationally known 
psychologist, Na'im Akbar. 
Akbar, who said he had been 
looking forward to coming 10 the 
University for a long time, i, a 
widely published author. lecturer 
and scholar on African-American 
psychology. 
"We must under.,tand that the 
ultimate thinking i5 freeing the 
Black mind. We have not had 
freedom of our mind. We have been 
freed by the constitution, but we are 
still capti,e in our minds," Akbar 
said. He feels the real problem for 
African Americans in this society 
is that there is ,till a large 
representative of our people ·•on 
th~ plantation of slavery,' in the 
mind. 
"Chains and Images of 
Psychological Slavery," "From 
M1seduca1ion 10 Education." 
··Lights from Ancient Africa:· "The 
Communitr, Self,'" and "Visions for 
B l~ck Men • are some of the booh 
for which Akbar is known. 
He has lectured all over the U.S .. 
as well as in Afric:i. Asia and 
Europe. A sraduatc of the 
Universit) of Michigan, Ann Amor. 
Akbar is currently a clinical 
psychologist and professor at 
Florida State University. and 
president of his independent 
con,uhing company in Tall;,: fo< 
He belie\'es the de,, co· 
consequences of bondai, ch: 
inferiority, which chaogfd stu• 
Blach felt about themsell., g~n 
··Black& still sec them\(· "11 
less than Whites. None oft Af1 
been trying 10 be people.,, org 
been trying to 'un•be' • anc 
really are. We cross the line~ ani· 
we fall in love with a m)th A11 
reality ... like O.J. Simpson.- int• 
said 10 a roaring crowd of~ pee 
"Look at Michael An 
anributing his book 10 a Whit of 
We attribute power to Wl11~ b" 
they don't even have, whicb sfg 
that our minds are still in~ Fo• 
We don·1 understand our~ An 
power. ass 
··we don·1 own [spon,J re:1 
We don't control sis&· 
institutes. We ought to be._._. All 
and our ancestor, are p. get, 
Akbar exclaimed. "'Ain't 1 
thing White, can do to u, tha a 1• 
ha,en't done )et." Jim 
Akbar added it is time-~ Af1 
Americans set their own Po 
and not become preoccup,,. dei 
what they can do and not o All 
But at least one stud,111 
some di:,paritie, bel\l.ct: I 
speech and his teaching po, 
White im,titution,. 
··He (Akbar) was spe:il. 
truth that 1 wish some Ur., 
administrators could hea~- r 
Benncll. chairperson or, 
relations for the Sch 
Communications Student( 
said. ··J agree with mo,1 oh 
said, but at the same t1 
hypocritical for a great At 
American intellectual , ~~ 
Akbar to teach at a predo Qu 
White institution:· wo 
Not only did Akbar • fol 
audience exactly "hat he fl: dil, 
the problems facing the A: 
American communuy. but bu 
offered some solutions. Ba 
"What do we need to dr Ha 
free?" asked Akbar of an"" lit, 
audience. ··we must tal, . 
determination to define oor 1s : 
We should use everyd11 Jar 
holiday. not just \1artir!', w.e 
or Black History m.)nth ~ ,m 
understand that we :ire a 
We must under.,tand thatw.t tr~ 
chosen o~es. Know "ho )' - ~~ 
Akbar,aid. DI! 
Q~ 
University hopes for cleaner, brighter ~ 
student accounts office by March ~~ 
By Marvin C. Bryan, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
,ind ha, all 1!", r ~f; 
,tickers," the ardutt<: 
When the student ... no 
office is finished •· ha 
Bursar's office mo1.~v. 
furniture in, Emel"O· 
Mudents c3n loo!.. fo""h, 
a cleaner. brighter m: 
There " a new light• Wt 
ceiling panern that ardt,I, 
Three months after the student 
accounts office locarcd in the 
Mordecai Wyall Johnson 
Administration Building was 
destroyed by an electrical fire, 
renovations are just two weeks 
away from completion. 
"We arc more than half complete 
with the reconstruction of Student 
Accounts," Fernando Green, a 
carpenter for lnrecon (Insurance 
Reconstuction) National Disaster 
Tham, said. 
• . I l., •• ; •1 
• ".r • ~: ■ I I 
- ~ -- - - - ... . - ;,-,.- . - - -
envision will add bci,pe 
the student account- c:I 
"All s)stemssuchas -
conditioning. tire ( 
electrical system, w ii 
back in pince by thd 
student accounts 1s fin, 
Lorenzo Gregor); D1"'~ . ·. -~-r-
{ 
., 
.• 
' 
;I 
Operations and Mnmt 
for PFM said. Based in Adelphi, Md., the 
company was hired by the 
Universuy to complete the 
renovations because it speciali.res in 
fire and other kinds of disaster 
rebuilding. 
Arkwright Mutual Insurance is 
rcspon~ible for paying for the 
damage from the electrical fire in 
student accounts. According 10 
lnrecon. the co>1 of the restoration 
should be approximately S 179,000. 
Student accounts renovations total approximately $'179,000. 
"There was a 
electrical wire n,so,. ( 
with the fire alarm !hi 
need to be replaced C'f' 
in the back areas of ,1,_ 
accounts," Gregory said. have b_cen no l)roblems and no commissioned," Emerson said. 
delays m the pr0JCCl thus far." Emerson added that the "I was hoping student ac 
could be fully redesigned. ~ 
insurance company \I ould b:, 
for 100 many clianges," he ~P 
Hamifton Emmerson. an University ha, also passed all of its 
architect in the Planning Office of inspections by the D.C. Department 
Physical Facilities Managc_mcnt, of Consumer and Regulatory 
was respons1ble for the design of Affairs. The refurbished office. \i 
opened. should cut down or.'1. 
of the lines thnt are nov. I 
temporo.ry Mudent accounb ~\1 
C.B. Powell .Building. Kl; 
"All we really have left to install 
is the glass behind the accounts 
section, dry wall, and a Jillie 
painting,'' Green said. "We should 
be finished before March. and there 
the refurbished student accounts "This commission advises 
offices. Howard on fire code regulations 
" It should be two to four weeks and so far, Howard"s studcni 
before the space is fully accounts has passed all inspections 
lh 
th 
1-(, African Americans, Jews to study race 
issues at Howard, American Universities ~ 
b 
By Natalie Y. Moore 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an attempt to create :1 more positive climate 
between African Americans and Jews while 
improving relations between the two groups. 
Howard University, the Anti-Defamation League 
and The American University are joining forces. 
The three entities are offering a course 10 
undergraduate students as senior 
seminar/fieldwork th rough Howard's 
Department of Afro-American studies. 
According to program organizers, seminar 
meeting places alternate between the two 
campuses and independent work is emphasized. 
"There are tremendous commonalties between 
the two groups,'' Pamela Nadell. director of 
Jewish studies at The American University said. 
" I hope 10 learn a great deal from nil the s1ude111s 
and also make a small contribution to the 
Black/Jewish dialogue, which I think is critical." 
Lectures reflect upon African-American 
history, Jewish-American history and the history 
of Black-Jewish relations. 
Afro studies chairman, Russell Adams. said 
the course will lay the foundation for improved 
relations in the future. 
"It"s a way of calmly discussing views. If 
Blacks a~d !ews at. the college level can get 
together, 11 wi ll help m the future to dispel myths 
and stereotypes," Adams said. 
The independent studies/projects include 
scrutinizing the depiction of Blacks and Jews in 
commercials, movies and advertising. From the 
li terary angle, they will read "To Ki II a 
Mocki_ngbi rd''. ~nd wor~s from John Hope 
Frankh~. Paruc1pants will also write papers 
comparing and contrasung the two $roups. 
"Sllldents will go in pairs, and part1cipa1c and 
• 
work at Black community organi73tiOI' re 
the 1'!AACP. the Urban League ac 
Amencan-lsrael Public Affairs Comn:13 
Nadell said. K 
!"-! the e_nd of the semester. the gfOl.;Li 
par!1c1pa1e m the Anti-Defamation L~ 
preJud1ce awareness training. "A \\~l 
!)1fference." hs purpose is 10 challenge wlli 
m the program participants and others lTic 
them. 1 
Depending on the assessmcn qi 
collabora11on may CJ<pand into an open~; 
next semester. 
··_we also hope our program will ~ 
meaningful :md symbolic cootributi,111,, 
greater awareness between the people ,,th 
two cultures." Russell said. t 
Stude111s interested in enrollinti in di(, 
may contact the Afro-American S 1 
Department for more information . w 
.. 
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1peaker questions students' concern for Africa 
"There arc nearly 600 million 
black Africans and 300 million 
black brazilians." Foote said. 
"Blacks represent a large part of the 
world's population." 
BY Haslna D. Harvey 
Hlltop Staff Writer 
l l:.3rlicr 1hi, week. Melvin P. 
F,ecutive Director of the 
·e rucncy for Africa (CFA). 
1 aged Howard Universi1y 
a band African Americans in 
'\\;J to improve their relations 
xir brothers and sisters of 
, The mission of Foote's 
v ·Juon. CFA. is to mobilize 
v~ ter increased cooperation 
v s bmad ba,cd coalition of 
se- JO. African and 
10 tional organirauons and 
' ts , lecture entitled. "Building 
in JOCC With Africa: The Role 
lll Jrd Univcr,ity" sponwred 
ia Alpha Chapter of Della 
,n!ll Theta Sorority. Incorporated. 
;el ,aid many African 
int ,an, arc he,11ant about 
~ Africa for a number of 
~s 'd f. tm·',otc ,ai many A ncan 
he added. Foote followed up on his 
comment by saying African 
~mencans perceive themselves as 
1,1mply American. refusing to go 
beneath the surface. 
Throughout his lecture Foote 
ruf(lcd tfie feathers or' many 
audience members with 
gcnera li1ations of how young 
Bl_ach perceive Africans ana 
missions to help those in that 
country. 
''The Black community has, for 
l~ l?ng, dealt with sugar-coating. 
Its lime to deal wi th reality. My 
com!ne~!'> are meant 10 get you 
moving. Foote said. 
Jamila White. a 1994 graduate 
o~ Howard and a member of Delta 
S1gm:1 Thew, said African 
A_mericans. have been given a 
distorted view of Africans that 
contributes to the often negative 
pcrceetion~ they hold. 
Due 10 the fact that African• 
Americans are as united as they 
should be. some audience members 
argued that nothing can be done for 
Africans unti l mauers, such as 
homelessness. hunger and violence 
are straight in the U.S. 
"Say what you want about Jews. 
but they are organized. Let 
Congress take away thei r fundin,g 
and they'd be ready to burn 1l 
down:· Foote said. 
Some audience members a!lreed 
that the mission of CFA is positive, 
but that Foote delivered his 
message wrong. 
·"CFA is an excellent idea," 
Vickie Byrd. a junior political 
science major :mid. "We all have the 
same goal, but different ways of 
articulating them." Byrd said. 
Senior Nicole Houston. an 
actuarial science major. echoed 
Bryd's comments. •d "<.Ill' a,k "h) 1hey ,hould j .~.ohed with Alncan maaers. 
njfact tha(J'ou'rc blacls ,ays 
1 
footc sai . "If your blood 
e lrom ,\ f rica then you arc 
'h's up to each one of us 
(African Americans] to educate 
each.other. therefore jmproving the 
rclatrons we have with Africans," 
said Whi te. who visited pans of 
Africa last summer. 
Throughout his presentation, 
Foote accused African-Americans 
of not being organized enou&h to 
make a difference for African 
people. He added thm the "global 
organi1.ation" of blacks is sLrongly 
'·He had valid points," Houston 
said. also a member of Delta Sigma 
Theta. " Hi, personal stereotypes 
caused the loss of the audience." 
Houston added that, instead of 
bashing the students, Foote needed 
to make a way for them 10 help. 
Remarks by Melvin P. Foote, Executive Director of the CFA, received mixed reaction by students. 
Foote suggested that students ind' ____________________ ____ __ __:_ _ ___ _ 
Poli,h Americans look to 
:dan • American, of hraeli 
t_ 11,-t look 10 Israel. African 
llli. . .an, ,hould look to Africa," needed. 
could grasp a bener feel for the 
problem~ Africans go through. by 
anernpting to live a, the Atrican, 
do. His suggestions included living 
on one quart of water a day. such as 
many Africans do. mid establishing 
a lobby-education conference 1ha1 
wou Id enable to \ludents to learn 
how to go :1bout lobbying. therefore 
making thing, happen. 
"By domg thmg, as simple as 
this, African Americans will 
prepare themselves 10 become 
leaders. not only here in America, 
but world-wide :1, ,,di." Foote said. 
~~~
1ower outage forces Quad 
~l~esidents out of dormitory 
dead." the psychology major said. 
"There was no annou ncement 
saying for us to leave the building. 
So we left on our own." 
of cil.-g~,-.Na ..... ta~1~1e-v" ... M¥oo_ r_e __ _ 
I he Hi ltop Stalf Writer 
it\r . dJ)S a her I he HILLl OP 
an- •J the complaint, and 
a~ , of H:1rnet Tubman 
nly ik residents, the young 
the Quad "ere C\ acuatcil 
the \Cl another dormitory 
are 
an- ,,former on the floor in the 
Llso • malfunctioned leaving 
,. FraLier and Wheatley 
get ·:,idents in the dark -
(IVC the first response Y.as 'oh this 
ves out·." \\'heat le) resident 
s ·a rrtnch smd. "But when we 
day l the ~.allway. we began to 
1USl oke. 
cle :oogh a fire did not erupt, fire 
: th~ •-ere called a., a precaution 
,re .. nerend James Coleman, 
· int Dean for Student 
~mcnt. who arrived at the 
mer I a.m. 
'1lf transformer experienced 
.lo"n and caused the lights 
~t. It has been repairea. It 
ha\'e been a difficult 
. ·• he said. "We handled it 
u,ety as possible. I can't 
· "hether it will happen 
. ·inag 1.'ons1der 1l an unpredictable 
' 'd. \Cl •• 
;a~ts aeiresidentssaid if they had 
uthe orothc fire truck,. they would 
. 'IC,er known they had to 
' us the buildmg. 
says noe notified u, to get out of 
~c~~ .ldmg." political science 
Chemistry major Zumari 
Chatham agreed. 
"Nobody came and got me. I just 
looked out the window and ,aw 
fire trucks.'' 
•\ftcr leaving the Quad, residents 
111 search of a place to stay sought 
last minute accommodations from 
friends at the Bethune Residence 
Complex. Cook Hall and the 
Howard Plaza Towers. 
Accommodations were also 
arranged at the Howard University 
lnn. 
"I had to walk all the way over 
to the Towers in my house shoes." 
French said. 
Louis Baker. who works at the 
front desk of the Bethune Anne~. 
said he received a phone call just 
after I a.m. saying there was a 
problem at Quad. 
"The fire trucks came to the 
Annex first because ther, had the 
wrong address." he said. 'Al about 
I: 15. females started coming into 
the lobby of the Annex. They told 
me just to keep everybody here." Quad residents said they also 
noticed a lack of communication 
between them and the staff. 
"1 missed a whole day of 
classes." Baldwin resident Enesha 
Cobbs 
said. who was housed at the 
Howard tnn. "I called the front desk 
and they told me we could not go 
back to the Quad until 3 p.m .. but 
other residents were here as early as 
5:30 a.m." 
Wheatley Hall resident Cresha 
Kinnebrew found her anempts to 
get information from an emergency 
phone useless. 
" I picked the phone up and it was 
" I think this is a shame. The 
alarm didn't go off. nor did anyone 
talk over the P.A. system." biology 
major Ayanna Smith said. 
O1her residents said the front 
desk instructed them 10 return to 
their rooms because it was " the 
safest place to be." 
"!believe the Quad is a livable 
and safe place," Quad Dorm 
Counselor Delora Dean said. "The 
staff has [the students'! best 
interests in mind. Once we 11nd out 
something is wrong. we try to get 
it fixed." 
Baldwin Hall resident Shameka 
Llo).'d said no one is to blame. 
·Toe Quad is faulty, but I think 
Rev. Coleman did the best he could 
in that sticky situation at the last 
minute," she said. "People need to 
realize he"s not the cause of the 
problem." 
Smdents were able to return 10 
the Quad around 4 a.m. when the 
power was restored. ~esidents 
weary of the circumstances within 
the dorm, trickled in all morning 
and early afternoon. Residence Life 
Dean William Keene prepared 
memos to the professors excusing 
residents from class until 3 p.m. 
After the latest Quad mishap, 
several students moved out of the 
dorm. voicing safety as a major 
concern. In the weeks prior to the 
incident, residents had fled to other 
dorms because of 1he Quad's 
flooding and asbestos problems. Tamaro Dean ,aid. ''fhe on I y 
and • lnew to leave wa, because 
tects fire trucks and we saw other 
y to lt-Jvrng out of the building." 
lice. 
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Reginald 
Woods 
By Monica M. Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Upon his arrival to ''the Mecca" last August. 
freshman Reginald Woods knew he was treading 
historical grounds. The 18-year-old Gainesville. Fla. 
native said he felt imponant ,md prh ileged 10 be at 
the same in,titution where ,o many famous and 
prominent people had received their education. 
"It's nice to know that people I admired walked 
acro,s the same "Yard" I walk acros,. and studied in 
the same Douglas Hall classrooms I study in." Woods 
said. 
However. despite the fac1 that the Uni\'ersi1y·, 
alumni reads like a Who's Who among the world's 
elite. Woods' parents were not too thrilled about him 
leaving th~ familiar seL!ing of Gainesville. for the more 
urban sellmg of Wash111g1on. D.C. 
"I remember when he checked in back in August." Reginald Woods 
Ron Harris. Drew Hall dorm counselor. said. "His 
mother and step-father didn't want him to go here. but 
we really pushed Howard. Reggie seemed really 
determined 10 make it here." Harris added. 
however. surprised when he discovered how small the 
University "as compared to hi, hometo"n college, the 
Uni,'Crsity of Florida. 
"I was expecting ii 10 be larger in mass. but I was 
sti ll awestruc1: at the fact that I was ac1ually at Howard 
University," Woods said . 
And made it he has. In the five months since his 
arrival, Woods has become more active than most 
students who have been here for years. His list of 
accomplishments include vice-!)resident of Drew 
Hall's Dorm Council. chief-of-staff for the College of 
Arts and Sciences Freshman Board. a member oT the 
Howard University Gospel Choir. and a volunteer for 
the Howard University Student Association. 
Now that he's adjusted ti) the University. Woods 
says that college life has been a challenge. but not to 
the degree he first thought it would be. 
" I had the perception that going off to college was 
going 10 be real hard. but it's 1101 at al l what I tfioughl 
1l would be. excepl for registration," he ,aid. 
"I've always been real active," Woods said. "I hate 
being in 1he dark about stuff. So I figure if I'm 
invofved in different activities, then I'll probably 
know what's going on." 
Woods said that he wc,Lild like to continue in student 
government and evemually follow in the foo1steps of 
the three politicians he admires most-Jesse Jackson. 
L. Douslas Wilder and Marion Barry. B~ing active in extra-curricular activitic, is nothing 
new to Woods. In high school, Woods said he wa, a 
member of about 10 school organizations. including 
his role as president of Floricla's Alachua County 
Student Counci l. . 1 
Despite all his activitic.s. Woods knew that he would 
eventually find himself on the bottom of1he·101em pole 
(as a freshman) when he enrolled at Howard. He was. 
"Seemg those Black men go forth ant.I succeed in 
what has been a While man's world makes me proud 
of my race and more importantly. makes me proud to 
be a Black man,'' Woods said "I know that if they 
could do what they've done in the past. then I could 
do whatever I put my mind to in the future." 
Sickle Cell, from Al 
"This drug will essentially make 
pain crisis less frequent so that 
[sickle cell patients] will remain 
healthier for a longer period of 
time," Castro said. 
Julia Siteman. a re&istered nurse 
with the University s center for 
sickle cell , explained what occurs 
during a crisis. 
"The red blood cells for some 
unknown reason lose !heir oxygen, 
and when this happens. the red 
blood cells become a half moon 
shape because they are starving for 
oxygen. 
"Then, a sti cky substance 
develops on the blood cells causing 
them to stick together. When the 
group of blood cells get to a small 
Joint that they can"t (?3SS through. 
this causes an excruciating pain in 
1he nerves," Si teman said. 
Siteman added the crisis can last 
anywhere from two weeks to two 
mon1hs. but the less crisis the 
patients have. the longer they arc 
likely to live . 
The drug has only been approved 
for the treatment ot adults, but 1ests 
arc curren tly underway 10 
determine 1ts safe ty and 
effectiveness for chi ldren. 
Castro said the crisis can occur 
in both chi ldren and adults but he 
believes it gels more frequent in 
adult patients. 
Researchers also found the drug 
reduced the frequency of acute 
chest syndrome. a li fe threatening 
complication of sickle cell anemia 
charac1eriL.Cd by chest pain. fever 
and an abnormal chest x-r:iy. 
The drug also required patients 
to receive 50 percent fewer units of 
blood transfusions than patienls on 
the placebo. a finding which also 
has important public health 
implicauons. 
Scientists believe the treatment 
works by s1imulating the 
production of fetal hemogfobin, a 
subsiance found in newborns and 
fetuses. The fetal hemoglobin is 
replaced by adult hemoglobin at 
about four months o f age. 
Researchers be lieve 1he fetal 
hemoglobin inside sickle red blood 
cells may pre,·cnt those cells from 
becoming rigid and blocking the 
blood vessels. 
The only side effect of 
Hydroxyurea was mild reversible 
bone marrow suppression. which 
caused lowering of blood counts . 
The long term side effects of 
Hydroxyurca are st ill unknown so 
patients participating in the clinical 
trial will be followed and examined 
regularly. 
The U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration has not approved 
Hydroxyurea's use for sickle cell 
anemia. but physicians can 
prescribe it for that purpose. 
However, the drug is approved for 
the treatment ofpolycy1hernia vera, 
a disease where too many red blood 
cells are produced. 
The FDA wi II consider 
approvi ng Hydroxyurea for the 
treatment of sickle cell anemia 
following the submission of the 
study darn by the manufacturer. 
"HUSA constitution to face possible revision," that Undergraduate Trustee Omar · 
Karim supported the suggestions that both the Undergraduate and Graduate Student 
Assemblies be disolved. However, this is not the case. Karim is not in favor of disolving 
the two organizations. 
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Metro fares could run an extra 10 cen tl 
By Reglhold Royston 
Hilltop Statt Writer 
Under a new proposal by Metro, subway 
and bus fares would go up IO cellls a ride 
in July, and bus service would be cul, 
rcflec11ni; the financial difficuhics facinjl 
1he Washington Me1ropolimn Area Transit 
Authori1y and 1he local governmenl tha1 
SUJJporls ii. 
Ovcr200communi1y leaders and patrons 
of 1hc city's 1ransi1 sys1cm voiced their 
concerns and grievailces with the proposed 
changes al 1wo healed public hearings on 
Monaay. 
Tile public hearings were aimed al 
getting ci111en and employee views of 1he 
proposals. 
Mose of 1he claims centered around 1he 
increased fa1.s for senior ci1izens and 1he 
disabled, as well as 1hecancella1ion and re-
rou1ing of Me1ro bus lines. 
"The proposed Me1ro bus service and 
fare increases are unfair, counterproductive 
and unnecessary. Many low income 
residents find i1 d1fficuh or impossible 10 
get 10 work . Your adding cransfcr bus 
service wi ll only intensify I.fie pligh1 of low 
income residents," said an angry Joshua 
Silver of 1he Metrowatch Ci1izen's Group 
to the panel of councilmen and board 
members, including WMATA Chairman 
Jack Evans. 
If local government officials approve a 
recen1 Metro budge!, Metrorail's minimum 
fare will be $1.10 ins1ead of $1. 
Elderly and di~abled riders wou ld pay 5 
cenls more 10 ride 1he subway, bui their 50 
cent bus fare wi ll remam 1he same 
1hroughou1 1he region. 
Bus riders win also pay 10 cen1s cxlra 
10 transfer between buses under lhe 
proposal. 
Flash passes, which give riders 1hc 
opportuni1y 10 make unlimi1ed trips within 
a ccr1ain lune frame. will s1ill be offered 
s1ar1i ng al $20. But they would no longer 
include crcdics coward rail 1rips. 
Me1ro General Manager Lawrence G. 
Reu1er said 1he fare increase, which is 
Me1ro·s firs1 since 1992, is needed 10 close 
a $15.5 million gap in 1he transit aj;ency's 
budge! for lhe ri:~cal year 1ha1 begms July 
I. Metro board members said las1 week they 
arc inclined 10 suppon 1hc proposal. 
On 1op of the fare increases service CIiis 
were also proposed 10 aid in consolidating 
similar rou1es and elimina1ing services 
which are plagued wi1h low ri<fership and 
loss of patrons. D.C. officials said 1his will 
cover a $15.3 million gap in 1he ci1y's 
budget 
"We 1ried 10 minimize 1he negative 
i mpac1 of 1he cu1s 1ha1 would be placed on 
overall ridership. Now i1s u,e 10 the mayor 
and ci1y council to decide 1f they are fair, 
based op ci1izen and JJublic re,ponse," 
boardmcinber Deborah Price said. 
would nol have 10 pay the addi1ional I 0 
cen1s being proposed by Metro. 
The G2 and 70 Me1ro bus-lines arc 
among an ex1ensive lisl of proposed cuts 
and reduclions in Me1robus and Me1rorail 
service as.1he Washington Me1ropoli1an 
Area Trans11 Auchomy(WMATA) ma~es its 
budget proposal 10 1he office of 1he Mayor 
and ci1y council in the coming weeks. 
Roule 02, which provides co1wenien1 
1ranspor1a1ion for Howard Universi1y 
s1Uden1s 10 1he Georgetown Uni,·ersi1y 
campus and library, will 1101 escape drasiic 
cu1s in service. 
The first round 1rip on weekdays will be 
discominucd and 1he lasl 1wo round 1rips on 
weekdays and Saiurday canceled. if the 
proposal goes 1hrough. 
Trips along Rou1e 70 may be cul so all 
buses, excluding chose running during ru,h 
hour, would end al L'Enfanl Plaza on 
weekdays and a1 1he Na1ional Archi,·es on 
1he weekend. General service for 1he mule, 
which now runs from Maryland 10 
downtown via Georgia Avenue and 71h 
S1reet, wou ld be reduced in frequency as 
well. 
Howard University especially reac1ed 
to 1he proposed culs 10 1hese lines. 
"How can 1hey give $40 bill ion 10 the 
rich people in Mexico, and say they don't 
ha,e any money for the huse, for !he people, 
the "orking class, what ahou1 people who 
are working la1c at night," Nmadilaka 
Ahagho1u. a fine arls s1uden1 ,aid. 
The maximum for the longes1 rush hour 
crips will go up from $3.15 10 $3.25. 
O.C. council members appro,·ed service 
cuis lasl monlh on bus rou1es lhroughoul 
the city and higher bus fares for ci1y 
schoolchildren, elderly, disabled riders and 
approximacely 8.000 Anncos1ia riders. The 
Anacos1ia fare would go up from 35 10 60 
cen1s under 1he O.C pfan, bul riders 1here 
"I have 10 iake 1he 70 bus to get 10 
school. A lot of people from Howarcf don't 
Ji,•e on campus and have 10 take the buses 
everyday." he added. Metro riders may pay increased fares for decreased services. 
Brazilian dan~ce teaches cultu r a l lesson, self-
defense to metropolitan teenagers, adults 
Capoel rlstas practice hand and leg d efe nse mecha nslsms. 
By Reglnold Royston 
Hilltop Statt Writer 
Capoeira, the na1ional martial art 
of Brazil, has remained rcla1i,•ely 
obscure in 1hc Uni1cd S1a1es. Bui as 
1he s1uden1s of Capoeira de Angola 
Founda1ion will 1ell you. 1he dance 
and figh1ing nn. developed in 
Africa and Brazil, has much 10 
leach African Americans abou1 
their pas1 and present 
"I have been in manial ans since 
I was little. I knew 1herc was ,I s1ylc 
offigh1ing by Ill) people. ,o I began 
searching and by luck I found 11," 
said Eric~urray. a s111den1 a1 UDC 
who discovered Capoeira af1er 
watching lhe movie ''The Migh1y 
Quinn." 
"ll's more than self-defense. i1's 
JL({))({Jil[L 
JKf lJ(f)Jfff.~ 11 iCJlBl~!§J 
Dislrict Budget Crunch 
Cuts Vital Services 
Dis1rict residenls wilh low 
income. no medical insurance 
or their own doc1ors wi ll have 
10 look for another place 10 
seek medical a11cn1ion. as 1he 
ai l i ng Ois1ric1 govcrnmcn1 
looks to close down five of 15 
health clinics lhcsc same 
people rely on. 
The decision to close 1he 
c linics is a reflcc1ion of 1he 
ci1y·s budget prob lems and i1s 
effecls on 1he poor. 
The D.C. Council has 
already cut 1he city's welfare 
budgec by $22 mi ll ion. which 
affec1s 25 cypes of benefi1s for 
1hc poor and the disab led. 
Anhur Capper Clinic. 
located in a sou1hcas1 housing 
complex, is s la1ed 10 close. 
along with Garfield Terrace 
near Howard Un iversi1y in 
Northwcsc, Regency o n 
Connccticul Avenue NW, and 
1he Ecking1on Chi ld Hea lth 
Clinic on Florida Aven ue NE. 
Bui 1he reduc1ion in c linics 
is not as much as many Barry 
heall h advisors, who advoca1e 
fewer, be11er-run and more 
comprehensive fac il i cies. 
sugges1cd. Some advisors 
aslced to have ha l f of the 
clinics closed and 10 separate 
l he hospital and remaini ng 
clinics fro m 1he governmenc. 
The five clinics 1ha1 arc 
closing handled nearly 30.000 
vis its <luring fiscal year 1993 
for medic a I trea l ment. 
immunizal ions. binh control , 
denial care and nu1ritional 
advice. 
Barry Team Looks At Ways 
To Fix D.C.'s 
Fina ncial Pro blems 
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry 
released a reporl las1 week, 
which bis 1ransilion team had 
compiled. 1ha1 li~1s more than 
700 recommenda1ions 10 
improve 1he ci1y governmcnc. 
Al 1his lime, ii is 001 clear 
whether Barry will pursue 
1hese recommendations, but 
severa l i1cms in 1he reporc are 
sure 10 cause massive 
opposi1ion if Barry chooses 10 
implemenl 1hcm. 
The plan calls for an in-
deplh examina1ion of how 1he 
Dis1ric1's pub lic schools are 
operated and also recommends 
lliat 1he mayor. ra1her 1han an 
elec1ed board, con1ro l 1he 
school sys1em direct ly. 
The p lan also recommends 
increas ing 1he Universi1y of 
the Dis1ric1 of Columbia's 
1ui1ion from $800 10 as much 
as $2.340 a year. It also 
suggests 1ha1 1he Univcrsi1y 
1rus1ecs explore e liminating 
gradua1e and special izea 
programs 1hat are no t cos1 
effcc1ive. 
The reports also calls for a 
wide range of new and 
increased license. permit and 
regula1ory fees. 
Barry said he will lake 1he 
nexl week 10 go over the report 
before deciding which 
recommendations he wi ll 
incorpora1c i n 1he I 00-day 
plan for his admi nis1ra1ion. 
Barry has touted 1he I 00-
day plan as an agenda for his 
ad m111is1ra1ion that will 
provide a s candard for 
de1ermini ng "day 10 day ... how 
successful we are." The plan 
shou ld be re leased i n 1wo 
weeks. accord ing 10 Barry. 
The t ransition lcam, which 
was led by box ing promoter 
Rock Neuman, incluaed more 
than 2,000 people on a myriad 
of commiuees. 
Hand-spring movements are essential to the martial art form. 
away of life. )buu,ei1 inyourduil> 
living, in your convcrsa1ion. 
Capoeira is 1hc dance of life." 
Or. as some Capociri,1a, sa). "ii\ 
in our blood." The arc of Capocira. 
as bo1h a figh1ing system and a 
dance, ,1cms primarily lrom 1he 
Afro-Bra,ilian slave cuhure. wilh 
i1s origin in an African marriage 
compe1i1ion called "lhe Zebra 
Dance." 
African ,la,es. of1en referred 10 
by 1heir ma,1cr, ·" "capociri,ia,," 
or c.1gcd bird,. t1an,formcd 1hi, 
early rimal into a form uf figh1ing. 
,peciali,ing in 1hc u,c of 1hc foci 
and legs from rnriou, hands1and 
posi1ions. Wi1h 1heir hands in 
chains. ~laves would disguise the 
play figh1 in chc form of n ilance, in 
order 10 be ready for uprising. 
Capoeira 's empha,is on leg 
combat, ,1em, al,o from 1hc Yoruba 
belief thal 1he hands were meant for 
planting and making 1hings grow. II 
1s this cuhural tradiuon that Jackson 
1ries to imbue upon his s1udcnL~ in 
class. 
"The cuhure is ,cry dear 10 me. 
but i1 is \\hat Capoeira gi\'CS 10 me 
as an individual as well. We. at 1his 
academy. are working on 1he 
1radi1ions, really 1rying 10 
under;,iand our placemen! as Black 
people and how it relates 10 the 
an.' said Pc1e Jackson. instruc1or 
for Capocira de Angola 
Founda1ion. localed a1 6133 
Georgia Avenue in The Oa, 1s 
Center. 
Nego Gato. J3ckson\ teacher and 
a na1i,c of Brazil. curren1ly 1eaches 
1n New York Ci1y. bul his 
upbringing in the Candoble religion 
ha, given the Founda1ion ii\ dccJ> 
cuhural base. The African belief 
,y,1cm from Yoruba. has grea1ly 
influenced 1he pmc11cc and style 
assoc1:11ed wi1h the Capoc1ra 
Angoh1. where.is in 1hc Regional 
form ol Capoeira, fign11ng 
technique, and acroba11c 
movemc111, arc su\!,sed. 
Ironically. Jad,on's o"n 
founda1ion and grounding in the 
cuhure came afler he \\as given a 
beri mbau, a bowed piece of 
with n wire strini; and f 
attached. h is a key ms1rumc-
Capoeira which must be p)J~ 
order for 1he play of Capoe 
begin. 
During ,1a,e times. i1s '"• 
hum diciated the level of p1' 
well as the approaching 
masler. Today ii 1s heard inc~ 
1hroughou1 a typical class, 
s1uden1s from ages 7 - 40 pn. 
heads1ands. rolls and leg SI~ 
The nightly cla.sscs, M, 
Wednesdav and Frida), are . 
different from Olher mart" 
program,. In addi1ion to c~te 
worl from the ground wilh 
the leg,. students abo sm 
learn lhe in,1rumcn1s e,,e 
1he play of Capocira. 
For Jackson. i1's all 
wanling to learn one·, cuhu 
you were to ask an old ma,1e· 
Capocir:.1_1s, he \\OUld ,.1y C 
"Capoe1r:., .-\ "•'> 10 c, 
lifo. facing "1ua11on, w 1th a 
Whene, er "c rcla1e 10 each 
Joking around. play mg on 1hc 
thal', C'apoc1ra. h ', 001 
c,pre"1on ol ·c,1gcJ birds, 
., f rec pcopk " 
The (',1poc1r.1 de \ 
Found,111on "ill. be pcrloii 
Friday a1 I p.m 1n the Scht 
l· me Aris m 1he 1hird floor, 
Pan African student moveinent 
rallies for liberty, unity in Africa 
By Monica Holly 
Hilltop Stalf Writer 
The Hands Off Africa Rally held 
over the weekend sough! 10 bring 
1oge1her groups involved in 1he 
collec1ivc struggle for 1he libern1ion 
of African people. The rally was 
sponsored by Howard's Pan 
African S1udcn1 Youth movemcn1. 
"We wan1ed to bring 1oge1hcr 
differcn1 organiza1ions 10 ~build 
rela1ions and coali1ions so that we 
know we are 1101 s1ruggling in 
vain," said Devin Walker. a member 
of 1he Pan African S1uden1 
movement. 
The rally included several 
speakers from the surrounding 
communi1y such as Gray lon 
Hagler, of 1he Plymou1h Uniled 
Church ofChris1: Rafeki, of the All 
African People's Pariy and Clyde 
Bclcoun. of 1he American Indian 
Movement 
PASYM is a s1uden1 
organiza1ion which g_rew ou1 of 1he 
Pan African United S1uden1 Front. 
an umbrella organiz:uion. II is 
comprised of African students 
from all over 1he world whose 
primary purpose is 10 organize 
youlh worldwide 10 flay their 
proper ro le in the iberation 
struggles around the world. 
Walker added 1ha1 the 
organizaiion fighls for all groups. 
·•we respond 10 all calls for 
action againsl oppression of 
people," Walker said. 
The speakers a1 1he rally 
exj)ressed 1hat 1hcy shared 
PASYM's in1cres1 in reac1ing 10 
worldwide 1yranny. 
"Hands Off Africa means we as 
African people are taking care of 
our responsibili1ies, which include 
organi1ing so thal Africa is no 
longer exploi1ed," Rafeki said. 
Ha nds off Africa Rally panelists discuss s trategies to solve o n-going p rob lems In Africa. 
'"The s1ruggle to get hands off 
Africa. is 1ne st~uggle 10 liberate 
humanny," he said. 
Rev. Hagler believes.however. 
lhal there is no real governmen1 •·of 
the people, by 1he people." lns1ead 
he said governmclll\ ullimalc 
concern is money. 
"Libera1ion lheology call, for 
one 10 deal with rcaliiy. God in1ends 
for us 10 do some1hing al 1his very 
momen1:· Rev. Hag ler said. 
''Taking a s1and on behalf of 
oppressed people is when you ge1 
1he love of the crea1or." 
Rev. Hagler said there were 
obvious para llels be1ween lhc 
plight of African people in Africa 
and African peopfe in 1he Dis1ric1. 
. "E_verything tha_1 is happening 
m Africa ,s happenmg here in 1hc 
Unit~d S1a1es. Wash!ngton, D.C. 
has IIS own f9rni, of apanheid.'' 
!lev. 1-!agler Sf!•~- The s1ruggle is 
m Africa. but 111s also righ1 here." 
"We be] icvc in org:uuzing and 
1101 mobilizing," Walker said "A 
101 of limes people come 0~1 10 
pr_ograms. bu1 are 001 mobili7Cd. 
H1s1ory has shown thal libera1ion 
movemen1s around 1hc world 
mobi_lize. We believe in ac1ion and 
pushmg for Pan Africanism." 
. . ~e~. Hagler called for a spring 
11111ia11vc tha1 would include a 
return 10 "1~.e old soapbox days of 
preaching. He also wan1s to 
organi1e 10 take his message 10 1he 
housing projec1s and be 
grassrools campaign. 
'Tyrone Rodgers, a psyc 
major al Howard enjo) 
program's call for ac1ion. 
''! liked this program 
called for -1c1ion. Aflcr I 
!here was a plan. Mosl 
simply involve 1alking;· R 
sa1d. 
Lea Adams, a mar 
communicaiions ,pecinlis1, 
" l am inspired by the 
among 1he groups," Adams 
"II is inspiring 10 know the1t. 
people can pull my coauail 
me know wha1 I need 10 be il-
- 1he s1ruggle is not over:· 
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University of Antwerp 
Summer Program in 
Antwerp, Belgium 
May 21 - June 3, 1995 
AN OPPORTUNl7Y 
FOR STUDENTS OF ECONO,IIICS AND BUSINESS 
TO STUDY ECONOtl!C ltvI'EGRA11ON 
IN Tl!E CONTEXT OF Tl-IE EUROPEAN CO,IIAJUNl7Y. 
Director: 
Professor Bradley Billings 
For i11/or11101io11 
or 011 opplirotio11 contact: 
y EOR(lETOw:J(_ 7JNIVERSl1Y 
School fo r Summer and Continuing Education 
306 ICC 
Washi ngton, DC 20057 
(202) 687-5942 / 5 719 
· THE HILLTOP 
TakeA 
Commercial 
Break ... 
With 
Leo Burnett Advertising, 
the largest brand 
agency in the country. 
Hiring for 
Full-time & Internship 
positions in the 
Media Department. 
On-campus Presentation: 
Thursday, February 9, 1995 
6-8pm 
Armour J. Blackburn Forum 
On-campus Interviews: 
Friday, February 10, 1995 
School of Communications 
School of Business 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR T.V./FILM 
WORKING IN FRONT OF THE CAMERA 
OR BEHIND THE SCENES IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY, 
SHARRNG TJIE KNOWLEDGE 
A SERIES OF SEMINARS 
FOR THE INDIVIDUAL PURSUING A CAREER IN THE 
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY 
IS CO#/NO SOON/ 
"FREPt" INTRODUCTORY SEMINAR 
TOPIC: 
ENTERTAINMENT 101 - AN OUTLOOK ON THE INDUSTRY 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1995 
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM 
. ~ .. ' 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY - C.B. POWELL COMMUNICATIONS BLDG. 
SCREENING ROOM WEST - 3rd FLOOR 
525 BRYANTSTREETN.W., WASHINGTON O.C. 
(Ill'ITER THROUGH THE 6TH STREET SECURITY SIDE OF BUILDING) 
Join former Westcoast independent Television Producer Stacey Evans for an 
informative discussion on opportunities available and WHAT /WHO you need to 
know to get your foot in the door! With experience working for COLUMBIA 
PICl11RES TELEVISION, PARAMOUNT STUDIOS, MOTOWN RECORDS, T.V. 
SERIES "LIVING SINGLE" and currently BET SYNDICATION, Ms. Evans has 
gained solid experience and contacts and now she wants to share her knowledge 
with YOU! In addition to exposure to entertainment professionals, seminar 
attendees will be well equipped with enough information to give them the right 
start as they chart their course for success! 
For More Information, Call (301) 419-8170 
Don't miss this exciting event! 
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Clinton begins campaign for 1996 electionE 
300,000. making i1 the smallcs1 I , 
By Ruth Gadson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In what may have been his first 
campaign speech for the 1996 
()residential election. President Bill 
Clinton cal led for all Americans to 
help raise the income for the 
American people a1 Sandburg 
Communily College in Galesburg. 
Il l. Clinton inlends 10 deliver a 
series of trips and speeches in an 
effort to reconnect himself with the 
middle-class voters who helped pul 
him in office. 
"What l want )OU to know is that 
we worked hurd to get the 
fundamentals fixed," Clinton said. 
"I want 10 spend the nex1 two years 
working on lifting incomes and 
prospects and optimism -and real 
hope - for 1he future among 
people who are carrying 1he load in 
this counlry.'' 
White House aides said the 
president wi II create a strategy by 
concentrating on three things. He 
wi II use the phrase "middle-class" 
like a "mantra" because these arc 
the people he believes make 
America go. The president wi II 
continually recite what he considers 
1he impressive accomplishments 
given by his administration for 1he 
past 1wo years and he wi ll auempl 
to address these points with 
audience~ that matter to his re-
elect ion chances, and in locations 
that mauer. 
After 1wo years in office, the 
president reduced 1hc deficit by 
$700 billion, which is $11,000 a 
family. 
But Dr. Michael Fra1ier. political 
science professor. said he is not 
happy w11h Clinton's performance. 
"I think he's on what is called a 
learning curve," Frazier said. "He 
has to do whm all polilicians do and 
that is offer hope as well as material 
benefits for different diverse 
groups." 
Clinton said he helped in the 
development of 5.6 million new 
jobs and that there has been maJor 
change in the s1ructure of the 
government. 
"We've changed the way 1he 
government works. There are 
100.000 fewer people working for 
1he federal governmenl 1han tllere 
were on the day I became 
president," Cli1,1ton said. 
The president plans to continue 
to reduce the government by 
Californians fed 
up with rainfall, 
floods, mudslides 
By Natasha Lindsey 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Af1er weeks of t0rrential 
storms, California has been left 
wi lh an uncertain forecast of 
when the rain will end so relief 
can begin. Rain and more rain 
has been the daily forecast in all 
of California over the past few 
weeks. Inches fell at an hourly 
rate, leaving thousands homeless 
and declaring 34 counties disaster 
areas. 
"In the days ahead, northern 
California is looking more under 
the gun than southern California," 
Jim Carbone of the Weather 
Services Corp. said. Mud slide,, 
falling rock and Oooded creeks 
forced 5,000 residents from the 
worst hit county in northern 
Sacr:1men10. Rio Linda. from 
their homes. 
For many residents, 1he Ooods 
arc the lasl disas1er they are 
willing to deal with. 
"This is the last straw. I've been 
through Ooods, earthquakes. and 
lhe fire and I'm ready 10 iso 
someplace more stable," Mclame 
Madole of Malibu said. 
Rain has drenched the area 
since last week. Most of1he water 
has settled, but the grounds arc 
still wet. Yet, Californ,a's string of 
bad luck keeps unraveling. 
Damaged highways, Tiooded 
homes and mud-filled stores arc 
the atiermalh of cruel waters from 
weeks before. 
"I can'l believe this. Things will 
never be the same again." Chris 
Siri of Guerncvillc, Ca. said. 
While clean up is one major 
concern. Orange Counly is 
experiencing more than nood 
damage. These residenls are 
dea ling with a bankrupt 
government. On Dec. 5. 1994, 
one of the nations fifth largest 
counties filed for bankruptcy atier 
a $ 1.5 bi ll ion loss in an 
invcstmempool. 
Robert Citron, Omnge County 
treasurer. invested $T.8 billion 
belonging to 187 city school 
boards and other agencies, plus an 
additional $ 12 billion in U.S. 
lrcasury bonds. He bel all this 
money on a Merrill Lynch 
package of low i n1eres1 rate bonds 
1hat turned oul disastrous. Despite 
the risks which made 1wo other 
companies turned it down, Merrill 
Lynch said the investments fil the 
county's investment strategy. 
"The> were completely 
unsui1able investments,'' a Wall 
Street insider said, who believes 
Citron's gamble on falling in1cres1 
rates was deliberate. 
Due 10 Ci1ron's risky 
inves1ment, wary contraclors arc 
refusing to help rebuild after the 
noods. To aid in its clean up, 
efforts, Orange County will 
receive funds from the federal 
government. 
"We owe them money, so who 
can blame them?" Orange 
County's Board of Supervisors 
said, who also said the county 
will need millions of dollan; from 
Washing1on to cover the repairs. 
While Orange County 
desperately reached out for aid 10 
repair the Oood damaged county, 
it discovered even more 
devastating news. Nol only did the 
treasurer loose billions or dollars 
in invcs1ment funds. Ci1ron and 
hh assistant. Matthew Raabe, 
may have diverted funds and 
falsified records. 
According to a review of records 
by the accounting firm of Aulhur 
Andersen, revenue from Orange 
County's investment pools 
appears to have been alloca1ed to 
a fund maintained by 1hc 
treasurer's office, instead of 
participants of the pools. 
" ll doesn't please us at all to find 
yet another dimension 10 this 
financial tragedy 1hat Orange 
County has been experiencing," 
Bruce Bennett. 1he county', 
attorney said. 
Local schools are also 
searching for funds. wondering if 
1hey wilf be able 10 meet payroll 
requirements and pay bills. Some 
investment bankers have unloaded 
securities they were holding as 
collateral for loans. 
Bolh Citron and his assistant 
Raabe have been dismissed, 
leaving the debt to the residents of 
Orange County, who will now 
have to rebuild a Oood stricken 
county and pull out or a bankrupt 
government. 
N~J11IT«D:r1[filL 
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VIOLENCE ERODES 
ROE VS. WADE 
WASHINGTON, D.C.- A recent 
study shows many doctor:, refuse 
to perform abortions due to threat 
of violence by some pro-life 
activ ists. Abortions in tlle U.S. 
were at their lowes1 level in 1992 
since I 976, according 10 the Alan 
Gutunacher lnstilute, a non-profit 
group that researches sexuality and 
con1racep1ion. Both the number 
or women seeking abonions and 
the number of medical faci li1ies 
offering abortions have declined. 
Researchers contribute the fallin~ 
rate of abortions to the publics 
fear of violence surrounding 
abortion clinics. greater use of 
birth con1rol and society's rcla1ive 
acceptance of UJ1,J,1¥1rried mothers. 
A SLICE OF PIZZA TODAY -
PRISON FOR LIFE 
TORRANCE, CA.- One man's 
craving for pizza may send him to 
jail for the rest of his li fe. Jerry 
Williams, 27, was convicted of 
felony petty theft for stealing a 
slice of peflperoni pizza from a 
group of ch,ldrcn. In keeping wi1h 
the "three strikes" law, Winiams 
now faces 25 years to life in flrison 
for the stolen snack. Wi Iiams 
prior convictions include two for 
robbery and attempted robbery. 
His sentencing ia}£.S place Feb. 22. 
MILITARY ACCIDENT-
! DEAD, 21 INURED 
FORT POLK, La.- In a fata l 
incident still under investigalion, 
22 so)diers from Fort Benning, 
Ga., plummeted 50 feet from a 
helicopter on Jan. 20. One soldier 
died while the others survived 
wi1hout any life-threatening 
wounds. The soldiers from the 
75th Ranger Regiment were 
performing a maneuver known as 
ras1-roping. This technique 
involves soldiers sliding down a 
large rope. Aulhorities are still 
unclear on whal caused the 
incident. 
Compiled by Gloria McField 
work force since John Kennedy was r 
president. 
Although cuts have alreadr, been 
made, Clinton said, '[The 
gowrnmenl] is doing things." 
President Clinton lauded his own 
record as chief executive officer 
and ex1ollecl his vision of his 
"middle-class bill of rights" during 
his speech. While he knows 
Americans arc worried about 1heir 
fu1ure, he said he is 1he bcM man 
equivped 10 help America have a 
belier one. 
"I think I 1he president] is 
modifying his image by saying that 
he agrees" ith the American reople 
who volun tarily ~elected the 
congressional and senatorial 
leadership," Frazier said. 
Michael McCurry, 1he new 
presidential press secrelary, said 
the presidenl will 1ell the 
Republicans they cannot walk a"•ay 
witll the arguments for 1he future. 
"I care about the future as much 
as !they] do," Clinton said. "l will 
match my vision against I lhc 
R~publicans] at any point along the 
"ay." President Bill Clinton 
Conflicts, controversies continue to~ 
surround the 'trial of the century' B 
By Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
------------- --------------------------------------.... rt 
Pregnant teens urged to seek prenatal carf! 
By Natalie P. McNeal 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Angie Washington, a labor and delivery nurse 
at St. Bernard Hospirnl in Chicago, sp.:ak, in a 
blunt and mauer-of-facl way. 
"She didn't come to her fin.t prcnaml visit until 
her sixth month. but by then, 1he girls' vaginal 
warts had gone untreated for so long 1hat they 
were protruding and visible," Washington said. 
By that lime il was 100 late to receive the 
topical trca1ments or laser surgery thlll could 
have treated the sexually tmnsm111cd warts. 
Had the patient received prenatal care at an 
earlier Mage, she could have been treated. But 
because the warts and her pregnancy had 
progressed so far, no 1rea1ment could have been 
diagnosed. 
For the haby 10 be born heahhy. ils last hop.: 
was for lhe 17- year-old mother to have a 
cesarean section during delivery. 
Unfonunately, according 10 Washington, the 
teen-age mother's next hospiial visit occurred 
when she was in labor. The baby wa, deli,ercd 
vaginally and may h,ive a mcmal delcc1. 
"The baby was infected and will have to be 
funher tested,'' Washington ,aid. "Prenatal care 
is not a to_p issue wilh the teenagers." 
With111 the last 30 years, teen births have 
increased from 92,000 111 I 960 to 368.000 in 
1991. Currently within Congress, there is a 
movement by Republicans 10 mrget welfare and 
how the children of teen parents will be provided 
for after birth. Bul the crucial need fur prellnant 
teens to receive care before they deliver 1s an 
issue wilh which many in the health community, 
like Washington, are concerned. -
The National Center for Health Statistics 
repons thal of molhers age 15 to 20, 9.7 percent 
receive late or no prenatal care, opposed to 3.9 
percent in the 25-29 age group. Ol the pregnant 
fomales under age 15, 17.2 percent received late 
or no prenatal care. 
"Prenatal care is especially important for 
pregnant teenagers, Rart,cularly for females in 
1hc1r younger teens. Billie Coleman, a high 
school nurse. said. 
"Al age 13 or 14, the pelvis is not develop.:d 
and many need a C-section to deliver," Coleman 
said. 
According to Coleman. regular prenatal care 
for the fin.t ,even month, of pregnancy , ncludcs 
doctor visit, once a month. Ar1er the ,c,·cnth 
month. visi1, e,·ery two weeks are encouraged 
and al the ninth month. weekly visits. 
"At the visit\, doctor,, check patients· urine 
for sugar. a sign of diabc1es. prote111, toxemia and 
a healthy ~1c1 for the growth of the baby," 
Coleman s.ud. 
Teenager, ,Ire more su,ceptible to pregnancy 
111duccd l1ypcrten,ion and 10,emia becau,e of 
their young age. Washington ,aid. 
''The hypenension can lead to complication 
because the leen can ~o into a seiwrc durmg 
labor,'' Coleman said. 'But the mOlher i, more 
likely to lose the baby because when blood 
pressure is high. there is a decrease in oxygen 
for the baby." 
Physicians say prolonged oxygen deprivation 
can lead to bra111 and central nervous syMem 
damage. Some symptoms are increased Ouid 
gain. puff) feet and ankles and extremely high 
blood pressure. 
Women. under age 20 have the highest 
number of se1mrcs during labor as well a, fctnl 
djsttc,,. 
Another n1Jjor concern i, the diet of the 
PTC(!llUnt mothers. 
' A lot of teens eat fast food," Eileen Clark of 
the National Coalition of Ma1ernal Child Health 
said. ''They also try 10 conceal the pregnancy or 
arc afraid of geuing fat, so they don·1 cat." 
Annelle Scaverson, 17, knows first hand the 
effects of not eating properly while being 
pregnant. During her second pregnancy with her 
son, now 12 months, Seaverson <lid not visit the 
doctor until her last trimester. 
" I went into pre-time labor at seven months. 
I was experiencing contrac1ions and was 
hospitalized for lhrce days," Seaverson said. 
"The doctors told me I had a bladder infection 
because I wasn'l drinking enough water and 
eating too many greasy foods.'' 
Luckil): Seaverson changed her eating habits. 
She took prenatal vit.tmins and iron pills because 
she was ca1egori1ed as a high risk patient due 
to not seeing a doc1or until her last trimester. 
Seaverson said she waited 10 see a doctor so 
late in her second pregnancy because she already 
knew what to expect. 
"I also didn't have any Medicaid insurance 
because I was off my dad's insurance plan." 
J 
Scavcr,,on said. 1-ler ,on ,-.is born he n 
seven pound, and nine ounces. s 
"Prenatal care i, not ;1 top is,ue," Wav ~ 
,aid. "It ,cems like more of a burden l 1 
girls who arc under the impre"ion thal 11:¥8 
tlteir baby arc going to make it regardlc, 
Another rca,on many teenage motht ) 
not -.eek prcna1al care i, because it would \. 
admitling and accepting their prcgnanc) 
wa, the ca,c for Seaver,on dunnl! bl') 
pregnancy at ,1gc 14. 
"I alrcad) kne\\ I ""' prc~nant, lit 
didn't go 10 the doctor. It didn't r~allv hit r.L 
I went to the doctor." Seavcrson ,aicl I lert 
suspected she wa, pregnant and forced ht! 
a doctor. But some teenagers are unabkfii 
doctor,, withom parcn1, or without tran,(l" 1, 
to the clinics. J 
One solution is increased awarencifl 
education about prenat:11 care. Colemall\e 
prenarnl class in conjunc1ion with th( b 
worker al her school. lie 
"I schedule our cla\\cs mon1hly so 1hr 
ask the girls when their l.1>1 doc1or\ vi"''?• 
whal happened," Coleman ,aid. "I ul-.oa I> 
their next doctor's visit is scheduled and'e 
make them bring in doctor,, notes." . c 
Some ,chool system, have allernall"le 
-;chool, with docton; on ,taff 10 monitorf"n 
students. E 
In addi1ion. the Heahhy Start ini1ia1~ , 
effort to make progress in public heallHi 
improve access to and qua[ity of prenaite 
Those selected for grants in health corofc; 
wil l get community health center elm~ 
promo1e outreach and eligibility to C\loi 
mothers. ri 
Regina Malatl of the National Orgai>o 
on Adolescent Pregnancy. Parenll le 
Prevention, Inc., said there is an •11 
conference for hcahh care worker,, toCl1\'b1 
self-esteem for young pregnant girls. !11 
"It's a training institulc for health r,rofc, · 
to deal specifically with their needs,' Mal4t 
" If we can't ,top them from hnving baltii 
need to help them build up their seff•"i' 1 For addi1ional information about p1 C 
and prevention methods. contact NOA e 
301-913-0378. )l 
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~ritrean president elllphasizes fre~ speech 
By Traci N. James 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
President Isaias Afwcrki of 
Eritrea, the newest African country, 
said the Eritrean National 
Assembly is removing the muulc 
placed on free speech by the 
Ethiopian government. Under 
Soviet-controlled Ethiopian rule, 
Eritrean civilians were executed for 
listening to banned radio and 
reading uncensored material. 
President Isaias said. § "These extreme follies only if demonstrate one thing-that 
freedom of expression i, a natural. ~ individual r ight that cannot be J deprived. modulated or be,towed 
- by government." rsaias told an 
5 audience at the Freedom Forum's 
0 World Center last Friday. ~ After 30 years of armed struggle 
against Ethiopian rule. Eritreans j gained their independence in May 
= 199 I. Now. the four-year 
~ transitional go,-crnment is building 
'J; a free press system-one of the 
primary institutions of a ! i:temocracy. 
Isales Afwerkl, 
President of Eritrea 
~ In hi, speech, Isaias talked about 
the Eritrcan National Assembly's 
almost complete press laws that 
allow the government to retain 
{ithdrawal of troops from 
iaiti meets opposition 
hi By Nicole Mason 
to H top Staff Writer 
,e 
le lllll>p, w 111 "1thdraw from 
e, J will be replaced by 
.tc.11 ~at1on, peace keeping 
lie)oo March 31. The 6.000 
an;x,r,. halt of whu;h arc from 
h tll'C$Chcdul~d 1,, rcriain in 
nd I Fcbruar) I 996. 
·et Haiti · , tnadequacy to 
et,'11 la\\- and order has led 
rrople to believe the U.S. 
,re 
have been committed by organi1ed 
crime group, with sophisticated 
weapon,. 
!\fan) Haitian citizens would 
lil-c American trc-ops 10 remain in 
the country to cn~urc peace. 
Howe,cr, Haitian, do not want a 
historic repeat of when U.S. troops 
occupu:d Haiti and did not 
c, :1cuatc until 20 )Car, later. 
Beside, protectin$ the safety of 
its citizens. o ther priorities for the 
Haitian government include 
creating a credible election. 
However. Shehaye Tussera . an 
information s pecialist for the 
African Regime Network said the 
U.S. operation. "Uphold 
Dcmocrac~•:· was a bad idea from 
the beginnmg. 
"Now that mO\l of them arc 
lea,ing, Haiti can begin to solve it, 
own problem, and Cunction as an 
independent country." Tussera said. 
Haitians support of Aristide 
continues as the country strides for 
democracy. With the U.S. leaving. 
Aristide will be forced to take full 
in•--- - ----------- ------------ - - - - -------
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nd 
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,tic 
.this 10I be so quick to withdraw 
l 
"· 
. n :decision on the part of the 
~e C\acuate is ha,ty and too 
\lelvin Foote. a 
11.!ti,e for the Constituenq 
.,. -.s,d. "If they leave now, 
- otellin~ \\-hat,, going to 
Haiti " plagued with 
a weak economy ,111d 
official s." 
. concerns o,er organiLcd 
at have cau,ed Haitian 
,ni Jean-Bertrand Aristide 
ton c,zc U.S. forces for not 
~n}I ~aggressive disarmament 
inil Recent illegal activities 
beginning economic recovery and 
ensurin& Aristide's power . 
"It ,s wise for U.S. troops to 
remain until the transference of 
power and more public support f?r 
the president has taken root m 
Haiu." said Robert Cummin~s, 
chairpen-.on of the African Studies 
and Research Department at 
Howard University. 
U.S. troops have been in H~iti 
since September 19, 1994, mak,ing 
possible the return of Aristide to 
power after three years in ex.ii~ and 
Haiti being under a military 
dictatorship. 
control. He urges a peacefu l 
transition. 
Precautions are bein& taken to 
prepare for the transition 111 March. 
The U.N. forces will have a limited 
mandate and will be authorized to 
use force on ly in se lf-defense 
situations. 
Earlier this month President 
Aristide cut 1.000 military officers. 
The current force is made of 3,000 
former officers who receive a six 
day training course. 
A police academy will be 
established to train a permanent 
police force on January 30. 
riandom violence may threaten 
:;i~:alestinian-Israeli Peace accord 
ntil · · f I b . d h iher·----------- Since the 1993 s,gmng o t 1e way to rmg an e n to t e 
see By Patricia Ha~den peace accord between ~abin ~nd violence is for e lections to be held 
seeJU!op Staff Writer Pales tinia!1 L1berat1o n m t~~ Wes_t Bank. . 
1ionlittent slaying of 19 people Organ 11:at ,on leadc_r Yasser Elections are essential. The 
bombs at an military bu, Arafat. IO 1rag~d1es hav_e pe?ple probably would e\ect 
and Incl last month ha, many occurred in lsr_ael or 111 an Israeli• Arafat, _but they shou_ld ha,e a 
~s a 11 observers wondering controlled region. say. Equity should be given!? the 
cial <r Prime Mi,ibter Yiuhal: Shaul Cohen, _director of the PLO by hold ing electi ons, she 
•ill halt or continue the Middle East Studies Department added.. . . 
can ~•ice-s at George Washington Un,versny, Sull. Cohen believes Rabrn 
and 41 aft~r the blast. Israeli said the continuous. terroriM shou!d try to sustam support fora hePtnit E11:r Wcizman said attacks ar_e becom111g more conuryued peace process b~ 
rten itoold "reth' nl,. which wav e.<pcctcd w ith e:,ch pass111g day. honormg the _ dcm~nds made b) 
cieligovern~cntJ is going'· As a. n:s_ult, Js~aeli ci tizens are t he Pa lest1111a ns 111 the peace 
1igh •ing negotiations over growmg 111creas111gly angry al the accord. 
,ant 'Ill se lf-rule in the West government's response towards Some of th~ demands made 
,, an •Ruth Yakon, spokesperson 
d to• Embassy of Israel. said 
ar<:-~ ~poke strict ly out of 
nital.:.langcr and docs not wish 
nu offnegotiation~. 
tant •rtccnt incident has caused 
. hock. Tho,e killed were 
ti0~ QRt and it came after 
an · r attack," Yak on said. 
iual :!tan 120 people have been 
r11ge •ly terrorist attacks. The 
rtaction would he to ask: 
na~ :hi; happening to us after 
;a• · ed a peace agreement? 
, ,,•e 't canno t let terrorists 
. " a ~their goal of interrupting 
lflC1 "'process," she said. 
P 31 ~ 100 people have d ied as 
,, of terrorist attacks and 
, "1_; more arc living in fear 
'-tlpation of another attack. 
the violence. Most desire a by the Palcst,ma_n~ mcl~de the 
peaceful solution. bu t they arc re lease of Palest,man pnson~rs 
terrified by the imminent :_ittacks. and control over t~c Gaza Stnp. 
"Israel is a very different However, many believe that Israel 
place. People have never _felt has n~! complied to !he demt1nds. 
entirely safe. When you go into The P!-,O said the pea.ce 
any public event, you are cliecked. pro1;ess pron.used a ,better qual,tr, 
. . People feel vulnerab le. [The of li fe, b~t 1t hnsn t happened, 
threat of violence I never seems to Cohen sa,d. . . 
0 :,way." he said. . He also said for the terron,'1 g Susan Hardest).'., managmg ac\S to end, Arafat m_ust begrn 
ed itor of the Midd le East Insight bu1ld,ng a separate nati on. 
Magatine, said it is bec:msc !Jf ihc ·• Arafat must se_curc t_he West 
violence. the Israel, cn,zE:ns an~ go ahead w ith h~s s_tate 
refuse to give up on cstabllsh111g building. If he can ,1ch1 evc 
cace. . suc_ccss;. he can .sub vert the 
p "People are looking at their radicals, Cohen. said . . 
al ternatives and they do 1101 want Whatever Rabm decides, many 
10 go back to the way thing~ were. observers S!•Y the government Stoeping the process. won t stop must ac t rapidly. 
the mcidcnts.' she said. . 
Hardesty said a more plausible 
panial ownership of the media. 
"This ownership would allow 
government to have a say on the 
programming of prin ted and 
broadcast press without interfering 
or censoring in anyway." l:mias said. 
"Actual program content is the 
domain of journalists." 
President Isaias said poor 
developing countries cannot afford 
to operate a free press system that 
is totally commercialized. 
"If government monopoly of the 
press is to be resi s ted on the 
grounds of its propensity to 
manipulate public op111ion. total 
reliance on commerc,aliLed press 
appears equally unwarranted by the 
latter's tendencies to focus on 
programs of maximum return," 
Isaias said. 
"In a country where the national 
literacy mte is 20 percent. the media 
must contain an "ideal mix of 
educational. informative and 
entertainment material." 
1l:kie Fesschat1.ion. an Eritrcan 
economics professor at Morgan 
State University in Baltimore. MD 
said the go,-crnment must educate 
its citi1ens before they can reap the 
benefits of a free press. 
"Without rai\ing the litemcy r:lte. 
rrcc press will become an 
obstruction. It cannot reach its 
potential unless people can read 
and write." he said. 
Isaias doubts that a totally 
commercialized press can shoulder 
the responsibility of not only 
ii)forming but educating Eritrcan 
c1t1zcns. 
To the amusement of the 
journalists gathered at the Forum. 
lsaias mildly criticized the 
commercialized free press in 
America. 
"What happens is the 
commercialized press degenerates 
into scavenging for scandalous and 
sensationalized material in the 
footsteps of the tabloid press here 
in the West and in particular the 
United States." 
Even with some governmental 
restraints. the proposed press 
system will give the ci tizens of 
Eritrea. located in northern Africa 
off of the Red Sea's coast. more 
freedom than they previously held 
under the Ethiopian government. 
The denial of free SJX:CCh-
among other Ethiopian violations 
of Entrean democratic rights and 
autonomy-sparked the founding 
of the Entrean People's Liberation 
Front in 1970. 
Eritrcan women arc given just 
a, much credit as the men in 
gaining the independence of 
Eritrea. Some commanded platoons 
on the front lines. 
The sacrifices made by women 
during the struggle have secured 
their places in the new political 
arena m Erittea. Women consti tute 
50 percent of the commi11ec 
drafting Eritrea's constitution. 
"The role of women in Eritrea 
was not a symbolic one. It was not 
a public relation exercise for our 
political movement to prove that 
women are participating in the 
struggle," Isaias said. 
Isaias. a founding memberof the 
EPLF. helped win Er itrean 
independence and was elected 
president by 99.8 percent of the 
voters. 
Isaias' speech was one in a series 
of lectures featuring world leaders 
given by the Freedom Forum. a 
foundauon dedicated to supporting 
free press. 
"When we sponsor forums 
where world leaders can speak 
freely about the development of 
press in 1heircoun1ri, we feel there 
,s educational value 111 it-because 
it creates situations where debate 
can occur and issues can be 
clarified," said Chris Wells, the 
Forum's Internat ional vice• 
president. 
Karamu festival revels • Ill 
diversity of African culture 
Karamu was held a t the Bukon Cafe In Ada ms Morgan 
By Patricia Ha rdin 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
Many who attended the Karamu 
festival at the Bukom Cafe last 
Friday night left with smiling faces. 
fu II stomachs and a little taste of 
West African culture. 
''What we ha,-c seen tonight is 
a window into Ghana, Zimbabwe 
and other African countries. Africa 
is so rich and diverse; people 
should taste it," festival participant 
Joshua Michael said. 
Karamu. a word which means 
'the feast·. was taken literally by 
those who helped themselves to an 
all-you-can eat buffet. 
From the buffet. guests indulged 
in a variety of spicy West African 
d ishe.~, all specially prepared for 
the e,·ening celebration. 
Whifc dining. people were 
entertained by African storyteller • 
Peter Pipim. an education specialist 
at the Smithsonian Museum of 
African Art. The Brimstone Poets, 
a local group that recites poetry 
while their band plays jazz music, 
complete with African drumming. 
a lso provided entertainment. 
Pipim. a native of Ghana, who 
learned the art of storytelling at an 
early age, treated the audience to 
riddles and anc,;dotes from Ghana. 
Nigeria and East African countrie.s. 
"Those of )'OU who arc familiar 
with African culture know that 
stor~telling is a part of the African 
tradition;• Pipim said. 
For Michael. the storytelling is 
a part of African culture he believes 
should be shared. 
" I liked the storytelling because 
it is one p.~rt of the African tradition 
that llCOPle do not know about. 
TI1ey [the stories! arc abom values 
- value., on society itself. If values 
can be promoted 111 this aspect, I 
think its good." he said. 
Lead poet of the Brimstone 
Poets, Darryl Miller recited poems 
discussiflg the meanins of being a 
Black person in America. 
He also recited a poem named 
"The Black Man Did It." which 
was dedicated to Black men who 
were accused of crimes they did not 
commit. 
When Ghana-native Percy 
Azumah entered Bukom Cafe 
Friday, he was amazed to find 
people celebrating African culture. 
"I didn't th1,nk people liked 
Africans. but now I see that they 
do," he said. "When I first came 
here. I observed most Black people 
condemning Africans." Azumah 
said he blames the media for not 
portraying Africa in a more positive 
light. 
The event was sponsored by the 
Africa Roundtable of the Society 
for International Development 
Washington Chapter and the Africa 
Outreach Center of the African 
Studies Department at Howard 
University. Both organizations have 
been created to help the community 
gain a better understanding about 
Africa. 
Proceeds raised at the event will 
go toward a seminar devoted to 
discussing the media's negative 
coverage of African countries. The 
pro,sram will be held at Howard 
University April 27. 
"We are ueset with certain kinds 
of reporting.· Anike Robinson. the 
Africa Outreach coordinator for the 
D~partmcnt of African Studies, 
said. 
Robinson added that often the 
public is misinformed about 
occurrences in Africa because of 
the bi~ses that exist in the media 
and because of the media's lack of 
knowledge about where 10 go to 
find resource materials about 
Africa. 
C lement Asante. resource 
specialist for the department of 
African studies at Howard said, 
'There is a demand for materials on 
Africa. If we are able to provide 
some of the materials, it will 
combat the misconceptions people 
have about Africa.'' 
rrml'JNL~N~~Il(O)N&f.L 
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Dublin, Ireland · . 
o Three million pounds were stolen from a private security depot artcr five masked gunman broke ,~to the 
facility late in the evening. The gunmen wrestled with several employees. Shots were also fired durmg the 
robbery. No one was seriously wounded,. a police spokesman said. The gunnien entered the depot by 
constructing a bridge to the grounds out of railway slecpmg cars. Accordmg to the pohce spokesman, the robbers 
arc believed to be members of a known criminal gang from Northern Ireland. 
Nairobi, Kenya 
o Robert Kruger, U.S. envoy 10 Burundi said scores of people have been killed in recent fighting by the Hutu 
and Tutsi tribes. Burundi has an e thnic make-up similar to the area in Rwanda where a war broke out last year 
between the Hutus and the Tutsis, which resulted in the death of thousands of people. Krug~r reported scerng 
67 corpses whi le touring Burundi. The majority dead, Kruger said, were members of Hutu tnbe. People hvrng 
in the area blame the Tutsi-lead army for the slayings. 
Riyadah, Saudi Arabia . . . 
o Four people who were convicted of smuggling drugs into S?ud, Arabia were executed earlier this week, 
bringing the total number of people executed in a four-day per,~ to 13. Th~ accused drug smugglers were 
beheaded just before Ramandan. the Muslim holy month of fastmg. Execuuons do not normally take place 
during the ho ly month. but an exception was made. 
'faipei, Toiwan 
o An ATR-72 commuter aircraft crashed in the Thipei mountains. All four crew members were killed _io the 
crash. No passengers were aboard the plane. Witnesses at the crash site said the plane's fuselage broke 111 two 
before crashing. . . 
The plane was the same model as the a ircraft which crashed in India last October, killmg 68 pas_sengers. 
The flight was en-route to 1l1iwan from the Pescadores Islands, located off the southwest coast of Toiwan. 
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Black History Month: 
A time for learning, 
teaching and celebrating 
As we bel!in our celebration of Black Hi1>1ory Month. il1e familiar s logans will undoubtedly reappear: "Black history should be celebrated all 
year long. It should be acknowledged and celebrated 
every day '" 
No1h1ng could be more accurate. 
The accomplishme nts of our ancestors and the 
continue.,; successes of our contemporaries should be 
fervently praised . We should (and for the most part. we 
do) exah and remember them dai ly. Here al Howard 
Universi ty we a re fortunate to be surrounded by 
positive examples o f what Black people can do when 
we p ut our hearts and minds to it. 
This month. we mus t seek 10 celebrate our history 
in a d iverse and meaningful manner. II is too easy to 
limit ou r celebrntion to watch ing PBS specials, 
auending special gospel choir rcc11a ls or wearing 
Kente cfoth . This year. let's resolve to m ake Bl~ck 
Hi story Month a time 10 indi,•idua lly beue r Our 
understanding of our past and future. 
Our history is not merely a collection o f dates and 
names to be memorized from a list. Timel ines can be 
used c ffec1i vcly to educate Black chi ldre n about our 
his1ory b ut they fail d rastica lly at provid ing a n 
e motional connection 10 it . If we really believe Black 
history is important enough to celebrate year round. we 
must do it properly and with c lear goals in m ind. 
We do not believe events and activities org:1nized 
in honor of Black History Month at Howard U111versi1y 
should merely be focused on creating pride in our race. 
There arc few places on the globe where pride in Africa 
and melanin-gifted skin abound like on the campus of 
this institu tion. If Black pride is not felt and practiced 
here. it isn' t anywhere. 
Our celebrat io n should be rooted in the idea that, 
ind ividually. we can increase our knowledge of our 
history. We should seek that knowledge in a framework 
agreeable and meaningful to us as individua ls . Our 
traditional celebration models - concerts . speeches. 
brunches. readings, etc ... - are tcrrilic and should 
not be abandoned . However. let's celebrate in 1995 by 
actively seeking a heightened awareness o f o ur past in 
a context specilic 10 us as individuals. 
What this means is that dancers in the College of 
Fine Arts should take time to read about the c reation 
of Alvin Ai ley's Dance Theater of Harlem or e ven 
c horeograph a special small-sca le production 10 be 
performed for local kids. Howard athletes can research 
the participation of Blacks in their respective sports or 
volunteer 10 coach youngsters. Other s tudents can 
celebrate Black hi.ltory by writing a letter to a Senator 
or hometown mayor o n a n issue that partic ularly 
concerns them. 
There are many non-m,ditional ways we can 
celebrate this month and we must seek to do so. In the 
end.celebrating Black History Month is a time set a.side 
for special recognition of our e nduring success as a 
people. Because we at Howard University profess to 
being year-long participants in this celebration, this 
February lei us make it our bus iness to partake in the 
unfamihar. 
Any posi1ive action take n in the name of Black 
histt>ry, no mailer how small or personal, is a testament 
to ones pride in it. We are all proud African-Americans 
here. Let's act li ke it. 
Oh 'Snaps'! 
New corned~ sliow insults 
Blacks for profit 
HBO recently premiered its la1es1e ndeavor1oa1tract viewers with its interpretation of"Black" comedy. The cable network's show "Snaps" is a half-hour 
program fi lled with every insult and "your Momma" joke 
imaginable. This venture imo 1he obscene. although 
occasionally funny. thoroughly disgusts The HILLTOP 
and offonds our bener senses. 
HBO and Russell Simmons scored big with 1hc 
success of "Def Comedy Jam" severa l years ago. 
Never before had a cable comedy show featured the 
talents o f African-A merican performers exclusively 
and Black folks swallowed i1 up whole. The comedians 
on " Def Jam" delighted us weekly with raw accounts 
of relationshi ps. sex. work a nd life in general. 
The new show ·'Snaps," however. goes too far in its 
quest to e nterta in audiences and provide laugh\. The 
show is based on a recently successful book of the same 
name that categorizes and lists various insulting jokes. 
The book contains a short his tory of "snapping," 
"culling," "breaking:· "joning.'' a nd details 1hc 
popularity of the pastime a mong African A mericans. 
There is no doubt Black people have traditionally 
played " the dozens." This ac1ivity takes place at bus 
stops. in dormitories, on front s toops and in barber 
shops all across the country. The insults are not taken 
serious ly and all involved e njoy 1hc back-and-forth 
nature of a good "jonin"' session. In fact, in today's 
1urbulent world, a snap session is probably 1he last place 
where a craftily delivered "momma" joke can be told 
without fear of violent reprisal. 
However, HBO's decision to package this pastime 
in a half-hour package is a faulty one. Despite repeated 
state me nts by 1he show\ host that all the unpleasantries 
spoken were all in good fun. 1hc spectacle is sid.cni ng. 
Imagine a cable company. advertisers a nd show 
producers making money hand over fist a t the expense 
of Black folks. How arc Black people affected by the 
show you ask? It is appare nt to us . 
Lighthearted or not, the insults hurled by Black 
comedians mothers on "Snaps" arc a n ugly display to 
say the least. The fact that people are pro fiting from 
Black people putting each other down is preposterous' 
We do not think a nationally-1elevi,ed program should 
even be a llowed to exist (much less supported) if it is 
based entirely upon laug hs generated by African 
Americans calling each other names. 
Many people expressed concern over the nature of 
comedy on "Def Comedy Jam" when it initi ally a ired . 
The comedians often used raunchy language in their 
delivery. offending some viewers. While The HILLTOP 
wishes some o f our currently hot comedians would 
model themselves after Bill Cosby or Sinbad and 
refrain from us ing so many four lencr words, we do not 
object 10 '"Def Comedy Jam" o r the ,majority of its 
content. 
Those \\bo were offended by "Oct Comedy Jam" 
will more than likely d isagree with "Snaps" for many 
of 1he same reasons. However, it is impon a nt to 
rccogni1e how detrimental a show like '"Snaps" can 
really be. This show can do a lot more harm than 
merely abusi ng sensitive cars. If allowed to continue. 
the show wi ll undoubtedly desens itize African 
Americans, particularly o ur youth. to the damaging 
effects insu hing one another can have. 
At all costs "Snaps" must be rejected by African-
American viewers. Any show that e ncourages Black 
people to insult one another should be taken as a 
serious threat. This is no joking matter. 
Violence and thuggish 
behavior must not be 
tolerated at the Mecca 
The Fa ll 1994 semeste r at Howard University was a turbulent and trying one. We witllessed the tragic layoffs of hund reds of e mployees and 
endured an e mbargo on facility use by Muden1 groups. 
However, one incident that occurred just before the 
semester break is perhaps the most disturbing of a ll. 
The altercation be tween s tu dents in the 
Undergraduate Library during linals highlights a very 
saddemng trend o n this campus: vio lence. T he brawl 
injured several s tudents but more importamly, it 
damaged campus morale. 
Apparcmly. members o f the football team and a 
group of other s tudents could not settle an ongoiJ1g 
argument withom resorting lo violence. The~e young 
men chose to bash each ofher's bodies with fists ana 
furniture . With the exception of those thugs who 
participated in the fight, very few of us really know 
what happened that 111gh1. Even the head coach of the 
football 1eam told a HILLTO P reporter that he had 
heard five connicting accounts of that evening. 
The University is in the mids t of investigating the 
inc ident and plans to take disciplinary action again~! 
those who were involved. We be lieve tha1 such action 
is ,yarranted and must be take n. immediately. Howard 
U111vers1ty docs not condone violence on iL~ campus 
and those who 1hink otherwise must be made to sec the 
error of their ways. 
. '.f!1is incident has shed light on many negative 
ac11vt11es me mbers o f our studenr population a re 
involved in. The te nsion between the football players 
and the other men deve loped afte r a s tudent lost a cont 
and cellular phone during a dormitory dice game. More 
than like ly, these men we re probably dri nkmg alcohol 
while they gambled - a dangerous combination under 
any circumstances. After the studeltl re trieved his 
belongings (reportedly toting a gun while doing it) the 
ammosny between the two groups began to grow and 
fester. All of this resulted in the brawl that fcfl many 
witnesses shocked and outraged at the library that 
night. 
Howard University students should be focused on 
their classes and assig nmems, not o n crap games. 
They should 1101 be carryi ng g uns around campus 
e ither. Why is it tha1 some of o ur fellow s tllde rtls 
continue to comport the mselves in such a negative 
manner? Any Howard studem that wants 10 be a gun-
toting gambler (or hustler, pimp or gangste r for that 
ma11cr) is at the wro ng university for sure. We wil l not 
1olcrate such backward foolishness and misguided 
machiMno a t the Mecca. 
The proble m o f violence o n this campus is not 
speci lie to the footb,111 team or nati vcs of lile w York. 
All throughout campus, men and wome n resort 10 
violent means of scllling arguments . h is ex pected 
every weeke nd . some o f our fellow students will try to 
bash in each other's heads at a party. Such fights have 
become commo nplace. 
Thi s ty pe o f activity is widespread in many of the 
commum11es we come from. Many o f us fee l that 10 
survi ve in I 995, we have to be constantly ready to 
defend o urselves and prope rty. Unfortunately, the 
violent nature o f our society demands that we arc . 
However, Howard University must strive 10 be a refuge 
from violence. Our campus must be kept free from tile 
negative activ\ties plag uing our neigh6orhoods. 
Guns and violence have no place at the Mecca, and 
neither do the thu_g, and brutes who e mploy them. The 
best thing d isciphnarians at Howard Uni versit)' can do 
for the school is to exact quick and suitable punishme nt 
for those involved in the Undergraduate Library brawl. 
It would send a clear message 10 those men that such 
actions will not be allowed . rn addition, the remainder 
of 1he student body would get the message that our 
school is commiltcd to maimai ning an orderly, safe and 
scholarly e nvironme nt. 
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PERSPECTIVES 
~em.em.bering 
1reta's brother 
Shllnnazz Davidson 
LLTOP Columnist 
.alkcd in10 camp one day 
-.:r. beaming. The 20 }Car-
,elor \\ould in1roduce 
.10 her liulc brolher 1ha1 
,u&h he wa, 16, she still 
hun as her linlc brolher. 
t - I do lhc ,ame wi1h 
:ny ~ounger "blinp, "ho 
worked ,lhe crowd al Shaw Urban 
Camp_ hke a. true comedian. His 
eyes 111 up w11h sa1isfac1ion as we 
responded to his wit 
He was one of lhose people to 
whom 01hers arc immedia1cly 
?uract.cd. He s'?cn1t;d 1~ enjoy the 
attenuon of ht~ big sister's co-
workers and tned to start "the 
do,ens" with some unworthy 
opponcnls. 
A, I sat and w;uchcd. I began 10 
miss _my own little bro1hcr who 
hv~s 111 ano1her stme. He i, just as 
9u1ck-w111ed and _,mj~ys auen1ion 
Just a, much. And 1ro111cally. people 
say we look a lot alike 100. 
I cannot remember Shrern ·s 
brolher·s name. bul what I do 
remember i, his • sweet, sarcas1ic, 
humorous aura. I was glad 10 ha\'e 
mel him. and glad such a sweet 
person wa, ble,scd wi1h a brother 
who obviously lo\'ed her 10 dc;nh. 
Pam called me last week and told 
me lhal Shreta", liltlc brolhcr had 
died over the weekend. His dealh 
wa, the result of an accidenl with 
a gun. When l heard this, I thought 
•c put the c.impcrs down l would lhrow up. I did not know 
• m came ,om~-onc who him at all, but r remembered the 
·, t...: described as 1he mule impression he made on me tha1 day 
1Shre1a Long. He had lhe al camp. 
is death was the result of an 
ccident with a gun. When I 
eard this, I thouglit I would 
-ow up. I did not know him at 
all, but I remember the 
,ipression he made on me ... 
,1h. chocolate skin, the 
ht, round e)<''· and c, en 
,11,cJ.;y ,1aturc a, h,s 
,i,tcr 
ob, iou, 1hc two had :1 
,nJ because of lhe way 
,o:d1a1cly tool.. him around 
rounselor and introduced 
:00,1 as ifhe \\Cre her son 
JJt her younger bro1her. 
2lly, we all sa1 at the 
, table, nOl real!)' saying 
JCCmed Pam. Aaron. and 
manelmg at lhc uncanny 
:-e of lhese two. 
• 1ingl). ttie ,ilence wa, 
him. He began cracking 
It.id everyone at 1he table 
1 the noor w i1h laugh1er. 
-..:1,. and walched how he 
I thought of my own knuckle-
head brother who had called me 1he 
n,ghl l>cfore JU St 10 ,ay "I Io,e you .. 
and make fun of hi, big ,is. l don·1 
know wha1 I would do ff something 
ever happened 10 him. 
I d1cl not know whal to say to 
Shre1a. whom I did nOl know 1hat 
well. so I did nol feel comfortable 
anending the wake. Bu1. I was so 
dis1urbco by the tragic end of the 
life of this magical brown. round-
faced bro1her, 1hm I had 10 put my 
1hough1, into \\Ords. 
I nope my fellow counselor can 
somehow gel lhrough 1his. wi1h 
God's help. And I know Shreta will 
rememberthc magic when her pain 
begins to subside. 
[U fainily niust 
fight plot to 
lestroy Blacks 
Da"id Gai ther 
ml Uni,crsit\, under the 
,of Dr. Joyce.Ladner, has 
led a new policy which 
'"all> reduce Howard's 
'L A, of January 20. all 
nol valida1ed were 
::,,·rom cla.,scs and will be 
'"io:lof the dormi1orie,. E,en 
) is coming nc~l week. 
IUt of luck. 
'· = polic} has led me 10 
o 'udenls part of Howard's 
1 ii plans? Last semes1er 
, ")CC, were told that 1he,)' 
s longer needed, now it s 
After Iasl semester's 
:lr. Folslon. chairperson of 
y Sena1e. said 1ha1 1he 
; Trus1ee; commissioned 
-',1ra1ion 10 downsi1e in 
"' The first pha\c was 
;;it •orkcr, \\ ho received 
- ~tees. the second was 
10 be facull). Dr. Folston 
. J1d not !-.now whal the 
Ciiadel of Hale," conlinue 10 
receive welfruc from CongreS\? 
Now the 104lh Congress has 
taken leadership over the nation. 
Downsizing. the eradica1ion of 
welfare and affirmative action. and 
1he destruction of Black 
insti1u1ions, among other policies. 
lOP their agenda. The disregard for 
Black America is e, ident. In 1his 
e9ua1ion. Howard faces ~ure 
ehmina1ion. 
ln 1he past year we have 
wimessed an onslaughl of auacks 
1hm ha\'e 1arge1ed Bfack people in 
Ameri~a and acro~s 1he Diaspora. 
O.J. Simpson. Michael Jackson. 
Ben Chavis, Mike Espy. Joycelyn 
Elders. Louis Farrakhan and the 
rcccn1 FBI assassina1ion plo1 
(involving Malcolm X's daugh1er) 
are all part of 1he immense plan to 
destroy Black people across the 
world. 
Our situation is a grave one and 
is much larger than a nine hour 
wait in a registra1ion line. Across 
the globe from Rwanda 10 Howard 
) 
<t entailed. 
~ur situation is a grave one 
dis much larger tha n a nine 
1r wait in a registration line. 
,:,ming obviou, to me thal 
pha,e involve, s1uden1s. 
1car a huge controver,y 
ifoward. causing effects 
. .re slill feeling. Richard 
a Washington Post 
1. wro1c an arucle enti1led 
:-.ighl at Howard.'' This 
·tin a ,cries of :macks on 
,parked a worldwide 
" a,sauh against the 
. In his column, Cohen 
,l Howard's congressional 
!ton, which account for 
lrr<'tnl of our budgcl. :\t 
of 1he xe.ir the main 
~,,: Will Howard, "A 
University. Black people arc under 
enormous assaul1. The la1cs1 
<!evclopmenl al Howard is ~1 al!ack 
againsl 1his grca1 111s111uuon. 
Studenls must ,1and up, nol only for 
Howard. bul for Black people 
everywhere. S1udcnts have always 
taken 1hc lead in mass movemenls 
in America and elsewhere. 
As s1udents al 1hc Mc<:Ca of 
Black ins1iwtions. we must display 
leadership and fighl for our people 
across 1he globe. We must bcgu1 
our Mruggle on our campus. 
The ll'nter is ll <011/wmore 
nwjoring i11 po/itic(I/ science. 
Experience at Mecca tainted 
by shoddy lllanagelllent 
A Iii son Cotton 
1 would like 10 commend the Student Loan 
Office for providing efficicnl and cour1eous 
service to smdents enrolled at the University. 
I had 1hc pleasure of speaking 10 Mr. Se,'Csler 
Bell. Associate Director of 1he Office of S1ude111 
Loans. on Jan. 24, 1995. The convcrsa1ion took 
place after I found oul 1hnt my loan proceeds had 
not been "put in the system· e\'Cn though i1 had 
been clec1ronically transferred from the lender 
to 1he financial aid office in December. 
Mr. Bell pa1ien1ly lislened to the complaints 
I lodged against Ilic slUdem account, office 
becau,;e 1hey are unable 10 "key-punch" s1udents' 
financial aid in a 1imely fashion. h has been 
sugges1ed 1ha11hc delay 1s due to 1he recent lay-
offs al Moward University. However. l have 
experienced such delays 1,incc 1993 when I 
entered 1hc Universi1y. The lay-offs simply 
magnified a previously existing problem. 
I imend 10 suffer through lhe I 995 Spring 
scmeslcr al Howard because I am in the midsl 
of writing my Mas1cr's 1hesis. bul I ha,e no 
intention of pursuing my Ph.D. here. Furlher, I 
do not imend to give money back 10 1he 
Universily as an alumnus. nor do l intend 10 
recommend Howard Universily 10 friends. 
relatives or colleagues who ask me aboul the 
~chool. 
l have been inconvenienced, lied 10. shrugged-
off, pushed aside. made 10 wail, overcharged. 
Can c:\ ~'t\cr of '\<>\.l 
tc\\ me __ _ 
\ 
blamed and trca1ed like a second-class citizen 
since I enrolled. These problems seem specific 
10 Howard's managemenl style. My 
undergraduate instilution, for example, handled 
27.000 >1udents guickly and efficiemly wilh lhe 
help of in1ra-uni,'Crsi1y compuler da1abases. I 
"I don't know" and 
"It's not our 
department" are 
insuffi,cient answers to 
questions posed by 
persons who pay over 
$8,000 for services ... 
feel unapprccia1cd a1 'Howard and have decided 
to take my money elsewhere. 
Sarah Hemphill, secrclary and Tim 
Mc Dougie. loan specialisl, both of the S1udent 
Loan Office. deserve recognilion for lheir work. 
Unlike many of the staff people I have 
encountered at Howard, 1hey were willing and 
able 10 ei1her address my concerns personally or 
locale someone who could. 
I have yel 10 mee1 another srnff person who 
is willing to dislodge their behind from lhe chair 
in which they sil to locate informalion for me. 
e~. we, , __ 
'-l\o\-- M,G&- -
Neither have I met another s1affcr who even 
seemed capable of supplying informa1ion thal I 
needed. 
" I don·1 know" and ''h's nol our deparunenl'' 
are insufficient answers 10 gues1ions posed by 
persons who pay over $8.000 for services unless 
a cheerful " ... but I'll find out for you" quickly 
follows. 
Staff people should be cross-lrained as 1hey 
are in Mr. Bell's office so several r.eople know 
how to do jobs 1hn1 arc no1 necessarily their own. 
Shifts should rnke place at break times so staff 
members fil l in for others when 1hey go to lunch. 
No office should absolutely ,hut down at 1he 
noon hour. No 01her business in 1he world 
operates 1ha1 way. 
In shorl, lhese sima1ions are intolerable and 
I, for one, am nOl going 10 take it anymore. The 
fact that Mr. Bell's office can run smoo1hly and 
efficiently speaks 10 1he fac1 1ha1 it is possible 
10 bener organize 1he registraiion and financial 
aid offices a1 the Mecca. Maybe more firings are 
in order, as well as some promo1ions and further 
restructuring. 
Some Howard staffers know exaclly what they 
arc doing bul it seem~ lhe va,1 majorily do 1101. 
Good luck to those of you who clioosc 10 ning 
your money imo 1hc black hole of 1hc smdcnt 
accounts and financial aid coffer because afler 
May of 1995. l'm Black his1ory! 
Tire writer is a gradume swdellf i11 rite College 
of A rrs (111t/ Sciences. 
N\1~- - uh, 
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Do not be quick to label football 
players as abusive inuscleheads 
l{jsba Riggins 
I am wri1ing in response to the article by 
Michelle Jones on the "Pcrspeclh'l:s" page of 1he 
Jan. 27 issue of The HILLTOP ("Football 
players· behavior scars Universily property and 
morale"). I believe Jones· opinion tha1 foo1ball 
players are pell)', rude and violent is wrongly 
overstated. She should check her facls before 
broadcasling her ideas to lhe ,1uden1s of Howard 
University. 
I do acknowledge Jones has a righ1 10 her 
opinion. However. she can nol expecl her ideas 
to be 1aken seriously if her "fac1s" are hearsay 
and 1aken from secondhand accounts. In her 
commentary. Jones s1a1ed she spoke to "some 
members of (her) class who. . .complained 
about the behavior of foo1bal l plar,ers in 1he 
cafeteria." Then she wenl on to say' apparenlly, 
1hcre was a disagreemenl be1ween a foo1ball 
player and another s1udent (in the Undergraduale 
Library) ... Those who saw the incidenl said lhal 
approximately 30 football players jumped about 
15 young men who had much smaller body 
frames.'' 
Whether 1hese s1a1ements are lrue or nol, 
Jones was nol there to experience or validale 
1hem. I 1alked to some wilnesses who said 01her 
smden1s (not football players) slarted 1he fight. 
and one even had a gun. Bu1 because I was nol 
there. what l say should not even be 1aken in10 
considera1ion. 
Some of the poin1s Jones made in her 
commen1ary are just completely un1rue and 
poorly researched - 1ha1 is. 1f 1hey were 
researched al all. She s1a1es "maiiy involved 
suffered fraclured body parts." No mention of 
any broken or frac1ured body parts were 
memioned in the police reporl or were even 
brough1 up. 
Stie wrole University property was damaged 
by foo1ball players "wbo anend free of cost" 
According to NCAA guidelines, a foolball 
program has only a limited number of full 
scholarships to offer. Therefore. not every 
foo1ball player anends free of cost. Many of theQ1 
go through 1he same hassles we all experience 
m 1rying to gel valida1ed. She has neglec1ed to 
check lier facls when she infers all foo1ball 
players gel a free ride. Where do you gel your 
mformauon from, Ms. Jones? 
Throughoul lhe commentary, lhe wri1er never 
once wrole of any contact wilh a football player 
and never mentioned if she c,'Cn knew one. How 
can she condemn people she has never met? Her 
commcnlary never suggesled she was speaking 
from personal experience. This would bring me 
(and other reasonable people) 10 conclude she 
obviously does not know what she is 1alking 
aboul. 
On the other hand. I do know what I am 
1alking aboul. I know the same foo1ball players 
she is so quick 10 put down as pell)', violenl and 
irra1ional. I'm not going 10 say 1hcy are angels. 
because they are not. In fact. there are several I 
do not care for and believe are lhe proverbial 
"bad apolcs of lhe bunch." However. a large 
majorily of 1hem, and I know 1hem all. are 
respectful and nice people who lam proud to call 
my friends. A lot of whal 1hey get blamed for is 
nol their fault. 
For example, 1hey are blamed for fights in 1he 
cafeleria. I have eaten daily in the cafe1eria for 
1he pasl year and I have never seen a fight 
involving foo1ball players. One incident I do 
remember was a food fighl lhal occurred earlier 
in the fall semes1er. h was blamed on the foo1ball 
players. l was there and whal I saw were girls. 
who sining in close proximily of the football 
team, s1ar1ed 1hc food fight ln fac1. 1he players 
tried 10 Slop the food fighl. only 10 be blamed for 
il laler. 
This past year. I have learned a greal deal. 
and one lesson I learned is I should no1 be quick 
10 judge someone I have nOl mel. More oflen 
than nol. the impressions olher people get are 
different from 1he ones l gel. Wouldn I it be grea1 
if everybody though1 that sensibly, Ms. Jones? 
The writer is (I sophomore majoring i11 
jo,mwlism. 
Celebrate Black history by organizing 
lyrone Rodgers 
As Black History Month is 
1hrus1 upon us it is crucial 1hat in 
1his day and age we undersland our 
history and 1he imporlance of it 
Hislory is a source of inspiration 
and a weapon in 1he hands of the 
oppressed. Kwame Nkrumah 
staled that s1udcnts have always 
"provided 1he spark needed 10 set 
in molion demons1ration,. slrikes, 
boycons and armed insurrections.'' 
Today, Sou1h Africa is a one 
person one vole democracy. 
Studenls were a major fac1or in 
Soulh Africa's struggle. One South 
African swdent. Nelson Mandela. 
belonged 10 and struggled wilh lhe 
You1h League of 1he African 
National Congress. In 1960, four 
s1uden1s at North Caroli nu A+ T 
Univcrsily decided to slage a sit-
in at the counler of Woolworths. 
Their action was one of the cvems 
tha l spark 1he Civi l Righ ts 
Movement. Lasl year, al Howard 
Your opinon matters. 
Universily, masses of s1udcnts 
rallied behind Terri Wade and 
Regina ld X in protest or 1he 
administra1ion's decision to 
exclude slUdenls from decision 
making processes. 
This Black Hislory Month il is 
nol only imponanl lhat we 
acknowledge 1he individuals, but 
the progress 1hat was made 
because the masses held 1hc same 
belief and desire. h is only through 
organization lhat Africans all over 
the world have made gains. Let's 
call for 1his month 10 not merely be 
a mooll1 of rhetoric. but a time to 
begin ac1ion. 
February I 995 is 1he time 10 ie1 
organized. I urge 1he enure 
Howard University communi1y to 
join any of lhe various 
organizations currently working 
for the upliftmenl of our people or 
crca1c your own. 
The writer is (I j1111ior majoring in 
psycholog)\ 
Submit your perspective to The Hilltop. 
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eanette o nso11 
Sophomore 
Political Science 
St. Louis, ItlO 
''What 
oward Universi• 
ty has given 
African Ameri• 
•ans a place to call 
on1e. They could corne 
,ere to learn and not 
a ce the pre judict>s thut 
·ou ,vould face at a 
l'hite institution. 
type of 
role 
has 
oma unes H d 
Junior owar 
Print Journalism 
Teaneck, NJ 
University 
played • Ill 
making 
Blaek 
ten you think 
about all the 
Black leaders 
loward has produced 
nd the contributions 
hey have 11u1de, you 
ealize what an irnpor• 
ant role nu has 
layed. 
onya Burns 
Junior 
Mathematics 
Rock Hill, SC 
oward has edu• 
cuted a nu1jority 
of Black 11rofes• 
r io1u1ls everylvhere. By 
j"ducating those 1•eo1Jle 
and giving then• the 
nowlt-dge and drive to 
e,O out in the world and 
o things, Howard has 
•ontributed a lot to 
lack history. 
H 
• I 
s 
t . 
0 
r 
y 
? 
• 
'' 
eneen te,vart 
Sophon1ore Fine 
Arts Phila,lel• 
phia, PA 
H oward has pro-videcl a lot o good role mod-
•ls for future leaders 
and a place for the 
future history-makers 
to get a firm founda-
tion. 
f 
February 3, I "' 
' ' ' ••• 
on ar · an 
Sophornore 
Economics 
Akron, OH 
arence eac0t 
Sophomore 
lluman 
Development 
Severn, ItlD 
1•ew a ns 
Freshrnan 
Radio/TV /Film 
Itlontgomer,:. AL 
oward hus con• 
tinned to keep 
the cloor of 
pportunity open for 
·oung Black p eople 
·ecking an exceptional 
•ollegiate experience. 
his school Iii 
turned out a I 
of positive Bl• 
eade1·s and given th1 
jlln opportunit-,· 
·eceive a unique ej 
•ation. 
Con11,iled b y 1lonica Lewis 
Photos b y Nikia Puyol 
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By La Chanda Jenkins and 
Allison Simpson 
H!lltaa s1au Wcilecs 
Freshman Richard Wilkin i, a 
ue ,1uden1 m h1, 9:40 socio lo-
"·"'· A, a mauer of fact. he i, 
~uc in all of his classes. 
Wilkin" White. 
\llhough he i, the only cauc-.1Sian 
en1 in most o f hi, classes. 
ll m sees few difference, 
,"tn h1mselr and his clru.,male~. 
Like hi, White counterparts at 
Uni\er.ily. his experience at the 
-~ca· "quite different from the 
ge student\. 
When \\e a11emp1 10 pamt the 
'"'c picture of a university set-
·;. man) vi~uali1e White SIU• 
L,. While faculty. and one or 
Black face, in a crowd of many 
nc, one,. Now let's turn the 
b. What happens when "hite 
ni- anend Black unl\crsities? 
"I feel that White studenL, ha,c 
ngh1 10 auend any school they 
1 JUSI like Blacks. but when 
. come 10 Howard they must 
ue that this b a p1'.'dominantly 
rican-,\ mcrican university." 
ior Rhonda Garvin. a p,ychol-
.) major. ,aid. 
\ccording to Senior Analyst in 
Oflicc of Institutional Research, 
more Mannmg, there are I 0, 
.',tudent> al the University and 
· ~rccnt of 1he student body is 
11c. We can then safely assume 
!here are approximately 210 
lite studenLs at Howard. 
.c fcrcnt than that in Oregon." Brian 
a Weaver, a junior majoring in pol ii-
"' ical science. said. ;,At 1he time I was 
C ~ in1ercs1ed in civil rights law, and 
-c someone suggested Howard. Being 
J; a while person in this society. you 
g never really get the other side of the 
2 picture. I wanted 10 gain knowledge 
"' from a different perspective," the 
and culturnlly;· Brenden Schiller. a 
junior majoring in broadca,1 jour-
nalism. ,aid. 
•·1 knew ,omc people .11 Howard 
already, it's on the east coast and 
O.C. is major city," he added. 
Wilkin grew up in a Black com-
munity and wanted 10 auend a 
Black university. 
"Howard is one of 1he best 
schools. After considering Howard, 
I found out that the ROTC scholar-
ship 1 :1pplied for was only eligible 
to students at HBCU's, Then l 
looked at some other Black col-
leges. but I wanted 10 go 10 Howard 
e,en before I found ou1 about 1he 
scholarship." the history major said. 
"I want 10 be a hb1ory teacher 
so I 1hough1 that this would be 1he 
best choice mainly because most 
schools teach a Eurocentric view of 
history." 
Rob Thomson. a transfer student 
from Emory University in Atlanta, 
said financial difficulties a1 Emory 
caused him to return 10 his home in 
Virginia. 
"I looked at the Uni,ersi1y of Vir-
ginia and some 01her schools. My 
mom works at Howard. I basically 
wanted the minority experience, so 
I decided 10 come here because I 
could take classes that I couldn't 
anywhere else." 1he sophomore 
psychology major said. 
Grnduate student Angela SI . 
Clair. a pharmacy major. claims 
that 1he curriculum is the main rea-
son why she chose the University. 
"I wa, intereMed in Maying in the 
area and Howard University's 
school of pharmacy has an excellent 
program:· she said. 
Some students were inspired in 
a different manner. 
Portland. Ore. na1i,e added. 
"Because I am an activist type 
of person. I thought Howard an 
excellent choice. In 1989 when the 
rioh broke oul. l 1hough1. 'these an: 
students who really can: about their 
University.' Although in recent 
years I fee I the drive has been lower. 
I am confident 1hat it will return.'' 
Wea,·er said. 
Similar 10 Weaver. Elisa Rodero, 
a graduate student majoring in 
counseling psychology, did not 
want a one-sided education. 
"After graduating from Boston 
Uni,ersit), I \\anted 10 get my Mas-
ter. in counseling psychology." the 
student of Hispanic and While her-
itage, said. 
" I know 1ha1 at most universi-
ties. 1he psychology departments 
give a historically European focus. 
Because my goal is 10 work wi1h 
inner-city youth, I wanted 10 gain a 
more multi-cultural emphasis in my 
area of study." 
Are some Black students on his-
torically Black campuses as racist 
as some While SIUdents on pre-
dominan tl y White campuses? 
Many White students say they have 
not experienced much negativity a1 
Howard. 
"You get looks. of course. bu1 
I'm 1he first 10 trip on i1," Wilkin 
said. 
He recalls pulling in an applica-
tion for an organization on campus 
and race being an issue. 
I) "I 11-an1ed the opportunity 10 kick 
·•1 was at the march on Wash-
ington and I indicated to some of 
my friends who went 10 Howard 
that I wanted to go 10 a situation dif-
" I have a preuy good idea that 
the on ly reason I didn't get into the 
club was because I'm White. My 
appHcation was belier than some 
other guys who applied. Bui I can't 
say which club because I have some 
friends still in 1he organization." 
• llJI all levels politically. socially. 
Rejkcti~;1(t".,e ,r111inm., 
W) ite pie et ences, two i 
the news at eleven 
C all me crazy. Say I'm a fool. 
Laugh in my face. Tull me I'd be 
•:,,,ting my 1alcn1s. 
I would still say the same 
ih1ng-my ultimate career goal is 
·n be a hou,ewife. As silly m, it 
'\1) sound, it's true. 
What about my dreams of 
'.'<coming a news reporter and 
n,hor for one of the mujor nct-
,h'! Oh, I Mill have them. but if 
~1101'd catered 10 me and I could 
':.!11: ii my way, I would sacrifice 
'l) journalism career in a quick 
inutc. 
I don't doubt that I would be an 
eictllent reporter, but one of my 
greatest fears is waki ng up one 
day 10 find I have no one to share 
my suocess wi1h- no husband. no 
kids. Thal would make me uuerly 
miserable. because family is very 
important 10 me. 
Moreover, I have no desire lo 
spend 1he rest of my lifo busting 
my bull 10 break that bag story, 
moving from small town to small 
town a couple of times a year. 
c,entually breaking into a large 
mal'kCI and fi nally ·making it' by 
my high standards. That whole 
scenario is crazy 10 me. 
Don't gel me wrong, I didn't 
always think like this. nor am I 
Wilkin's friend. freshman 
some rich brat who can afford 10 be 
unemployed by choice. There was 
a time when J was more than will-
ing 10 sacrifice a family for my 
career. But. no more. A new sun 
has sci and a new Valarie has 
emerged. 
Why the change in a11i1udc. you 
ask? Lately I've just been con-
sumed with the idea of seuling 
down and sharing the rest of my 
life wi1h that special man-my 
knight in somewhat rusty armor. 
Perhaps these feelings have sur-
faced with age or with the anxiety 
of graduation and knowing that 
the world is mine for the taking. I 
can make 1he best or the worst of 
ii. I can go 10 graduate school or I 
can begin my journabm career. II 
;ounds easy enough and I suppose 
ii is. 
Bui honest ly, if the opportuni-
ty presented itself and I had a 
choice of careers, undoubtedly I'd 
opl for becoming a wi fc and moth-
er. As a mauer of fact, if I were in 
love and in :1 serious relationship, 
Anthony Moon, a journalism major . 
said, "Rich ge1s along wi1h every-
one al Drew Hall. If anyone has a 
problem wi1h Rich being White, I 
have not heard about it." 
"I was worried at first about ten-
sions." St. Clair said. 
''I'm from a rural area in upstate 
New York, I wasn't exactly sure 
about it at fir.I, but I talked 10 some 
students and they said I wouldn't 
have a problem." 
"The onl> problem I e,er go1 was 
from some kids. bu1 1hey didn't go 
10 Howard," she said. 
According 10 lhe While >1udents, 
the University is n place of educat-
ed individual,. so racism is less 
prevalent 1han in other universities. 
however the tensions are definitely 
present. 
"Sure I've go11en li11.lecommen1s 
here and there." Rodero said. "But 
I'm from a very diverse area and it 
doesn't really bother me. The only 
time anything significant happened 
was when I was coming outside of 
a building and someone said 
·Honky, go home; but I just 
laughed and forgot about it. lt'sdef-
ini1ely different in graduate school." 
The worst experience for Weaver 
occurred when a student sang "Play 
1ha1 funky music While boy" as she 
walked through the administration 
building. 
"l\e gouen some stares from 
(some members of) the Fruit of 
Islam, and other organi£ations but 
that's really au:· he said. 
"I would be surprised if no one 
did a double take. I would hope 1ha1 
people meet me with skepticism: 
they have every right 10 wonder 
what I'm doing at th is school," 
Schiller said. 
Rodero also commented 1ha1 
most people who know her do not 
have a problem wi1h her auending 
1he University. 
"Most of the ti mes I gel more of 
reaction from While people when I 
1ell them I go 10 HU. First they'll 
ask me if I go 10 Georg~1own or 
GW but when I say Howard it ·s like, 
'Oh?" Bui when I tell Black people, 
it's like 'oh. word? Oh, well: that's 
cool."' she said. 
" I don·1 want to cross certain 
boundaries. ln a way I feel like a 
I'd gel married right after gradua-
tion. However, the possibi lity of 
that occurring is slim, considering 
it's already 1995 and I'm single as 
the day I was born . 
Never fear, I have an optional 
plan. I'll work as a reporter until I 
find my husband and then quit and 
have a whole bunch of babies and 
live happily ever af1er. Every other 
week, my best friend and I will ffy 
10 Paris just 10 do lunch and go 
shopping. And my husband and I 
will Hy to New York opening night 
of all her Broadway plays. I'd call 
my babies and tell them bedtime 
stories over the phone while their 
nanny tucks them in. Sounds won-
derful, doesn't it? 
Unrealistic, of course. But 
there's no harm in daydreaming. 
(And jus1 in case you didn't know. 
I" 111 nol 1he only one on campus 
who feels this way. All of my 
friends share the same vision). 
Of course I know 1ha1 my think-
ing is extremely unrealistic and 
1ha1 my fairy tale won't come true 
guest. Not 10 say that I won't do 
what I want 10, bul I feel 1hat groups 
gain strength in commonality. so I 
wou ldn't join a group like the 
NAACP on Howard's campus. 
Maybe later when 1 ge1 ou1 of 
school but not here and now," 
Rodero said. 
"Bui I did go out for the Com-
munity Choir. because I sang in the 
choir al BU. and when I got there 
people stared, bu1 by the end of the 
audition everything was cool." 
.. , thin~ thal some While SIU· 
dents feel ou1 of place because of 
the opposition 1hey may come up 
against from !hose students that 
hate White people. Other While 
students, however, seem to have 
made themselves right at home and 
comfortable a1 Howard,'' Shameka 
Lloyd, a freshman majoring in radio 
production, 1,aid. 
"A 101 of 1he racial tension I expe-
rience is because I am perceived as 
a threat. The space 1ha1 r occupy 
could've been for another Black 
student who wanted an education. 
I realize that, and it is definitely a 
very sensitive issue," Weaver said. 
Rodero added 1ha1 accepting a 
scholarship is of great importance 
to her, because the scholarship 
could be given 10 a Black Mudent. 
"That's a real issue with me. I 
don't accept scholarship money, 
even though I know it could help 
my situation. I don't accept the 
money because I believe in 1he Uni-
voisity and what the school has to 
offer me as a unique education," she 
said. 
The argument that Black colleges 
should not recruit and admit more 
While students prevails among 
many historically Black colleges 
and uni versities. 
" If Howard became 50% white. 
i1 loses i1 pUfPOSC, and i1 would be 
just like any other cosmopolitan 
university," Weaver said. 
"It ,9ould be a shame if 1he 
administration saw the while Stu• 
dents as mere dollar signs. With as 
many distingu ished alumni 1ha1 
graduated from this Univers ity 
for another couple years, but at 
least I know what I'm looking for 
ou1 of life and I can work toward 
achieving it. 
By no means do I think being a 
housewife is an easy job. I think ii 
takes a very organized and strong 
woman 10 balance the household 
and raise children into decent 
human beings. I don't plan on 
being a traditional housewife 
either. I have no problems wilh 
cooking, washing and cleaning. 
but I do intend to have someone 
come in on a regular basis 10 take 
care of the house. Also. I think it's 
only healthy that I have my own 
business so that I can have my own 
income and con1ribu1e to paying 
the mortgage, car notes and col-
lege tuition. I want 10 be active in 
my kids' til'cs. I want to be 1herc 
during their formative years. Like-
wise, I want 10 be a strong support 
system for my husband. 
Of course I'm smart enough 10 
know !hat I can have all of this and 
still be a career woman. And 1ha1's 
there should be no reason for 1hem 
to recruit Whites." 
Garvin believes that more ener-
gy shou Id be put toward recruiting 
1he top Black students in the coun-
try. 
" I do 1101 believe that they should 
actively recruit White students. If 
Whites apply. then 1hey should be 
admiucd. They need to recruit and 
retain more 1op-no1ch Black s1u-
den1s who arc going 10 1he pre-
dominantly White ins1i1u1ions.'' 
Rodero agrees. 
"J don't think they should active-
ly recruit Whites because HBCU's 
are necessary for strengthening 1hc 
Black community and spiri t," 
Rodero said. 
"You can't force openminded-
ness on people. I don·1 think the 
Mecca should close its doors 10 
anyone. but 1hey definitely should 
remain Black." 
Some feel that through the diver-
sity that the University has 10 offer. 
i1 has rightfully gained 1he name 
"the Mecca." Bui have White SIU• 
dents on campus gouen anything 
out of their experience at "1he 
Mecca?" 
"I've definitely learned a lot 
abou1 Black people and other cul-
tures. I never feel unwelcome. 
everyone has been very support-
; ve," Rodero said. 
Lloyd said attending a Black uni-
versity might be beneficial for 
Whilt.Sludenls. 
"I feel that because many Whiles 
don't interact much with other peo-
ple outside their race. the Mecca 
would provide for them a interest-
ing learning experience.'" she said. 
While students agree that 
Howard is a unique place 10 study. 
'T,e been iaugh1 by Harvard 
graduates, professors from Africa 
and abroad. I've go11en a unique 
education no other university has." 
Weaver said. 
Although he knows 1ha1 his 
experience is different, Wilkin has 
enjoyed his Howard experience. 
;,It is certainly a unique experi-
ence: sometimes I feel like I'm in a 
fishbowl, because everyone knows 
who you are, but I like ii here." 
probably what will happen. Real-
istically, I've trained 100 hard and 
invested 100 much time and ener-
gy into my career 10 let it fall by the 
wayside now. Additionally, I know 
I have a responsibility 10 make 
sure 1hat the images and messages 
presented about African Ameri-
cans and 01her minority groups on 
the news are accunne and fair. I 
refuse to rely on someone else to 
make these necessary changes for 
me or wi1hou1 me. I have a 101 of 
important things 10 say and I want 
them to be heard. Naturally. my 
dream of becoming a reporter will 
never die. 
So, when I say I want to be a 
housewife when I grow up, I mean 
i1--jokingly. Ultirna1ely what I 
really want out of life is h:1ppines~ 
and peace of mind. I am posiiivc 
1ha1 I wil l find both of these in 
whatever I do. 
The wtiter isa grad11ati11g senior in 
the School of Co1111111111icatio11s. 
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Professor m.akes grade in and out of classroom 
Director of Public History progra~ ~a~e~ -~estseller li_st . 
..-.-----_-, Bola. 19. History." "Liv_ang In. Living Out. M1¥rat1on. . . . the South: !hat fiN gcn:'.'Jllor 
I 
· :: She said the University provided which highhi;l\ts the ilv!!S 9f · After I qmshed the d1ssertat101J, were_ 1!,e-ms. _then 1_hJ ma.Jr 'll ~ her with many mentors 111 the area African-American domestics 111 I really behe,ed that the women_, tr;i1i-_1t1on todd,uly pak h011 
- of t •achin While she attended Washington, D.C. stones Y.ere so powerful tha_t 11 "orker. or a)' Y.or er. an, 1 Ho,iard U~iversity, there were at The subject of women's hi Mory wasn·i. cnoug~ to JUst put them ma )"orker,, all carr_,!;d what the). 
least four female professors and a has been important to Clark-Lewis book. she said._ . freedom bags. 
female history ch_air. . for a _long time. She said when she Clark-Lewi, then decide~ to She said she went "om of v 
"Howard University was very was ,n graduate school. she saw _a eroduce her l~?0 document,iry by producing the film be 
important to me as a woman lack of emphasis on womens Frcedoni ]lags. .. • .. writing her book because m;. 
historian," she said. "l came from history. . . Her :,vrnmg for l·recdorn Bag, the women she inter,1e\\eJ 
adepartmenl in which women were "For the first tune I realized that began 111 1982 and took about five elderly and dying. 
very visible." there was a great deal of theory. year~ to . coniete. Th_e ftl,:n .. 1 wanted to captur, As Direc1orofthe Public History particularly gendcrtheory. womens premiered '!1 19 on Washmg1on s experience, and allow themL 
Program, C lark-Lewis is history theory, that "'.aSJUSt wroni; W!ITA station and won the Oscar h' .. 1 .d responsible for assisting history about African-American women, M1cheaux Award for BeM back to istor). s ie sat • 
studenLs in securing in1crnships. she said. Documentary. • , After "Freedom Bag<· C 
·'She's ve~y important t!) our ·:1t gives a v_e~y poor economic. . "I'm not a_ llhn-mak.er. I m a LC\\~s went on to ,-rue "Lil 
program." Chairman of the history soc.ml_. and pohtac~l assessment _of h1,1onan .'".~o Just _behe,ed that 1 Living Ou1." She complct. 
'£"i'"' department, Emory Tolbert. said. their hvcs. So 1 decided at that pomt could do 1t, s!1e said.. . book in la1e 1993 and · 
"Sne also is a very imponant to write as much as I could on Clark-Lewis .:xi,>lamed the tnle released in 199-1. 
community link for us." African-American women and "Freedom Bajs. came from For the future. ClaiU 
·'She has a wealth of knowledge the_ir experiences and ~ope fully intervu,ws of fncan-Amencan hopes to continue teachin, 
about how history affects tlie wntc n from th_e perspective of the dome,i_1cs. wnting and "engage the ~' 
community and how the people who hved n versu_s the The women helped me interest in histor):· 
community can be more aware of perspective of people who smiply unders_tand that for a whole 
it's own history. She also has a ~tud,cd a few.selected record_s.. . generauon of women 11 W:t\a badge She Mated. "I hope that 
willingness to be helpful and 1hat's Clark-Lewis collected the m,ual of honor _to carry a shopprng bag develop the next genera11 
whai we like to see in our faculty," information for "l .iving In, Liv_ing becau,e _it sh~w~d you .. were not public history scholar,, who.., 
he aclded. Ou1" during her d1ssertat1on someones maid hve-111, ,he said the neglected area, of U.S.1' 
Clark-Le\\ is hopes her ;tudent, "Women. \Vork. and the Great "So tor "omen commg up from with great in,ight and halaa. 
leave herclas,room with a different 
perspective on history. 
VITAL STATISTICS 
"As a result of taking my class, 
I hope my students have a clear 
understanding of hil>lory and very 
importantly, the role of African 
people on the scholarshiJ? in the 
historr profcs,ion:· she said. 
...... ~..._..;a.,;~.»..-----,,.,---,,--"---,.._-,-_, "It s not just enough for them to 
Calpha. a Black community in understand 'history as it is. but it's Name: Elizabeth Clark-Lewis 
By La Chanda Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Dr. Elizabeth Clark-Lewis 
offered her U.S. History Since 1877 
class extra credit if they could do 
one thing: tell her what was in the 
Book World section of The 
Washington Post the previous 
Sunday. No one could answer !he 
question, but Dr. Clark-Lewis 
answered the question for them. 
Her new book. ··Living ln. 
Living Out. African American 
Domestics in Washington, D.C. 
I 910-1940.'' she said, was on 1l1e 
Post's Washington bestseller list. 
Virginia. She said she grewtlp with importalll for 1hem to understand a 
a "strong sense of history." I f h J I t · h t be 
"I am the direct de•ccndant of a ot O t e e ements t ia nug t no 
• in the textbooks." 
slave. My grandmother was one of Graduate student and Ph.D. 
his 33 children.'' she said. candidate in history David Torry 
Describing herself as a good appreciates her style of tcach;ng. 
student, Clarl<-Lewis said she "Not only docs she make sure 
excelled in history, but lacked in the that you have enough on the 
sciences. syllabus so you get a feel for 
•·1 have one professor here who whatever 1he particular topic is. she 
ga,e me my on Ty bad gmdc. When takes the time to make sure ,he's 
I say that, she gave me that "D." available. I guess you call it a 
because I was not able 10 do teacher in 1he old-fashioned sense. 
biology. She said. 'I'm going to where they actually care whether 
give you this "D" because you tried you're Jcarnins:· he said. 
Ms. Clark. You did e,crythini? you Clark-Lewis also tries to make 
could.you just don't seem to a6sorb an imract outside of the classroom. 
this.' Every time I see her. Mill !say Feb. 5-19. the Learning Channel 
'thank-you.'" and Discovery Channel will air a 
"I was a Dean's Lisi honor roll special called. "Promised Land" 
student. I just couldn't do that about Black migration during 
~cicnce: not my strong point.'' she World War II. Clark-Lewis is one 
Job: Director of Public History Program 
ook: "Living In, Living Out, African A mericc 
Domestics In Washington, D.C. 1910-1940" 
63 
L 
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Clark-Lewis. a specialist in 20th 
century Washington. D.C. history, is 
the Director of the Public History 
Program at the University. In 1973. 
she received her Bachelor of Arts 
degree in history. A recipient of a 
Ford Foundation graduate 
fellowship, Clark-Lewis completed 
her Master's degree in United 
States history at Howard, and was 
awarded a Ph.D. from the 
University of Maryland. College 
Park in I 9S3. 
said. of five scholars selected 10 discuss 
After the completion of her the piece and ofter insight. 
degrees, among other positions, In addition. she lias wrinen 
Clark-Lewis served as a professor many artic les on women and 
of history at the Alexandria migration and taken pan ,n 
Campus of Northern Virginia numerous communi1y-based 
Community College for 15 years. history projects. She authored 
Clark-Lewis and her husband "This Work Had p; End" and co-
Lawrence Lewis ha1e two authored ·•Northern Virginia 
daughters. Abena. 16. and Community College: An Oral 
Words of Wisdom: "The African-America' 
comm unity faces the challenge of channeling a 
rich culture and heritage into positive outlets. 1 
think that our pasts strengths and our current 
ideals can move us through this very challengir ~ 
period. I think our past will g ive us clarity an<r 
vision that we need to go be1ond our current problem s.' 
A native of Harrisburg. Penn .. 
Clark-Lewis said her famify is from 
Actress com.bines career and fam.ily into daily life 
Franchelle Dorn draws energy and inspiration from her students 
BX Rashida Syed 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Manx have observed Franchelle Stewart Dorn. 1he 
actress. But her variety of roles do not only play out 
on the stage. She is a wife. a mother and a professor. 
How does ~he do it all? Only she knows and sometimes 
even she is amazed. But somehow. Dorn maintains a 
devotion to each of her jobs. 
The Houston, Tex., native had just come in from a 
day of hard work and grocery shopping. She was 
greeted by her husband and oldest of three children who 
kissed her on the.: check - just because. 
Sound like the perfect famil)'? Well. Dorn might 
not use that term to describe her life, but she is 
definitely happy. She is married to a man she refers to 
as her "fabulous husband" and has three daughters. 
ages three. seven and 14. 
Dorn admits the great amount of ti me she spends 
at 1he theater keeps her from being with her fami ly as 
much as she would like. 
"I pretend that I have thi, really wonderful life and 
I do, except I don't get 10 enjoy it because I'm always 
at work. ft would be very nice if I got to spend more 
time here:· she said referring 10 her Virginia home. 
For the past two years, Dorn has been a professor 
of theater arts in the College of Fine Arts at Howard 
University where she teaches style. character and 
structure as it relates to the art of acting. She also 
teaches an acting course for opera ma/ors in the 
graduate school at the University of Mary and during 
the fall. In addition, she teaches and is co-founder or 
the Shakespeare The.Iler Acting Classes. 
She is no stranger to Shal<espcare theatre. Her 
numerous rnlcs include the Duchess of York in Richard 
II, Adriana in The Comedy of Errors. Gertrude in 
Hamlet. Emilia in Othello, Cleopatra in Anthony and 
Cleopatra and Lady Macbeth in Macbeth, just to 
name a few. 
The role of Lady Macbeth was the performance 
Dorn enjoyed doing the most. 
"Macbeth always comes 10 mind for several reasons. 
It was a particularly special experience. It was the first 
time I worked with Michael Kahn, a brilliant dircc1or. 
The concept was wonderful. The play is fabulous and 
the cast was pretty terrific;' she said. 
" It was a piny I never wanted to do. There was a lot 
of superstition involved around that play and the theater. 
I always thought it was a linlc creepy and I wasn't really 
interested. But Michael casted me in it and it was 
fabulous.'' she added. 
Dorn has managed to succeed at both ends of lhe 
acting spectrum as an actress and an instructor. She 
attributes one success to that of another, as she is 
const~tly learning from her students and bringing her 
experiences as an actress to the classroom. 
"I believe one makes the other better. With my 
students. I constantly explore whatever my philosophy 
is of acting and try to impart that to the students and 
see if that clicks ... And in the process of exploring it 
wilh my Mudents. I am then invigomtcd," she said. 
o,er the year,,, Dorn has also added several 
television credus to her name. including hosting 
Working Women on the Public Broadcasting Station 
and hosting and narrating a publication callecfl.iterary 
Visions. Slie admits. however. that television has taken 
a back seat to the stage. her fil'l.t love. 
"I've done a lot of television. but i1 hasn't been 
commercial 1ele, ision. As far as I can tell. there is no 
comparison [between the stage and television I because 
1here is no audience, unless you're doing sitcoms. Bm 
'for the most part. when you re in front of the camera 
you just have 10 imagine 1hat there arc people or 
something of interest on the other side of that fens ... 
You have to invent 1hat audience. which is much 
h:1rder." Dorn explained. 
As a professor in what many consider the under-
f undcd College of Fine Arts. Dorn is sincerely 
concerned witli the metamorphosis taking place at the 
University, although she admits she is not familiar with 
each and every detail or chanie beins made. 
"Obviously, the Univer,,ity 1s suffem1g from a really 
big tmnsilion as arc a lot of in,Litutions of higher 
learning across the country. The budget is kining 
everybody. I don't know what the ultimate outcome will 
be. But the Fine Arts department is always looking for 
some extra funds to buy a prop here or pay for 
something there," she said. 
"Some people htwe to suffer as a result of the 
transition and that is unfortunate. I wish I had some 
answers. but I don't, I hope that the transition runs 
smoothly and then everyone can settle down and ge1 
back to what they've come here for - to gc1 ru1 
education." 
Dorn received her education at the now defunct 
Finch College. a ,ery small women's institution 
attended by only about 350 women at the Lime. She 
earned a B.A. degree and then went on to the Yale 
School of Drama where she became interested in 
acting and later earned her masters in Fine Arts. She 
was offered a job immediately thereafter at the 
American Conservatory Theatre in San Francisco. 
Calif.. where she stayed for two and a ha! f years. 
Dorn jokes that lier interest in acting was sparked 
because she had "no other marketable skills," and 
therefore no other options. 
"l don't like sittmg at a desk. I don't particularly 
like wearing adu lt clotl1ing either:· she said. 
However, Dorn didn't really decide she wanted to 
act until her second year of 11,raduate school. She 
originally entered the school with the idea she would 
only tcacl1 at the college le,·el. But once she discovered 
she enjoyed acting. there was no stopping her: not even 
the lack of encouragement from her parents. 
"They were very supportive and encouraging JlCOl?le. 
but long after I'd fmished school and had been working 
for several years, my father cont inued to ask me if l was 
goinll- to law school. I was supposed to work an get a 
real Job like a real person," Dorn said. 
"Eventually he came down and 
realized 1hat this was it. What you sec is 
what you get," ,he added. 
Dorn said she did hll\C encouragement 
early on from her profes,ol'l.. They were 
her inspiration. She did not know any 
actors or actrc.sses, but ,he admired those 
who had a true 1-nack for acting. 
"Anyone I come in contact with who 
is dedicated to this craft and is willing to 
take cnormou, risk, and put it all out 
there. I great3· admire." Dorn said 
Currently. orn is rehearsing for a play 
to be showcased at the Arenn theater in 
March called" I Am A Man." According 
to Dorn. this ,rnge-play is based on the 
Memphis garbage strike where Martin 
Lmhcr King Jr. was present. and on the 
other men who were involved in the 
Mrikc. She will play the wife of the head 
of the union. 
Dorn has two main acting goals. She 
simply wants to "ge1 better" at what she 
is domg now. And she has an even 
stronger desire to act until she just cannot 
act anymore. 
"Jokingly. but truthfully, l would love 
to drop dead at a very old age at the end 
of a curtain call. Then I'd like them to 
wheel me away so people will remember 
that she died at the end of a curtain call 
-doing what she loved best." 
VITAL STATISTICS 
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Success found 
in fusion of 
fashion, coniics 
By Miguel Burke 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
February has been more than an 
exceptional year for the Howard 
University students who created 
Flailine ('omics. Not on ly are they 
celebrating their second 
annil'ersary and publishing their 
first colorized comic book, but now 
they have entered a world where 
fashion. comic books and corporate 
America merge. 
Flatlinc Comics has been 
selt.-cted 10 ere.tie a I 0-page comic 
book for designer Asseus Andrew 
Fezw's f:L\hion show entitled "7th• 
on-6th." The clothing line, to be 
presented Tuesday, Feb. 7 at 7 p.m. 
al the New York Prop Gallery, wil l 
be shown 10 more than 9.000 
people attending the Council of 
Fashion Designers of America. 
"It's great exposure," said 
Flatlinc Comic founders Kemp 
Powers, Ornette Coleman and Will 
Watkins. 
The person responsible for 
bringing these two businesses 
togetlter is Lisa Stevens. creative 
director for Lisa Stevens Studio of 
New York. 
Stevens said she wanted to .:reate 
an advertisement where the ' 'reality 
met fantasy." That 
concep1ualin1ion began to meld 
when she walked into a New York 
comic book store and se lected 
Flatlinc's comic book Envictus 
over Marvel and D.C. Comics. 
"I like their drawings and the 
graphic quality of the drawings .. 
. they are very original. They were 
fresh and tlicy liad a streak of 
originalit) that I hadn't set:n," 
Stc,ens said. ··we created a whole 
, story that was specific to my 
client.'· 
Company co-owner Orneue 
Coleman 1s fully aware that lhe 
strides the company is laking is 
overshadowing some of the 
comr,:1i1ion. 
'It was phat because this man 
saw our work and he decided that 
it was quality enough that we could 
effectively adveruse his product, 
which is impressive because 1here 
are so muny companies, and 
basically we're j ust basically 
starting out," Coleman said. " 
As Flatline Comics president. 
Kemp Powers agreed. 
"We've done conventions all up 
and down the cast coast - from 
New York to Atlanta. It kinda 
shows that pulling in such hard 
work for so long pays off. We're 
talking a major ad campaign." 
Asscus Andrew Fezza. the 
owner of the Ralph Lauren clothing 
line. will not on ly feature these 
students' artwork for the fall and 
spring lines, i>ut the comic 
characlers will be featured on Ne" 
Yori,. bi llboards and magazine 
advertisemcnls in G.Q .. Vogue. 
Vanity Fair. Out, Swing and The 
New York Times. There is even a 
38 -foot poster displaying the 
menswear lines with the Flntline 
Comics art works. 
'171is campaign has taken off in 
an interesting way and everyone 
who has been working oi,. it has 
been very excited. They were really 
great ancl worked with us closel:i: 
They were open to the whole idea. ' 
Stevens explained. " I think that 
Flatline has a brilliant future. h 's 
amazing that all these young people 
arc doing what they do. They're all 
individually talented individuals 
who work hard and they're going to 
go far." 
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'Demon Knight' 
should remain 
dead and buried 
Willia m Sadler (Brayker) and J ada Pinkett (Jeryline) star in 
the latest release from Unive rsal Studios 'Tales from the 
Crypt: Demon Night." 
By Kris Johnson 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Ernest Dickerson. said 10 be one 
of the best cine111a1ogn1phers in 
the fi lm indus try today, has 
become one of Ho ll ywood's 
"golden boy" directors when 
producers want one thing - to 
finish a project ahead of schedule 
and under the anticipated budget. 
And judjlin~ a few previous films 
like "Juice' and "Surviving the 
Game," he is a technically sound 
director who is trying 10 make 
lemonade from the super sour 
lemons that Hollywood continues 
10 hurl his way. 
TI1is ti me the lemon is the 1'.iles 
From the Crypt series. While the 
Ii BO program has gained much 
popularity over the years for its 
s1orylines and host, lhe Crypt 
Keeper. the movie will not en Joy 
lhc same success. Talcs hom the 
C'ryp1: Demon Knigh t 
(Universal Pictures, Rated R). 
starring Jada Pinkett, Bi lly Zane 
and Wi ll iam Sadler, centers 
around the conflict between a 
grunsy drifter (William Sadler) 
who 1s being chased by a clean 
shaven cowboy (Billy Zane). The 
duo ha,'C been chasing each other 
for generations in an attempt 10 
capture an amulet that 
~upposedly holds the blood of 
Jesus. When Sadler's chanicter 
checks into a hotel full of 
wisecrackin~ misfits, he meets 
the, "chosen · one (Jada Pinkett), 
whose job is 10 be the protector 
from the wrath of the 
netherworld. 
The problem with this movie 
is the fact 1ha1 it appears that a 
movie was beaten out of a story 
that was no longer than the length 
of a sitcom. 
Even the lovely and talented 
Jada Pinken·s talents were wasted 
in this 111ovic. Basically, a big 
horror fan might en joy this one. 
but for everyone else, renting 
"The Exorcist'' would be more 
pleasurable. 
So for those contemplating 
going 10 sec the fil m. take this 
suggestion: For half the trouble 
and price. stay home and record 
an hour and a half's wor1h of 
"Crypt" episodes from HBO and 
get belier resu Its. 
Tales From the Crypt: Demon 
Knight - D+ 
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Artistic entrepreneurs publish 
first full color coniic book 
Bl Miguel Burke 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Flath ne Comics has come a long 
way since its humble Drew Hall 
begi nnings in 1992. when it 
successfu lly ven tured into the 
comic book industry. Now il's 
1995, and Kemp Powers. Orneue 
Colem,lll, Will Watkins and the rest 
of the company are on the verge of 
publishing their very first fu ll color 
comic book. 
Flatline Comics President Kemp 
Powers said he feels the color bool,. 
is necessary to increase the 
popularity among comic readers. 
"A lot of people don't like to buy 
black and whi te ~omic books 
because they're so use to color 
being the norm. We felt that if we 
made the color book, it wou ld 
expand our readership 
exponentially," Powers. "\Ve were 
also curious about ho\\ some of 
work would look in full color." 
Ornc11e Coleman, the company·, 
co-owner and creati \'C director. saiu 
1he company has received much 
support from some well-known 
names in the comic indu>try. and 
Coleman hopes this will be 
beneficial. 
"We have the support of 
profe"ionals in our field, such as 
forwards. afterwards and pinups 
which were contributed by names 
like Strazusky and Dwayne 
McDuffy. Thb wi ll put us on 
another leve l in the market of 
independent comic books because 
n y Cornie Bl)1k Compa,·,· 
ministered B·· r"'ll . 
,
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Members of Flatline Comics with cartoon historian Steven C. Jones (center) at a comic 
convention last year. 
that's been one of our major 
ob,tacles," Coleman ,aid. 
The color comic hook. entitled 
Flatline Comic,. is 32 pages of 
we ll -crafted story anu visually 
expressive artwork featuring the 
products of collaborations with 
other respected vctcr,ms of the 
comic book industry like John Hi ll. 
Powers prefers 10 call Flatline 
Comics an anthology. 
"It's three different stories. We 
did that because wt: wanted to give 
everyone on our staff a chance to 
con1ribu1c 10 it," he said. 
Flatline Comics has gained 
invaluable experience since the first 
1000 copie, of their ltrst effort. 
Flatbush Natt,·e, ,old out ol 
bookstore, in Februar1 1993. 
Whi le the company rnemh<!rs ha,e 
gained n.:cessary entrepreneurial 
skills like marketing, husiness 
management and production. the 
journey ha, not alwa} s been all 
"peaches and cream." 
"We thout?hl that all \\e'd have 
10 do wa, write and dr.iw . . . but w.: 
didn't rcali,e ho\\ much work 
actually \\ent into it. Fortunately 
we were ru,1 learner,, and after 
getting 1ha1 first boo"- out. it really 
boosted our confidence," Powers 
admitted. "Since then we've 
published 12 book,." 
Artist and co-owner 
Watkm, ,, abo enthu,i.i,tic 
the new publication. 
'The boo~ ha, e, en th: 
great art and a great story c 
something for e,er) body,"\\ 
said. 
Like tht: other co 
member;, Flatine Comic, 
and artist Vladimir Le,·eque 
positive future for the compi; 
"We're always doing nc-, 
mnova1i,e things." Le,eq11< 
"So you can just exJ)<!Ct more 
,ame." 
Urban Art Family gives Distric 
positive view of hip-hop cultur 
By Tasha Hardy 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
To some people. hip-hop is the 
music of a lost generation. But to 
others. hiP":hop 1s a way of lifo. 
This priue in the hip-hop culture 
i, current ly on disJ> la\ in the 
Colonnade Galler) at The George 
Washington Universit) Marv,n 
Center. Entitled The Urban Art 
Family. the exhibit showca~es the 
paintings and illu,1rations of those 
residing in the G\V community. 
According to Urban Art Family 
Co-founder Jamal Reid. the display 
embraces many forms of expressing 
the hip-hop culture. 
"Hip-hop is a medium where our 
imag,nation is released in 
rhythmical thought through paper, 
can\'as, viny I. pllo1o~raplts I and I 
cement." Reid said. · While some 
clnim it as their way of life, others 
are only slightly interested in the 
culture. What counts is the culture 
nows through us. bringing together 
these artists who choose to portray 
their inner rhythms in a visua l 
form.'' 
From somber faces etched in 
charcoal to graffiti illustrations of 
little boys 111 baggy jeans, the 
exhibit grips ewry facet of urban 
life. It uplifts a community 
undefined by boundar ies or 
limitations. It is the hip-hop culture 
- a culture of freedom that comes 
ali\'c as visitors enter the gallery. 
Chris Ki lmore, a senior at GW. 
said the exhibit provoked feelings of 
nostalgia. 
''This is where I'm from. It 
describes how I li,'C." Kil more said. 
Kil more added he envisioned this 
St)' IC as a melting pot of many 
different cultures. 
··Hip•hop is not exclusive. You 
don't ha\'e to be Black to bt: dm\ll 
with it,'· he said. "I'm bi-racial 
and hip-hop is my religion." 
Art gallery coordtnator, Janet 
Blyberg, said tltc exhibit made her 
more aware and apprecintive of t..'le 
D1 
The Illustration entitled "Cycle NYC" expresses the essence of 
hip-hop art. 
hip-hop culture. She was quick to 
admit she was a complete stranger 
to it beforehand. 
"It's like with any foreign culture; 
until you experience it. you reallv 
can·1 appreciate it," Blybcrg sai<l 
"Now when I think of hip-bop. I 
think of music, poetry, a style of 
dressing and a way oflivinQ. I can 
appreciate all of that. .. recogni,ing 
that hip -hop has depth and 
meaning." 
The Orban Art Famil) was born 
two year, ago "hen four GW 
student\ decided to ,tart a club th,tt 
would uplift and promote the hip-
hop culture, as \\ell a, fuse GW 
wtth its surrounding community 
"When we hear about hip-hop. 
we don't hear about al I of the money 
put into the community by Ice Cube 
and other, artist,. Instead. we hear 
Security Guards 
about all of the dismal a, 
Reid stressed. ··Our club ts a 
to promote hip-hop in its 
spectrum so that it can be 
what it is truly all about.'' 
While the organization 
itself in thnming free parllC 
campu,. Reid , .,u the) lllO 
purpose 
"We promote underground 
ft! a lot of our parties. B) 
mean we gi,c MC', and 0: 
chance to show off their 
who don't onlinarily ha,c a 
to e~pres, them,chcs.'' Reil 
1l1e club;, ucdica1eu to!. 
the communal spirit ali,c 
,ponsor mentoring ,mu tut, 
area ,chools such as Ga· 
Pattcr,011 Elementary acd 
,oluntccr their 11111c to wod 
lfobttat 1,,r l lun1.1nity anJ ~ 
l.1hlc 
"It 1, tmJ>(lrt.illl that v.c ~ 
COl1l111Ullll) up to \\here II ,J,oc 
in,tcad of ah,a), hemg leftt-c' 
Hip•hop i,n'1 Ju,t about \\ 
bal!gy. Girbau jean,. It',;• 
lit~. And uplifting our com 
is one aspect," Reid ,aiu. 
The Urban Art Family ki 
the exhibit "ith a Hip-hop 
Celebration on Jan. 21 • 
Marvin Center The celc 
featured open mic perfor 
includmg poetry and short 
reading, and a DJ Battle 
On n linal note, Rt?1J e, 
the . ,igni,I icance o 
orgam,.:itton s name 
"We call our,eh cs a 
bt:cau,c we ,cc c, cryonc \\ 
an interest in what \\e·rc; 
far a, a hip-hop communtl) 
part of our famil)~ .. Reid 
The Urban Art Fam1I) 
will be on display until Feb 
Booz•Allen & Hamilton, a world leader in technology and management consulting, has 
immediate Pa rt-Time opportunities for college students in our Tysons Corner, VA office. 
Individuals selected will assist w ith physical security administration to include: 
§ Monitoring security system 
§ Assisting in loss prevention and property control 
§ Patroling entire headquarters area 
Booz•Allen & Hamilton provides training and competitive salaries tor these entry-level 
opportunities. For immediate consideration, tax your resume to Dept. F043/ EJB. FAX (703) 
902-3620 or mail to Booz•Allen & Ha milton, 8283 Greensboro Drive, Mcl e an, VA 22102. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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COULD HELP YOU THROUGH 
MEDICAL !CHOOL. 
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BRAIDS OF NEW YOB~ INC:. 
SPE(IALl-'.ING IN MICRO•MIN I BRAIDS, LATEST STYLES, 
LOWEST !RICES SERVING THE VIRGINIA, MARYLAND, 
AND WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 
CALL TODAY FOR $20.00 OFF 
YOUR NEXT HAIR 
J.PPOINTMENT 
(703) 660-3461 
lmpaCIThe 
BOffOMLine 
Of A 
$2.7 Billion 
Company. 
The T.J. Maxx Corporate 
Executive Training Program 
U Moxx, the leading off111ice reloiler in the notion, con offer you on exciting 
oppof1vnil'(. Ill make 111 ~cl on our lllSioos~ - as we tnM you fo1 o professional 
merchord!iig cr,ee, in QUI (oJPO(Ote Executive lroining l'togrom 
You'll work in OU1 losljlo(ed Home Office, the heodqoo~ and llJlll)Ort site fo1 QUI 
IMfe rim 550 stores notionwidt. Here, you wil begin os o Mlllchomf~e Allolyst 
dire<dy offec1111g the merdwmdise l1llll in OUI stores by utiililg Vl)Ur. 
• onolytxd ability 
• S1tong problem-solving skills 
• aeotivity 
As you work Vl)UJWO'f dvoogh the cr,eer polh, you wil also benefit &om die following: 
• o l'Oliety of info1motive semino~ 
• loooble on-tfi&iob noining 
• QirJdtdzed mentor llJlll)Ort 
When ·you join 1J. Mm, you'll 1e<em o comprehelllive beMfi11 pockoge with 
tuilion 01si1tonce, and enjoy access to such amenities as Ofl'Site fitnes~ and 
rfov-<ore focaities. Our Home Office is i~t o 1h·11y minule d1ive from on the 
onroctions of downfOY,11 Boslon - and 11ithin dosl, proli!Dty to ~ 1-.blg, ond 
nemby~. 
frnd oot 11ilot the 1J Moxx (OIJI01ote lxecutive Troilling Program con off er you. Slop 
by ond meel QUI 1epiesentollve al OUI in1111motion session on Thursday, February 
91h from 6pm·8pm al Howard Unlverslly, S1ud1nl Loung• 1583. 
We also offer paid summer internships. 
We 111e III equcl Ollll()Mty em~o1e1 comll'ined lo woM111ce drror~ty. 
C> The TJX Co• Inc, 1995 
maxximize 
WHOOP! GOLDBERG 
MARY-LOUISE PARKER 
DREW BARRYMORE 
BOYS ON THE SIDE 
A motion pictttre that celebrates the art of survival, 
the gift of laughter and the miracle of friendship. 
LE STUDIO CANAL+. REGENCY ENTERPRISES ANO ALCOR Fl LMS ··"'"' 
• NEW REGENCY/ HERA PRODUCTION AOUMO, HERBERT ROSS 
WHOOPI GOLDBERG MARY-LOU ISE PAR.KER DREW BARRYMORE 
' BOYS ON THE SIDE' "'~ DAVlD NEWMAN ...... ~:;PATR.lCKMcCORMICK 
,:~~~;~ DON ROOS.-.PATRJCIA KAR.LAN ~'"'\~ DON ROOS 
~ '""'""~~ARNON MlLCHAN. STEVEN REUTHER .,.,,HER.BERT ROSS ~ 
~. V . _. • !Rti='~. -· "'"0 ~H-I ER.BERT ROSS -ii!- ---·•-,'.~-~= 
t:e•§f¼lA!IY .. @.Y11ta(§ ,c§i,Hii 
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Black college 
apparel l ine 
changes hands 
Marc Staggers, He rb Nelson, and Chris Latimer now run the 
African American College Alliance apparel line 
By Shenikwa Stratford 
Hilltop Stall Writer 
Historicallv Black College 
paraphernalia i's one of 1he hones! 
trends around lodav. And until now, 
the manufacturers ·or such clo1hing 
lines have been large While-owned 
corporal ions making money off the 
1>opulari1y of His1orically Black 
Colleges and Universi1ies. 
1-fowever. as of July 1994. six 
young Black cn1repreneurs. known 
collectively as 1he Historically 
Black College and Universi1ies 
Holding Co., lnc (HBCUH). have 
become the sole owners and 
distributors of 1he African-
Americ:m College Alliance 
(AACA), a popular sporis apparel 
line. 
'"fhc 1ransac1ion was compie1ed 
after the original owner of 1he 
AACA ran inlo financial !roubles," 
Marc Staggers. chief financial 
officer of 1he H BCU Holding 
Company. said. 
"We all worked there previous to 
it's financial 1roubles and decided 
10 lake it over." 
The Landover. Md. based 
compan) ·s goal is 10 promote 
HBCUs while making a mark on 
the fashion industry. 
"We're all 0111 here 10 do 
so111e1hing positi\'c and make an 
impacl on 1he apparel indus1ry. 
There are not a 101 of 111inori1ics 111 
1he indus1ry, bul we [African 
Americans! spend 1he moM 
mone)'," S1agge11, said. 
HBCUH 6elievcs in giving back 
10 the Black community. which 
1hey believe need, 10 con1in11c 10 
invesl in Black business. 
"We were disappoimed 1h:11 
Black invesiors did nol wam 10 
invesl in our company. We had 10 
gel loan, from our families and 
White inves1ors 10 purchase 1he 
business," said the Morgan S1a1e 
Uni vcrsuy gradua1c. 
HBCUH gives six 10 eighl 
percen1 of 1he1r profi1 back to 
his1orically Black colleges each 
year. In 11s shorl lime a, an 
mdependent organization. i1 has 
already given 6ack $200.000 in 
royailies. 
"In 1he days of cu1backs. this is 
a way for Black colleges 10 nol be 
lefl out." Staggers said. 
Now fea1urcd in major stores 
,uch as Champs, Fool Locker. and 
J.C. Penny's, HBCUH hopes 10 
expand jg paraphernalia 10 include 
more 1han just sports apparel. For 
now. all 1he company is focusing on 
is suppor1 from 1he African-
American public. 
"We need to genera1c some 
noise. and rally behind HBCUs. 
The Black communi1y is going 10 
make or break u, ... S1aggers said. 
"We need to ensure thai 1he 
dollars ,1ay in 1hc Black 
communi1y. Plus, the Black 
college, are gening more and more 
viability," ,opho1110rc film major 
Ste,cn Ramc) said. 
'"fhc clo1hcs arc fashionable and 
comforlable so I would wear them. 
h's jusl a plus 10 be ;,upporling a 
Black company." biology maJOr 
Richard Dunn said. 
HBCUH is a pioneer business 
venture 1hat will not only leave a 
lasting impression on 1he fashion 
111dus1ry. but provide financial 
supporl and visibili1y for all 117 
IIBCUs. 
THE HILLTOP 
BUSI 
By Shenlkwa Stalford 
Hilltop Stall Writer 
The spread of AIDS and 
unwamed pregnancie, i, a major 
problem in the African-American 
communi ty. Many in the 
community have said lhat now. 
more than ever. ii is importanl lo 
prac1ice safe sex. 1\vo Black-
owned companies have joined 
1hecrusade. 
"Eigh1y perccnl of the Ul V 
population is African American 
ancl male. We fell somebody 
African American had to do 
some1hing about HIV and AIDS 
awareness," presidem and CEO of 
Umoja Sasa Condom,. Edwin 
Avent-Hurley said. 
Umoja Sasa Condoms. a 
Bahimore. Md. ba~d corpora1ion. 
is the firs! African-Amaican 
corporation 10 mnrke1 and distribu1e 
condoms. 
"We arc catering to 1he African-
American communi1y by 
packaging our condoms in a way 
1hat is discrete." Hurely said. 
The U moja Sas a Condoms arc 
~haped like a match box. so ii will 
not be as conspicuous if dropped. or 
if seen l>ing around. II lih inside a 
women's purse, and comlonablv in 
a pocke1. Umoja Sa,a curren1l) 
markeh one slandard size. bu1 fit'> 
80 10 90 percent of ,\ frican-
American men. 
"Mos1 condom, arc similar: 
however, we surveyed around and 
found a condom manufacturer wi1h 
I 
I 
The Zulu Condom is ma rketed to African-Ametans 
1op quality ratings," Hurcly said. Another Blacl\ wncd-and-
Currcn1ly. 1he condoms can onl) opera1ed condom co:~ration is the 
be purchased 1hrough mail o~de_r in Jones Bros.' Zulu C't)om. which 
pack, of 36 for $11.50. This" a is :1lread) fea1urcd irhe Howard 
belier value 1han drug ,1ore Univer-.ity Bookstore' 
condoms which,:m co,1 ,l, much as Since Sep!.1992. S~t. Rob and 
$? I for 36 condom,. Haney Jone, have bt:d111arkcting 
Umoja Sa,u hopes 10 ,oon be in Zulu condom, 10 ltJ African-
lo,:ai pharmade,. but i, no" only American community. 
foa1ured in non-proti1 clinics. "We targel ,olel1Afr1can 
"The name of our campaign i, Americans and promot~afer sex 
Prole,t the Blood We lllUSI be for Biacl people." part•r Scoll 
conscience. and pracucc <afer sex:· Jones ,aid. 
Hurcl) ,aid. The three men were '>IO<brokcrs 
who wan1ed to own then 
company and saw condQm1 
excellenl market 
"The r:tle of HIV in fo 
African Americans is thre~ 
higherihan that ofWhi1cs. J./. 
Americans only make 
pcrccn1 of 1he Amt 
popula1ion. bul make up 60 
of the AIDS cases. Someth 
10 be done," Jones said. 
Zulu condoms hopes 10 d~ 
the ra1e of AIDS and un, 
pregnancies by prori 
educ.11ion firs1. On the back C' 
solid black condom packat 
lis1ing of virnl s1a1is1ics. 
"The Black male 10;1 
virginity at the average age a 
years old. Sixty percenl of A 
Americnn children are born 
wedlock. These are things 
read and 1hi nk abou1," Jone, 
Zulu Condoms are also 
distribu1ed a1 free clinics and 
profi1 organi1,a1 ion,. 
Howard Universi1y ,1u 
suppon the U moja Sasa a 
condom because 1hey are 
companies 1rying 10 do so 
positive for Black people 
because of the crcati, e pac 
"There is defin lleh 
embarrassmcn1 becau,e · 
ma1chbook-like packagmg 
that is good because 1eena 
of1en1imes embarrassed 10 
condoms or purchase 
sophomore Daniel le Worth 
"Wha1's saving Blad I 
alright with me." medical 
Kevin Brown added. 
Student entrepreneurs n ake mar 
in music entertainment i1dustry 
By Laura Laurant 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Keeping hip-hop real from the 
Wes1 Coast 10 the Ea,1 Coas1 i, the 
goal of 1wo flourii,hing 
entrepreneurs al Howard 
Universi1y. 
Orig_inally from San Fernando 
Valley. Ca., Ray Wilson :md Tony 
Lopez came to Howard Uni,ersi1y 
with 1he single intention of 
receiving college degrees. Thai i, 
until 1he idea of s1ar1ing lnfini-t... 
Enter1ainmen1 Inc. ,parked !heir 
intere,1. 
"rve always wallled IO be 
mvolvcd in the music 
(cntcrtainmenl) industry in some 
way. no1 as a performer bu1 on a 
s1ric1ly business level." said 
Wilson. a 23-year-old busincs, 
finance major. 
"Black music hu, always been a 
big pan of our lives and by ,1ar1ing 
our own company we can finally 
make noise behind 1he scene,." ,aid 
Lopez. a 2-1-year-old 
telecommunication, managemclll 
major. 
lnfini-1... Entertainment inc. 1s 
led by Ray Wi lson as pre,idem and 
Tony Lopez as ,ice-president. Best 
friends for nine years, bo1h agree 
that 1heir friendship is wha1 gives 
them confidence and the support 
needed in such a merciless industry. 
"As a rule of 1humb. you always 
want 10 go into business wi1h 
someone you can trus1," Wilson 
said. 
I 
Ray Wilson a nd Tony Lopez of lnfini.t ... Entertainment, Inc. 
"I trust hh Judgment 111 decision 
making. and \\C both maintain t1 
high Je,cl of rc,pecl for each 01her," 
Lope, ,aid 
Work mg 1mmanl\· \\ 11h students 
(lriends). fnlim-1 .. l:111cr1ainmcn11, 
trying 10 k~-cp 11,111 m the family. 
Chris "lllscout" Green. 
originally lrom Brooklyn. N.Y. and 
a s1udent at the Un1ver,il) of 
Virginia. i, 1hc head producer for 
1he company. 
Mtkc "Milk" Abboll. from 
Virginia and also a s1udent al 1he 
Umversity of Virginia, head, up 
management on 1he Ea,1 Coast. 
Johnny Delg,1do. a sl11de111 at 
California St:ite Unl\ersny 1n Lo, 
A ngcle,. run, manngemem on 1he 
West Coa,1. 
"Talcn1 run, mmpam from 1he 
Wc,1 Coast to thd lfa,1 Coa,1, and 
our i:0:11 "m com~ wnh ,omc1hing 
u1119uc," W1hon ,aid. 
'Wi1h ,uch contacts a, Cheryl 
Brown. produc1 roanagcr of Jive 
records. and Troy White. formerly 
of Sony record, atd O\\ ner of his 
0" n en1er1ain111cn'. company. we 
h:t\'C been able 10 gmp the realities 
of ownin~ ou_r ow11 ~ntertuinment 
company, Wilson sud. 
"Commu1ing •ack and forth 
from D.C. to New Ycrk 1hi, ,ummer 
led to us hooking up with Kid 
who ga, e u, some ·real' ins1 
1he industry," l..opet said. 
"As perfectionists. we 
company seriously on e\'CI) 
Wilson said. 
"On a personal level. 
lnfini-t ... Entertainment as a 
to give back to the commu 
offering Black talents who 
have the resources 
oppor1uni1ies to showcase 
talents," Lopez said. 
On February 9. lnfi 
Emenainment Inc will be It-
\ "Hip-Hop Extrav-.igan1 
ihowca,e' 31 1he Uni\Cr 
'irginiu "1th a,pirauons of' 
blow-out ,howcasc n1 H, 
niversi1y. 
"Although "e represent the 
(1s1. we gi"e pro;i, 10 a.II 
\\> are cfown with hip-b 
hol keep II real," Lopez<. 
'We ha,e aspira1ions ol 
on of the first Black-
Cnttainment companies 10 
lh~ 11erna1ional ma.rl.e1," 
,aid 
Ve arc: nwre conccr 
keep! it real and mnktrt 
Wtfst ,aid. 
"fini-1. .. Enterullnlll( 
will ncput ou1 anything le-
go ld. ur goal h 10 bui 
'phatt4 · family in 
entertainenl in. dustry and 
all real.'l.opez and Wil-« 
So \~ n it comes io ke< 
real. lnif-1 Entertainmen1 
mis,ion i'Q keep hip-hop g 
and on :ln'On. 
Lottery business remains profitable 
BY. Tamara Dean 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Many independent companies 
he lp 10 make 1hc D.C. lot1cry 
,ys1em work every week. Lo11erx 
Technology En1crpriscs is one of 
1hose companies. 1t opera1e, on-
line services 10 the D.C. lot1ery 
,ys1em. 
Leonard Manning. 1he 
president and chief execu1ivc 
officer, has been associa1ed with 
1he company since i1 began I 2 
years ago. 
From 1976-1978, Manning 
was associa1ed wi1h 1hc D.C. 
Gambling Studying 
Commission. where he rcviewecl 
the socio-economic and religious 
aspccls of gaming. 
In 1982, he created a 
consulting and rnanngemelll firm 
in which fle joined w11h two 01her 
minorily companies 10 form 
Lot1ery Technology En1erprises. 
"We are lhe only minorily-
controlled company m I he world 
that runs an on-line lotlery 
sys1em," Manning said. 
The Lo11ery Technology 
En1erprises receives a very small 
percentage of money 1ha1 is 
gambled. 
"Las1 year. $185 million were 
made in bels, and we received a 
very smal l percentage," Manning 
said. 
The company not only deals 
wi1 h lo11ery, bu1 it is also 
involved wi1h various activities 
and has made many 
con1ribu1ions. 
"We also have a lot of 
community _programs. We work 
wi1h lhe D.C. Special Olympics. 
We sponsor college scholarship 
programs and ci 1y-wide 
computer contesis." 1he presiden1 
said. 
According to Manni ng, 
Lonery Technology En1crpriscs 
" 1111cres1cd m young people. 
"We have training programs 
where we leach students how to 
write resumes. public speaking 
and business managemenl. We 
don'1 gel paid for working wi1h 
the youlh, bul WC feel 1ha1 it is 
very impor1an1." he said. 
Manning. who a11ended 
Howard U11 1versi1y. was a 
poli1ic:1l science major. He chose 
his curren1 career because he saw 
,m opponunity to get involved in 
a profitable indus1ry. 
Besides presiding as president 
and CEO of Lo1tcry Technology 
En1erprises. Manning serves tn 
offices of many other groups. 
He is on the Board of Advisors 
for Channel 32; he is the 
secretary of 1he Grea1er 
Sou1heast Hospital Foundaiion 
and• is on 1he Washing1on 
Convcn1ion Cen1er Board. 
Manning has some 
encouraging words 10 express 10 
01hers who arc busi ness-
orien1cd. 
"Learn your produc1 and your 
services, make sure you have 
enough capilal 10 s1ar1 with, 
make sure you pay your taxes 
and get a good a11o rney," 
Manning said. "As a Howard 
s1uden1, l lh ink you have many 
adv:1n1ages." Leonard Manning, president and Chelf Executive Officer of 
Lotlery Technology Enterprises. 
Running on empty 
-A Black £111arrise ,urvey 
revealed thni in llo l~wood. 1here 
are no African A 1nncans. or any 
otl1cr people of colrr heading or in 
lhe n'!n;tber two ~ilion at major 
1cle".1~1on s1udi ,s or _maJor 
1elev1sion networks entertamment 
division. 
High-tech coivenience 
-The new licwleu t>ackard Office 
Je1 combines a plfo-paper fax, a 
copier. and a complier printer imo 
one machine. Hculded as a great 
space-saver for a ,ome office. the 
Olfice Jc1 COSIS ;'>Out $750. New 
personal compu1, s from Packard 
Bell Electronics, nc. come packed 
with cabie-rea<I' 1elevision an 
answering mac,ine, fax. Slereo 
radio, and a C[.ROM drive tha1 
can play ci lher 1udio CDs or the 
gobs of soflwaJ1Lhat are included 
m many model, These machines 
run about $2,00 a piece. 
Free service rom computer 
lflnl 
-Microsoft Co>. is offering the 
I n1erne1 Assbm1 for M icrosofl 
Word a1 no ch;ge. The program 
converts docutenls crea1ed with 
Word for Widows in10 1he 
Hyperiext Mrkup Language 
(HTML) thatis used on the 
Internet's :1/dd Wide Web. 
Jn1erne1 Ass1su1 can also let you 
brow:.e througlthe Web. \·lier 
says copies ,\I I be avala ' 
downloading r obably b> 
January from iu Web sel\·er 
Congress leans O\\ard AO 
-Business efforls b crcat1\I, 
managemem comnjnees IX,, 
a bo6s1 in the ne.i1 Con:m 
1993, 1he National Labor lei. 
Board nixed panel! dca~l 
such issues as working codi· 
saying they amouqtcd o, 
unions. Bui bolh iabe)r coam 
in 1he Congress plan bli> 
would clarify whal issue9" 
managemen1 commiu e , 
legally consider. Union•Of 
the moves. 
Cellular Competition liU 
Middle East 
-On Dec. 27. CellCom, a 'Qt'. 
formed by America ·s B:11S 
Israel's Discount lnvestneit 
the Brazilian branch of 1be 
family s1arted offering eel 
phone service. Until no• 
coumry's existing ceUuiar-f 
network was operated !llclu• 
by Is rael's S 
'Telecommunications Cp. in1 
venture wi1h Moli)ro la 
CellCom claims 1h01 its d 
net work will be the cheapest 
world for consumers. 
-complied from Business lit 
I 
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i ia Garden--Once Again It's On! 
• 
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FEB 3rd · Ml-;;NITE 
. COST:iS5' . TIL 
4 
AM 
S4 W/HU-10, SOUN . 2 
l d
. .. OS BY DJ E 
a ,es free b4 1am · . . 
'I 
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·e • 
~; ;616 Georgia Ave. nw 
) t (acroee from HU) 
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:acheap & Healthy 
; 99 cent Specials 
Pita Sandwiches 
~3- Salads 
~ Carrot Juice 
ith 
;;· 
,c. 
an THE SCHOOL 
~; OF COMMUNICATIONS ) JI 
!ii STUDENT COUNCIL 
;."s 
on 
THANKS You! 
oft 
for . 
id· 
Duron Paints 
Dukee's Pizza 
Dr Ja11nette Dates 
Ms. Harriet Ragin 
Mr. Daryl De11t 
Mr. flicks 
.Ifs. La11·a11da Stonl' 
.Its. Melissa Jame.< 
,rs ,Ifs. Alida Bennett 
. er- Dr. David Woods 
gent Dr. Clint \Vilso11 
7 lfr. Alonzo Crawford 
ins .¼f Jud, Moore Latta 
,jth .\frs. Con11ie Frazier 
:~; Ms. Carol Dudley 
ees Criste/ Williams 
hOI Michelle Et>a ns 
;er• Patricia Hardl'n 
,ay .\fe/111da Spaulding 
ose Russell Rickford 
Derricke Den 11is 
1e 
;u,y 
Jth, 
and 
ifrll 
tar· 
the 
0 ne 
1clY 
ieQ 
oiitl 
l11C· 
,jtal 
;the 
Clover Baker 
Gloria McField 
Awanya Anglin 
Natalie McNeal 
Janelle Thompson 
Lesli Harris 
Ruby Mays 
Harla11 Curry 
Aliya Davis 
Ravi 1/oward 
Jancya fl i><l,• 
Leslie Gross 
Steven Ramey 
Andrea Cos/011 
BriMa11ta11a 
Jen11ifer Kelly 
Danette Gerald 
Nicole Alexa11der 
Andrea Thompso11 
Shenikwa Stratford 
Gaytra Arnold 
Solange Garvey 
Terril North 
Omar· Rushdan 
Precious .'•furchillso11 
A11lo1110 Ellison 
Marc Dyson 
Tarik LaRue 
Kimberly Gaines 
Willie Pobe, Jr. 
Eddie Baptiste 
Flai Liui11gsto11 
Iris Huey 
Kimya Morris 
Ta11ya Arringto11 
Jov Edmondson 
Aie.~ha Powell 
LaTa-~ha Sharif 
Muhammad Bey 
Joycelyn James 
Let's Continue to 
Keep Our School 
at Its Best! 
Roslyn Sntchcl, President 
Lesli Foster, Vice-President 
Ben Car ter, Treas urer 
Rhesn John, Secretary 
/; 
-
Sciorro 
Alumni hJve won nominJtions for 
91 Oscar.;, 67Tony; and 19S Emmys 
for admission 
I~ An1encl, Vil'-1 '<:hr-ol for 
Prott,,ion.tl Act1J" 
a 2-\t-.u Pro11 ..... ,1on.1I Tr.tu\lng l'rosrdm 
■ Califom1• er :-;e1, \or~ • \knl S<hol.1rsh1p,,. 
F,n.incwl Aid M,111.,Ne ■ Mlt,·kSummerS<hool 
for 1r.J;:,rm,uxin, wnlo!! rf kk,-,hoor 120 \1.,Ji,,on 
A,,, ''"' ) or~ \' IC.Jl/:1 l .. 'il.~'--"'A> 
AMERICAN 
ACADEMY OF 
DRAMATIC 
ARTS 
Robert 
Ingrid 
Rogers 
The Ladies of 
Alpha Chapter 
Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority, 
Inc. 
Sponsors 
.D2 a world of oppression, depression, 
discrimination, sexism, and racism, 
how can the Black family survive? , 
(Beulah .Burke was a foundJng member of Alpha Ka.ppa, 
Alpha SOroI'it;y, Inc. She received a degree J.n La.tin from 
Howard Universlt;y. She was also a dorm counselor at Slowe 
Ha.11.) 
Instructions: In five hundred words or 
less, answer the above question . 
Due Date: Wednesday, February 8, 1995 
on or before 6 pm. 
Prize:Winner receives $100 Be an invita-
tion to the Maya Angelou VIP Reception 
held on February 14, 1995 at 6 p.m. 
Please have the essay typewritten a.nd dou-
ble·spa,ced. PJ.a,ce the essay in a.n envelope 
'W'it.hyour 
Name 
Address 
Telephone Number 
Essays should be left in the C.B. Powell 
Building, The Office of Professor M. Hull, 
Boom C-:.J08. 
SIX MAJOR 
ADVANTAGES 
TO BECOMING 
AN·ARMY 
DENTIST. 
1 You won't have to make the initial investment it 
takes to set up a dental practice. i No continuing investment in manpower and 
devoting U1e time it takes to maintain a staff. 
B7 
J Army d~ntists spend their full working days doing 
what they are trained for-practicing dentistry. 4 The Army trains enlisted dental assistants and 
hires trained civilians to be part of the dental team. 5 You'll have an opportunity to practice your pro-
fession here or abroad in the most up-to-elate 
facilities imaginable. If you are so inclined, teach-
ing opportunities exist. 6 Beyond professional rewards are the emotional 
ones. As a dentist and an officer treating sol-
diers. your days will be spent in the service of 
your country. 
Get full details and information on Army Dentistry. 
Call: 
Major Karen Wagner 
Collect 
(301) 427-5229 
~ roWER OF PENnco~1 
TJ(E n1.1EJ,.rry. JJ.m.r .;L"VNL,', 1L 1 
IJ\'TE.J?..COCCEGL 1TE. 'PE.;'\ITECOST✓1C 
CON fE.}(D•lC£ 
Cdebrathrq fifty )!ears of 'Pemecosraltsm <lf J{o,uard 
~ University 
fibrucuv 16-18.1995 at }toward Unlvaslty 
JfOSrfJ18V:'TJll'"JtJ/0 J · l(]OSHJ{ .'.->L~'.MC'l~ '/LVffCO!ir;t 
Jf((.CTJV'>} fTl'OTJf(Tll'.A~O l.r,\i'/11 J<.:.,f fY 
fer .11,:,rc tn(.,rmat/NJ call. ( l.Ol) 5$7 4Sl3 
I Minority Job Fair 
.. ~,"'-•' \ t 
Meet newspaper representatives fron1: 
• News • Finance • Circulation 
• Production • Graphics • Advertising 
Call or write for registration information: 
• (804) 550-2361 
• Virginia Press Association, P.O. Box 85613, 
11 006 Lakericlgc Parkway, 
Richmond, VA 23285-56 13 
or sec your career placement office 
Joh F:iir will be held ar the Comfort Inn Midrnwn. 
3200 West Bro.id Streer. Richmond. VA 23230. 
The $20.00 regi,cration fee includes accommodations 
fo r two nights and meal.. 
To reserve your p/11ce, your registmtio11, resume 
rtnd check must be mt1iled by February 17. 
BS THE HILLTOP February 3, 
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Grapplers celebrate wins, learn from losses! 
• 
6 victory. defeating Grapplers Dustin Ashton heavyweight division. lower legs were amputated. The only Grappler who, j' 
By Kisha Riggins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Last weekend, the Howard 
University Grapplcrs improved 
their overall record from 10-5 to 12· 
6 as they traveled 10 William & 
Mary College and American 
University. 
During the Jan. 27 match 
agains1 Winiam & Mary. the 
Grapplers came out and dominated 
throughout the entire mec1. 
"Ilmew 1ha1 we•would do well 
against William & Mary. They arc 
dropping their wrestling program 
and r wanted us to leave them with 
a strong win.'' Grapplers Head 
Coach P-aul Couon saiil. 
The Grapplers jumped out to a 
I 5-0 lead. ;ncluding a pin by 
LcDon Robinson, en route to a 36· 
~JP@Ll8.21'~ 
!EJll<Urlfllll.Jf ({l,lfff f fl~ 
Football 
Following the San Francisco 49e 
uper Bowl XXIX win. 183 arrest 
were made. Most of these arrest 
ere for mi nor alcohol-relate 
ffenses. Two men received mino 
unshot wounds and one girl w· 
tabbed. 
Baseball 
Baltimore City Councilma 
oseph DiBlasi introduce 
legislation that would prohibi 
placement players from pinyin 
1 Camden Yards, the home of th 
Baltimore Orioles. The bill woul 
inc Major League Baseball $1. 
or each game ployed wit 
eplacement players at Camde 
Yards. 
Basketball 
Shaquille O'Neal will Stan in th 
Ks All-Star game Feb.12 an 
viii also _perform his latest singl 
'Nobody at the MTV "NBA All 
Star Bash" Feb. 10 in Phoenix. 
Top 5 Men's Basketball Tham 
ough Jan. 29 
U. Mass. 15-1 
N. Carolina 16-1 
Kansas 15-2 
U. Conn. 
Maryland 
15-1 
16-3 
P Top 5 Women's Basketbal 
ams 
rough Jan. 29 
I. U. Conn. 
Tunnessce 
Stanford 16-1 
Colorado 
N. Carolina 
17-0 
19-1 
16-2 
19-1 
Boxing 
The World Boxing Associatio 
hampionship committe 
nanimously denied Georg 
oreman's request 10 light Axel 
chulz and threatened to strip hi 
fhis title ifhe does not reconside 
nd light No. I con1ender Ton 
ck.:r :n~tcad. 
1\-nck 
Olapade Adeniken of Nigeria ra 
he world's fas1es1100-meterdash 
locked in a lime of 10.13 second 
t the 1995 USAir Track and Piel 
lnvita1ional at Tunnessee Stat 
University. 
HU Upcoming Games 
4 
Baske1ball 
Howard women at Coppin Stal 
,p.m. 
Howard men at Coppin State 
:30p.m. 
8 
Howard women vs. Del. State 
,p.m. 
Howard men vs. Del. State 
p.m. 
In the 118-pound division. and Carl Colston in the 150- and TheGrapplersdidno1havelong Although he did not wrestle a match was Guyton. who, 
Grappler Damon l3ryanl defeated 158-pound divisions, respectively, 10 celebrate, since they had to GrapplerhediddefeatanAmerican decision and improved his, t 
P.J. Cameron by a score of 6-3. In they never really had a chance to prepare for a meel the next day at wrestler in the 122-pound division. record to include no lossc,: ! 
the 126-pound division. Grappler make a comeback. American University. The meet The Grapplers came strong had to forfeit his match c. f 
Alphonso Taylor defeated Eric Grappler Andre Mitchell won by included Coppin State. Univen,ity against the UNCG team and injury and Clayton fought i I 
Karlins. And in the 134-pound forfeit m the 167-pound division of North Carolina. Green,boroand defeated them with ea,e. baule 1hat "a' ea5erly ant~ 
division, Robinson pinned Joe l and Melvin Yates defeated senior Delaware State. "We \\ere confident going into in the 190-pound ivi,ion.b. f 
Sherman, leading Howard 10 feel Brian Knapp, 4-2 in the 177-pound Because Howard had previously the match. We just watcl1ed them pinned in overtime. • 
very confident a1 a 12-0 lead. division to hel(_) the Grapplers 1ake wrestled and beaten fellow Mid• bea1 American and we knew that .. The m:11ch against Arr~· 
The turning point in the meel a 24-6 lead with just 1wo weight Eastern Athletic Conference rivals. we could beat them." Thylor said. was a wake-up call to our\\r. 
came when freshman Grappler divisions left 10 wrest le. Delaware Stale and Coppin State. Bui in 1he final match of the da)\ to not take any match for p-
Jason Guyton defeated William & "At the end of the match, you those schools opted not to wrestle American came oul and took We walked into 1ha1 ma1ct 
Mary's previously unbeaten Khalil could jus1 see 1he frus1ration on the Grapp lers . leavin.& 1he advantage of the confident 1eam, wi1hou1 tryin~ LO 11 
Abdul-Malik. 15-10 in the 142- their [William & Mary wrestlers'] Grapplers to wrest le UNCG and Grapplers. holding them 10 one were too confident.' Couo: 
pound division. faces. They basically just gave up," American. win. The Grappler, arc 
"Guyton took oul their star. Toylor said. The first competition of the day "We came out and played with preparing for their next m, 
When he did that, the in1ensity of The Grapplers ended the meet came from UNCG. who had just no desire or heart asa inM Feb. 9 at the Uni ver11 
William & Mary just drop(_)ed," with two consecutive pins. coming defea1ed American in a long, bul American. Everyone. includmg the Maryland and will tm 
sophomore wrestler Taylor said. from team captain Scan Clayton in exhilarating match. 01her team [members]. was try mg Blacksburg. VA. to comr, 
Even though William & Mary the 190-pound divisio n and One intriguing a;pcct of the 10 ligureout how we got pummeled ___ v_irginia Tech. on Feb. 11. l 
won their next two matches by William Ray Taylor II in the UNCG team was a wrestler whose like tha1." Collon said. 
__:..:.:....::...::.......~-.::......._:..:.._...;!_ _______ ~..:....-----------...:..:.----------------
Track and Field team remain optimistic a1 
MEAC indoor championship approaches 
,. 
E,. 
size of the track :ind breathing the 
air indoors. A major portion of our 
athletes are from "Florida. the 
Caribbean and 11:xas, have never 
run indoor, and have had to adjus1." 
Moultrie said. 
The indoor track events consist 
-l6 of the longjump. triple jump. high ;g jump, shot put and pole vauh. ln 
.. 
g addition 10 the relays of the four by 
two. four by four and the four by 
a eight. The dashes and long-distance 
"/; runs are also track events. 
~ With 1he exception of the pole 
•,._~.l...--..,_ ______ Jf vauh, every member of the team 
Laps around Burr Gym gi\'e track team members a good work out will pnictice and compete in e,ery 
By Daemon Smith 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University track and 
field team is in the midst of doing 
extremely well against some of the 
besl competitors in Division I 
athletics. 
"'We are a very competitive team 
and we have started out 1995 with 
some grea1 performances." Head 
Track and Field Coach William P 
Moullrie said. 
After _placing second in the 
conference ,n the women\ division 
and third in the men's division in 
cross-coun1ry last fall, the team 
began their indoor track and field 
season on Dec. I 0. Believe it or not. 
there is a distinct difference 
between running outdoor and 
indoor track. 
"All ou1door runners are not able 
10 run well indoors because of the 
event. This year's team captains are 
juniors Siacey Jordan and Willie 
King. 
According to Mouhrie. this 
year·s team is a young one, with no 
seniors and many ;ophomores. Yet 
this team is already ahead of where 
last year's team was at this point in 
1he season. 
"We have an equally balanced 
team with personnel who are 
competitive in every event. We ha"e 
done very well against 1rue 
Division I competition like 
Princeton. Maryland. Piusburgh. 
St. John's, Navy and Arm}," 
Moullrie ,aid 
Joel Bound,. who placed fourth 
in the 800-meter dash and the 1500· 
meter dash during last season's 
indoor Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference Championships. states 
that it is imponan1 for everyone on 
the 1eam to gi,e it their all. 
··we have a few injuries right 
now. so there arc fewer guys than 
usualandthatmakesithaiderforus 
to do well in relays. A lot of us have 
to run back-to-bac~ relays, ,o we 
ha,e to do extra work to battle 
larger teams.'' Bounds said. 
The Bison track team recently 
participated in a meet in Delaware 
about a week ago. The women 
placed first in 1he mile relay with 
Jamela McElroy running the first 
leg. Dion Walker ran tlie Micond 
leg. Stacey Jordan the third one 
ano Abigail Harry running Inst. 
McElroy, who aho place<I second 
in 1he400.:meterdash, attributes the 
women's success to their dedication 
and efforts 1oward team unity. 
"We arc a lot closer than l:1s1 
year's team, we arc still working on 
our unity. Our dedication draws us 
together.'' McElroy said. 
Willie King. \\hose A: 
1cndon is ahnos1 fully heal 
an injury a couple of sea~ 
has se1 some tough goals t 
the team and himself. 
"I think that we will do 
the indoor championshiP.'· \I 
lots of potential and If "· 
gi\'es their all, both the gu 
girls can win the indoor Ml 
am almos1 I 00 percenl i.: 
year I want to qualify for nail 
King said. 
According to Moultn 
members of the Bison tra.i 
ha,e all come from succes,~ 
sehool programs. 
faeryone is , cry ci,; 
about the team ·s chance, 
MEAC Indoor ChampiO' 
coming up on February 25 
tn Greensboro, NC. McE 
optimistic abou1 this )ear's 1 
11nishing al the championv. 
"Witli our talent we shoul. 
any wor<.e than second. If 
keep everyone healthy, ph) 
and mentally. we can 
McElroy said. 
Rookies lead Lady Bison to early MEAC succes 
By Kisha Riggins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Because of a turnover forced by Bison 
forward Alisha 'Tuff' Hill. the ball finds 
itself in the hands of point guard Candice 
Hynes. As Hynes sprints up the court. she 
looks to her left and sees that nobody in a 
Howard uniform is there. then spies a 
defender standing in front of the basket. She 
sees Hill coming from behind Hynes on her 
left, and al the fas1 possible second. Hynes 
looks straight ahead and passes 10 her left a, 
Hill eludes the helpless defender and makes 
an easy lay-up. 
That pass is Hynes· ninth, and the easy 
basket is Hill's 1wenty-somelhing point as she 
raises her field goal percentage to .660. one 
of the highest in the nation. 
No, 11\is scene is 1101 from a professional 
basketball game, bu1 one from a Howard 
University Lady Bison game. And many 
more scenes as exciting as 1his one are sure 
10 follow. 
Lady Bison in action on the coun. 
That's because Hill and Hynes. rookies 
playing their first season of collegiate 
basketball. have made an impact that has 
surprised many. but noi head Lady Bison 
coach Sanya Tyler. 
'"I'm 1101 surprised at al l at whai they are 
doing now. In fac1. they can do much more. 
but because our depth is not that strong, 
Candice and Tuff are limited in the things tha1 
they can do on the court." 
Hill, a freshman recrui1 from Huntington. 
WV. has been playing basketball since ,he 
was live and has made a name for herself by 
playing against nation:1I competitors in 
summer league games. 
-- J' ve been watching this youngster since 
she was playing the Junior National gaines al 
the I 0-and-under age," 1yler said. 
Tyler predic1ed during the pre-season 1ha1 
Hill would be selected to the Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Conference All-Rookie team. But 
the way that she has been playing has led 
some 10 speculate lhat she will be selected as 
the conference Rookie of the Year. 
As of HILLTOP press time, Hill was the 
Lady Bison's leading scorer and the only 
player 10 start all 16 games. Throughou1 this 
time. Hill has pulled down 150 rebounds. an 
average of 9.4 a g.imc. and scored 16.1 points 
a game. She has also turned the ball over an 
average of three times a game and 'Tvler 
points out that chose rookie mistakes wilr not 
., occur later on in the season. 
" 'Tuff still has to mature as a player. she 
"J; has made some mistakes that I don' t 
g anticipate her making next year," Tyler said. f Hill does. however, have competilion for 
the Rookie of the Year award. her own 
teammate, Candice Hynes. 
Hynes. coming out of Simmons Hi~h 
School in 1993. was one of the top-rated point 
guards in Missi:.sippi and ended up pla)·ing 
for Howard because of a strange 1w1M of fate. 
As the story goes, Hynes came to visit 
Howard while she was in high school and 
played basketball in the gym. Some of 1he 
players saw her and went 10 Coach 1yler. who 
asked Hynes 10 write down her address. 
phone number and other information. 
"I lost the paper and I feh bad because ,he 
was really g~ ,mall, bu1 good. 1\,o years 
al,!0, I was ou1 recruiting :mil I picked up a 
USA TODAY and they had Candice in there, 
saying 1hat she wa, from Mississippi. I called 
up the school and her coach satd that they 
were ex_P.Ccting us to recruit Candice but we 
never did." 
, ' 
• 
. According to 'Tyler. Hync, had already 
signed with Jackson Stale University. But the 
June before she went 10 college. she came to 
Howard to vi:.it her cousin and she walked 
into 1yler·s office and told her that she really o 
wanted 10 come 10 Howard. l 
So Hynes. because of late standardized 1o1a,__;!...~----
tes1 scores, was not able 10 auend Jackson Lady Bison pro,-e to be suff competion 
Staie and even paid her own way laM \ ear so 
,he could play ba,kctball for Howard. 
. Already a sop)"tomore,_Hynes has made an 
impact on 1he Bison rem1mscent of her high 
school career. ns she led her team in poinL, 
scored and 3.\Sists. 
Hynes currently leads the 1eam in minutes 
played, assists. steals and is second in points 
scored. She even set a school record -13 
as~ists in a game against Be1hune-Cookma~ 
this season. 
"Candice is probably our best all-around 
player. She is very compctili ve and athletic 
and has the ability to do much more tl 
i, right now. But she should defin1tch 
the All-Rookie team," 'fyler said. 
'Tyler added tha1 good things Ult 
come. 
"Both Candice and Tuff have 
change this team to be a force to 
wi1h.-1 don't think any 1eam will wanl 
us come MEAC time.'" 
At HILLTOP JJres, time, 1he Lad\ 
(8-8. 5-2 in conference) are cumi 
,ccond place in the MEAC. 
Men's basketball team eager to avenge loss to Coppin Stat 
By Shana Harris 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Last week the Bison men's baske1ball 1eam squashed 
the Morgan Staie Bears, but lei the Coppin Stace 
Eagles fly right by them. 
l..~s1 1l1ursday ni_ght, the Bison held on 10 win an 
ovcrtnnc victory agamst the Bears. A~ usual 1he Bison 
go1 off to a quick start, ending 1he firs! half with a 10 
pomt lead, 32-22. Howard combined a bruising mside 
game, led by Art Crowder playing center in the absence 
of an injured Grady Livingston. with a solid outside 
game led by guard Tommy Brown and forward Sean 
Turley. 
l~ the second half Morgan s_urprised the Bison by 
plaxmg 1heir secret weapon, bi_g man Jerrod Smith. 
Sn111h sat on the bench the entire first half in strce1 
cloches. But when he came ou1 in the second half ready 
to play, he became an insiant thorn in the side of the 
Bison. 
' 'The big guy kind of affected us at first: I think they 
were just trying to intimidate us," Crowder said. 
Morgan closed the gap and eventually gained 1he 
lead late in the second half. Toward the end the game. 
•~e )ead changes went back and forth with each team 
hitung key shots and free 1hrows. At the end of 
regulation. the score was lied 6 1-61. 
Though_ Morgan scored lirs1 in the overtime, the rest 
was all "Bison. They managed to pull away from the 
Bears, winning the g?me with a final score of 75-67. 
, Crowder was surprised the game was ever that close. 
1b be honest. I though1 we would blow them out. But 
we played big and that is whal it lakes to wi n." he said. 
Last Sunday the scene was se1: Coppin Stale against 
Howard for bragg.ing rights and first place 111 the 
MEAC. Early on It appeared the Bison were ripe for 
the challenge. The two 1eams changed leads six times 
in the first four minutes of 1he game. 
The last tie of the game came on a Brown three 
poinler with eight minutes lef1 in the first half. That 
1ri!)gered a 16-6 Coppin State run capped by a 1hree-
pomt basket in the final two seconds of 1he half. With 
tha1 shot. the half-time Coppin lead increased from 
seven to ten points. 
. Coppin State started 1he second half like they 
limshed the fi rst, with a three-pointer. But ii was not 
only Coppin that beat the Bison- they did a pretty 
good job of beating themselves. 
·We weren·1 ·hilling our shots and we weren't 
executin~," Bison guard John Gay said. ''We lacked 
intensity,' said Phil Chenier. 
The Eagles out rebounded the Bison 46-21 in the 
game. That s1a1istic coupled with Howard's poor 
shooting and Coppin's excellent three-point accuracy 
spelled oisa.ster for the Bison. 
"We did nol have good rotation on defense. Bui we 
knew their basic offense was the three P9inter, I just 
didn't e~pect them to hit them like that,' Gay said. 
to cell us we have to play hard, we can't just show our 
face.'' 
The Bison look forward to the rematch with the 
Despite 1heir )lroblems the Bison continued to light 
back. bu) their efforts were always met with an Eagle 
three-pointer. 
Crowder readily shouldered the blame for the loss. g 
" It was a bad day. I forced a lot of shots. I don't o 
know, maybe I wa.sn t ready tu play. We knew they f._ ___ ~,._-
wercn't a belier team than us. I thmk we needed a loss 
Eagles •~mon:ow on Eagles· turf. "Our goal is 
up the 1111cns11y level and be prepared to ,,('[ 
nothmg less than a win." Chenier said. 
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BILL STILL DIALS 1-800-COLLECT TO CALL HIS PARENTS, 
EVEN THOUGH AS A CHILD HE WAS FORCED TO WEAR A DRESS. 
-1-800-COLLECT ® 
Save The People You Call Up To 44°/o. 
89 
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\\IOULDN.T YOU LIKE TO BE 
UNIQUE THIS YEi\R? 
VALENTllNE(lfS DIAY 
fSURPJBllfSE 
FOR LOVERS AND FRIENDS 
SEND YOUR VALENTINE A SINGING 
• lELEGRAM ACCESSORIZED BY 
BIL\ L LOONS, ROS ES, CAN DY, ETC. 
ALL AT AFFORDABLE RATES! 
I 
ORDER NOW! 
CONTACT CUPID AT 865-2362 
SAY IT 
WITH BALLOONS!!! 
Valentine's Day Special 
Balloon Bouquets 
~ STAR:N:L::R:10.00 ~ 
MAGIC CLOWNS AVAILABLE ALSO!!! 
CALL NOW!!! 
(202) 726-8255 
(202) 723-3600 
•=i 
PICK UP ORDERS AT: 
1 39 Kennedy Street, N.W. 
Washington. o.c. 200 I 1-3025 
--
THIS VALENTINE'S DAV BE UNIQUE!!! 
ATTENTION 
If you are applying for or would like to know mor1 
about the following positions under the auspices oft 
Office of Student Activities 
HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE 
• Chairperson or Treasurer 
• Hilltop Editor-in-Chief 
• Hilltop Business Manager 
• Bison Yearbook Editor 
All interested candidates should attend an inter1 
meeting to gain additional information regarding th1 
• application process 
• qualifications 
• interview process 
• annual stipend, etc. 
If you are ready to meet the challenge, attend our interest 
meeting 
Tuesday, February 7 
5:00 - 6:00 pm 
Blackburn Center, Forum 
ARE YOU READY FOR THE 
CHALLENGE!?! 
If you want to lead 
the Hilltop Staff as 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Editor-in-Chief 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
attend our interest 
meeting 
Tuesday, February 7 
5:00 - 6:00 pm 
Blackburn Center, Forum 
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THE HILLTOP 
B12 HILLTOPICS 
All HILLTOPICS arc due, paid 
in ful:. the Monday before publi-
cation. Announcements by cam-
pus organi1a1ions for meetings, 
seminars or non-profit events arc 
free for IO words or less and $ 1 
for every addit ional five words. 
Campus announcements for prof-
it arc charged as indi\'iduals. 
Individuals advertising for the 
purpose of announcing a service, 
buying or selling arc charged $5 
for the fin,t 20 word; and $ I for 
every add itional five words.Local 
companies are charged $10 for 
the first 20 words and $2 for 
every five words thereafter. Per-
sonal ads are $2 for the first I 0 
words and $ I for every addi tional 
five words thereafter. 
ANNO0NC£M£N I'S 
REMINDER ! ! ! 
<t>:!:n Applications are due Mon. 
Feb. 6th by 5pm. There is a drop 
box in the Honors Office in 
Locke Hall (Ground Floor). 
lake a Commerc1,ll Break ... 
With Leo Burnett Advertising, 
the largest brand 
agency in 1he country. 
Presentation: 
Thursday, February 9 
6-8 PM 
See our ad in 1his week's paper 
for more details 
Remos Regresado! 
Please come out and join the 
Spanish Club in our I SI Spring 
meeting and fi lm rcs1 ival on 
February 8, I 995 at 6:00 pm 
sharp in Locke Hall Room 300. 
The cost is FREE! 
)I;('( EN I ION : If you are inter-
ested in being paid 10 write about 
Business issues for the Hilltop 
call Melissa at 865-8472. 
A'l"I £N'l'ION! 
The School of Bui,iness High 
School Recruiting Committee is 
having its I st general meeling 
Monday. February 6. The meet-
ing room is 10 be announced. so 
if you are interested in having 
more information please contact 
Kissinda Williams at 865-0 I 22 or 
Ms. Bernadette Williams a1 806-
1576 
Get Geared Op 
for '9S elections! 
! ! vAL£N'l'IN£ CANDY ! ! 
CLEAR GlfTBOX WITH 
CANDY. BALLOON. AND 
FLUFFY RED BOW 
ONLY $5.95!1 ORDER 
NOW WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. 
.. (202) 265-7093 
National Society or Oiack 
Engineers Calling all Vendors! 
Howard's Chapter hosts Spring 
conference. February 3-5, 1995 
at the Ramada Hotel New Car-
rollton o,er 600 expected! Call 
Keisha (202) 806-4428 
your little sibl ing Rollerskating 
Sat. Feb 11. Bus leaves Crnmton 
al 11 am, bnck by 4:30 or 5. 
$2.00 + food/ person. Sign up/ 
permission slips at Bruce Mon-
roe. Info : ca II direc1ors. 
New Jersey en1rance mec11ng 
1l1esday, Feb. 7, 7:00pm Dou-
glass Hal l Rm 105. 
Beat Kappa Ch, Meeung Mon-
day, February 6 at 5pm in UG L 
L-4 I. Must Attend ! ! ! 1 
'Iliacfi For America- Penny 
Drh·c. ALL MEMBERS please 
meel tomorrow 3:00pm at 
Blackburn Center. Any ?'s call 
Nurisha@ 483-3025. 
)l;f'I EN I ION Ans & Sciences 
1995 Graduates! Please fil l oul 
Senior Roster Form in Blackburn 
I 06 ASAP. Senior etas, meeting 
for Arts and Sciences Feb. 7 at 
6:30 pm room I 05 Locke Hall. 
HUSA commumty Aiiairs 
Committee will be having a 
meeting for anyone interested in 
becoming a volunteer on Wed. 
Feb. 8th. 7pm in Blackburn room 
I 02. For more info call 806-701 1. 
President 'fem Prettyman. the 
Executive Officers. and the stu-
dents of Anne\iberg Honor, Stu-
dent Council extend a warm HU 
welcome 10 Dr. Molefi Asante. 
'iexas Club Meetmg February 7. 
7:30 in Forum of Blackburn Cen-
ter. Officers meeting 7:00pm. 
sf valentmcs DAY RAFFLE SI 
The Ladies if Tau Beta Sigma 
would like you to participate in 
our Annual Valentines ,l;lAY 
RAFFLE. Prize : $50 gift certifi-
cate 10 Houston's of Georgc1own. 
Tickets will be sold at the game 
on 1hc 81h and by any TBL band 
member. 
Students Faculty Siatt 
TOP PRICES PAID 
for used and unwanled hooks 
with resale value. 
TAJ BOOK SERVICE 
(202)722-070 I 1-800-223-TAJ0 
The brothen. 01 R R•P will be 
sponsoring playing serenades for 
1hat special someone on Valen-
tines Day. Playing love songs 
from the top 40. Only S5.00 a 
serenade. Call Emery (202)332-
3230 for more info. 
R£LP \vAN'I £D 
National Summer Storage 
Company seeks campus repre-
sentatives and promo1ers for part 
1ime work during March & April. 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 per month 
working out of your dorm room! 
Male or Female. For more infor-
mation Call 1-800-562-8524. 
An Evenmg wuh: Gil Scott 
Heron February 6, 1995. Doors 
open at 6:45pm. IT'S FREE1!! ' 
HELP WAN l'ED 
(202) 387-4066 
Newly renovated rooms are lor 
rent at $300 per month. Conve-
nient to Union Station and near 
Galludet University. Contacl : 
Raymond A. Fowler (202) 5-16 • 
0049. 
N. W. 1528 5th St- One bedroom, 
modern, W/\V carpet. A/C $450 
+ elec. $200 deposil February 
1/2 off. (301) 449-5756. 
Room Avai lable lor Rent locat-
ed one block from campus $330 / 
month inc all utili1ies. Carpeted. 
washer/dryer. Mature students 
call (202) 986-5334. 
House to Share - 261 ks lrom 
MED/DENT Schools. W/D, 
W/W Carpel, A/C. Good security 
S250. 723-4646 
Rooms/ Renovated House 
Close 10 Campus. W/W Carpet 
from $250. 723-4646 
Large new one BO apt. New 
ki1chen & bath W/W carpet. A/C. 
$525.00 7234646 
l·emale N7S roommate, 10 share 
3 bedroom. 3 level rowhouse, off 
of New Hampshire Ave .. N.W. 
(202) 882-4623. 
FOR SALE 
! !vACEN'l'IN£ S0RiJRISE ! ! 
For that special someone ... 
Cute Bear with Cand). Balloon. 
& Bow in Valentine Pail 
ALL FOR ONLY $9.95!!! 
Order NOW while ,upplies last. . 
(202) 265-7093 
SPRING BREAK - Nassau 7 
Paradise Island. Cancun and 
Jamaica from S299. Air, Hole!. 
Transfers. Parties. and More! 
Organize small group • earn 
FREE trip plu~ commissions! 
Call 1-800-822-0321 
Mac system : B&W 9 mom1or. 
20 MB HD. HP printer & soft-
ware - S850.00 080. Leave 
name & # w/A.R. (202) 588 -
5809. 
'Hill someone you care this 
Valentine's Day, by sending 
them a specialized heart-
shaped pillow! Pillows are 
available in red or white satin and 
in Kentc clothe materials. To 
order. call J' Al Enterprises at 
(202) 637-9S-IS. Pillows come in 
two sizes-lOX IO inches. $ 10 and 
l-lXl4 mche,.$15 
SENI> A SO"IG NO'I' A 'IAR I 
TO A FRIEND OR SWEET 
HEART. THE HOWARD 
GOSPEL CHOIR IS PER-
FORMING SING-0-GRAMS 
FOR VA LENTINE'S DAY. Place 
Your order in Blackburn. Feb. 6-
10. 11 a.m. to 5p.rn. 
PERSONALS 
hrst Floor Fra11er, Rave a great 
Spring Semester. Love Melissa. 
H1lltop Busmcss Wn1ers. 
Wanted: Bab)sittcr lor 2 month 
old boy in NE area. Transporta-
tion provided. Some weeknight, 
and weekend nights. $6/hr. Refer-
ences helpful. Call (202)269-
3391 between 1-7pm. 
Th,rnk, for 1he great stories la,t 
,emcsler' Melissa 
'lo : IO-B-93 
You are 1he best thing 
W E ' Ft..E 
that has ever happened to me and 
the most important pan of my 
life. Thank you for always being 
there. You arc truly my special 
perfect one and I love you more 
than anylhing. Don't ever change 
and don't ever stop loving me the 
way you do. - BOO 
'IO :James Brown's Daugh1er--
Sund,1y, February 51h mark, our 
4th Annivel",ary. May this ,111d all 
of our anniversaries to come be 
happy ones. - EDAMAN 
PS-- You have 1he soflest lips l'\'C 
ever taMed. 
O.K. Mom. Lo. Shana. and 
Michelle •• Are y'all happy now? 
I finally remembered! 
-Melinda 
To Brother S111cla1r Skmner : 
Excellent job on the Kappa Alpha 
Psi winter retreat. 
• Brother Polemarch 
Symphony. While I'm gone keep 
scanning for V-Day. - Swce1Love 
To my iavonle #J, 
Yes. you truly R my Miss Right!! 
(Nol just my Miss Right Now). 
You are my quiet in a world full 
of 1hunder ... Please promise me 
you' ll be w/ me forever and a day. 
Love L.G. 
From da 8th Flo. 
SiDS-CrazySexyCool wa~ the 
bomb! But, of course we got it 
like that! 3X's10! 
Ali Sa111t's· I love you very 
much. Hopefully things will wor~ 
ou1. If 1101. we· II always have Vir-
gi ni a Beach and many other pre-
cious memories! "Your Freaka" 
'lb S.M. #20, 
I just give and never receive. 
When arc you going to do 4 me? 
Your Senior Friend. 
Doughboy, Even though we get 
on eachothcr's nerves. you still 
hold a special place in my heart. 
Congrats & Good luck w/ 1he 
new bundle of joy. I Lo,e You! 
Your Q St. Buddy 
The Ladies oi 'I 8:£ would hke 
to wish a Happy 11 lh Anniver-
sary on Feb. 41h 10 the brothers 
of KKPsi of HQ. Love H6 
JAMES "AL" LAWSON 
HERE'S YOUR HILLTOPIC. 
I STILL LOVE YOU. 
-HI MA-BOOM 
Gloria. Awanya. Shane. & Ike. 
Thi, is ju,1 a little some1hing to 
let >OU know 1hat someone is 
thinking about you. -SAHIMA 
'lo ONBOOPOO & FAU CI V : 
Let's stan this weekend off right 
and find some sponson, ! 
From: The Crccpster 
Roz & Shah, 
Thanks anyway! Goo<l lookin' 
out for a sista. I'll make it up 
to y'all in lhe BAHAMAS!" 
Good Luck Ill school rutd 
aerobics PEACE-P 
Kleshla, Thanks for being a coo 
uu rutd a cooler friend. Po. 
PO. 
All H.U Students 'l'he Omowc 
Journal is accepting literature. 
articles, photos, poems, essays 
and various styles of work 
relating to the theme "Pas t For-
gotten -Vision Unseen" 131ack-
burn Center UGSA office c/o 
Senodja Sundiata. Dead-
Need babysitter to pick up two 
children af1er school. Will need 
car. Call Dr. Kerr-Smith 
(202)269-0076 (30 I )506-9603 
Act1v1st It's 1he New Year and 
It's time we took our future into 
our own hands' Do you want 10 
be a part of the solution? Finan-
cially stable? Politically aware? 
Then just make one call and be 
pan of the winning learn. Fight 
for: 
BACK! 
line: Feb. 17. 
Attention: Ali studems mter-
ested in becoming pollworkers 
for this year's election process, 
stop by Suite 116 Blackburn to 
pick up forms. 
All pollworkers will be paid. 
Firsl come, First serve. 
National Society of Black 
Engineers • Women's Rights 
• Gay & Lesbian Rights 
• Food saftey laws. 
• e t 
• • I • 
_,£ovcrmAn 
productions 
invites all undergrads, pre-col-
lege. facuhy, professionals & 
entrepreneurs to their Spring 
Regional Conference. Feb. 3-5 at 
the Ramada New Carrollton. 
There are workshop, parties, fairs 
For more in formation, call 806-
4428. Come for association. 
motivation, leadership 
Call the Clcc Canvass Phone 
Center today! (202) 828-0905 
Fie~. hrs. and weekend hrs. 
SERVICES 
Witat, No Freakmk'! 'I hat's All 
Good.BLACK COLLEGE 
REUNION in Daytona Beach 
wi ll be "Nuff Hype." For reserva-
tions call : (202) 387-0008. Price 
: $150-$190. includes beach ,ide 
accomoda1ions and !ravel. Spe-
cial prices for bus ride or hotel 
t llt!r1.1t, fi/1111-;e,ftii 
'l'-Sltlrt Design Contest 
sponsored by Engineering Siu-
dent Council. Cash prize of 
$75.00. All Majors can submit 
designs!! Pick up entry form in 
room G-20. Engineering Build-
ing 
Strong Need tor T0'l'ORS at 
Gage Elementary School (near 
campus)! For more info contact 
232-6146. 
ROSA Community Aliairs 
Executive Staff meeting Sunday 
Feb. 5th at 5pm in Blackburn 
room I 02. For more info call 
806-701 1. 
A Gala Evenmg w11h 
MAYA ANGELOU 
in tribute to African- American 
Women in the Academy. 
Tues. Feb 14, 1995 7:30pm 
Cram1on. Preceded by a Panel 
Discussion at 3:00pm in 1he Ira 
Aldrige Theater 
A.0.S.C. Bruce Monroe/ Lewis 
Big Brothers & Sisters : Bring 
only 
rAJ BOOR SERVICE 
CAP CITY 
Worlds Fi nest Caps 
(202) 722-0701 1-800-223-TAJ0 
FOR REN I' 
Room lor Rent : Harvard & 
Georgia Ave. area. Quiel, conve-
nient, All utilities included WW. 
WO. Mic: $270.00/month call 
(30 1)445-7573. 
Funushed Rooms (2) - Non-
Smoker.,- walk 10 Howard S295 
and $325 per month. -Nice • 
Security Deposit - Carpeted. 
Cooking privileges - C,111 Mrs. 
SHORTER (703) 385-0538. 
N. W. • House to share. Near 
Howard University. Newly reno-
vated Victorian, Clean. bright 
Atmosphere. $300-S350 Call 
Ground Floor 
For IIOSf Ot11i,ery Th 
rders Ar 
February) 
-~ 
